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ABSTRACT 
The crustal structure of Northern England was 
examined, using mainly the r e f r a c t i o n technique. A 
three layer crustal model with interfaces at 0 to 3 km, 12 16m, 
and 27 k'm was interpreted from the data. 
The l a t e r a l variations i n thickness of the 
sedimentary cover was investigated by measuring Pg t r a v e l 
times from quarry blast sources recorded at mobile 
stations. The time term method was used to i n t e r p r e t 
the results and showed that the basement varied from 2i to 
3h k jn deep w i t h i n the sedimentary troughs to less than 
1 Ikin beneath the block regions. 
The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of apparent v e l o c i t i e s of crustal 
phases across Eskdalemuir and Rookhope arrays^ and wide 
angle r e f l e c t i o n s , suggested the existence of a lower 
crust between 12 and 27 k'm deep, with a ve l o c i t y of about 
6.5 km/sec. The upper crust (Pg about 5.7 km/sec) 
showed some evidence of v e l o c i t y increasing with depth, 
especially the uppermost part of the granite beneath 
Rookhope array. 
A r e f r a c t i o n l i n e (N.E.R.L.) recorded the shots of 
the L.I.S.P.B. project throughout the northern Pennines. 
This l i n e examined the v a r i a t i o n i n thickness of the main 
crustal layers across the p r i n c i p a l s t r u c t u r a l u n i t s . I t 
suggested that the Moho was approximately l e v e l beneath 
the region. This indicates that the r e l a t i v e elevation 
of the blocks was i s o s t a t i c a l l y supported by low density 
granites. The upper mantle has. a Pn ve l o c i t y of about 
i i 
8.05 km/sec and the character of the phase suggested a 
sub-moho structure such as an increase of velo c i t y with 
depth. 
The surface wave dispersion of teleseismic events 
recorded at Eskdalemuir and Wolverton was examined. 
The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n suggested a crust 30 km t h i c k and a 
shear v e l o c i t y of 4.55 km/sec f o r the upper mantle. 
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The area of study comprised, o / a region of Northern 
England, extending from the Scottish Border to Northern 
Yorkshire. I t examined i n most d e t a i l the crustal 
structure beneath the Northern Pennines, and s p e c i f i c a l l y 
the u n i t s known as the Northumberland Trough, - Alston Block, 
Stainmore Trough, and Askrigg Block. The general geology 
and the gravity and magnetic in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the area 
have been well studied (Bott 1967). The purpose of t h i s 
study was to complete the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the structure 
of the crust, using seismic techniques, by st a r t i n g from 
the basement-cover relationships and extending to lower 
cr u s t a l and upper mantle structure. 
1.2 General Geology 
The single most important event i n the Phanerozoic 
geology of Northern England was the emplacement of post-
orogenic granite batholiths during the Lower Devonian. 
On cooling, these batholiths formed block regions which 
are generally f a u l t bounded and have a t h i n cover of 
r e l a t i v e l y undeformed sediments. The intervening troughs 
e x h i b i t abrupt changes i n sedimentary thickness, especially 
i n the Lower Carboniferous. An outline of the general 
geology i s shown i n figure 1. 
1.2.1 Basement Rocks 
The oldest known rocks are exposed i n i n l i e r s w i t h i n 
the block regions. The i n l i e r s are generally Ordovician 
Figure 1 
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or S i l u r i a n i n age, although there remains some doubt as 
to the age of the Ingletonian of the Chapel, l e Dale and 
Horton i n l i e r s , which may be pre-Cambrian (cf. Ingham and 
Rickards 1974). I n general these lower Palaeozoic rocks 
form a t h i c k sequence of highly deformed greywackes, 
sil t s t o n e s and mudstones. 
A l l three l i t h o l o g i c a l u n its of the Ordovician, 
namely the, Skiddaw Slate group, Borrowdale Volcanic group, 
and the Coniston Limestone group are exposed wi t h i n the 
i n l i e r s . 
The Skiddaw slates are exposed i n the Cross F e l l and 
Upper Teesdale i n l i e r s , and i n the Crook borehole 
(Woolacott 1923). The widespread outcrop pattern 
indicates an extensive subsurface d i s t r i b u t i o n . Sediment-
o l o g i c a l l y they are variable, from mudstones to siltstones 
and graded greywackes, and they range i n age from the 
Tremadoc t o upper Llanvirn. 
The Borrowdale Volcanic group i s seen to rest 
unconformably on the Skiddaw Slate group i n the Cross F e l l 
and Upper Teesdale i n l i e r s . They consist p r i m a r i l y of 
acid and intermediate lavas and t u f f s erupted during the 
Llandeilo. 
The rocks of the Coniston Limestone group are 
l i t h o l o g i c a l l y grey calcareous mudstones, and suggest a 
quiet, muddy, shelf environment. About 600 m. are exposed 
i n the Cautley area (Cautley mudstones) andat® equivalent 
to the Dufton shales of the Cross F e l l i n l i e r , being mainly 
of Caradoc to Ashgi l l age. 
3 
The most complete section of the Si l u r i a n i s exposed 
i n the Howgate Fells, but g r a p t o l i t i c mudstones and d i s t a l 
t u r b i d i t e s are seen i n the Cross F e l l and Horton i n l i e r s , 
and they form the base to the Cheviot Volcanic p i l e . 
1.2.2 The Granites 
Three separate granite batholiths are known to occur 
to the east of the Pennines. Geological evidence and 
Radiometric dating suggest that a l l three were approximately 
contemporaneous. 
On the Scottish border l i e s the igneous complex of 
the Cheviot h i l l s , i n which the granite i s exposed within 
i t s associated volcanic cover and dyke intrusions. The 
b a t h o l i t h i s variable i n composition with i t s margins and 
central parts being diopside granodiorite with augite 
xenocrysts, separated by pink pyroxene free granophyres. 
Gravity i n t e r p r e t a t i o n (Spratling, 1973) suggests a 
denser phase along the northern margin. 
The Wear dale granite was o r i g i n a l l y postulated by 
Dunham (1934) and l a t e r substantiated by detailed gravity 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n (Bott and Masson Smith, 1957), and f i n a l l y 
proved at a depth of 1281 feet i n the borehole at Rookhope 
(Dunham e t _ a l . , 1961, 1965). Petrologically the granite 
i s a f o l i a t e d , non p o r p h y r i t i c , per aluminous, soda r i c h 
granite, with the phases:- a l b i t e , K. feldspar, quartz, 
muscovite, and b i o t i t e . Radiometric ages indicate that i t 
was intruded at 394 + 34 m.y. (Dunham e t _ a l . , 1974). 
Geochemically there i s evidence of a discontinuity at about 
2,200' (Holland, 1967), of which the evidence suggests a 
s l i g h t l y l a t e r f r a c t i o n was intruded below. 
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From the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Bouguer anomalies, Myers and 
Wardell (1967) and Bott (1961) suggested the existence of 
a granite beneath the Askrigg block, south of Wensleydale. 
This granite was l a t e r confirmed i n the borehole at 
Raydale (Dunham , 1974) and lay d i r e c t l y below 
Visean beds at a depth of 490 m. I t i s a medium grained, 
non p o r p h y r i t i c , unfoliated pink granite, consisting of 
microperthite, quartz, a l b i t e and c h l o r i t e . The Rb/Sr 
r a t i o s indicate an age of 400 + 10 m.y. with an i n i t i a l 
Sr 87/86 of 0.7210 + 0.0044. This figure i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
higher than that f o r the Weardale granite (0.706). The 
suggestion (Dunham r" , 1974) i s that although the 
granites were contemporaneous, they were not consanguineous; 
the Weardale granite being derived from a source such as 
the upper mantle, while the Wensleydale granite being re-
fused crustal material. 
1.2.3 The Cover 
The only known outcrops of Devonian sediments are 
exposed round the flanks of the Cheviot volcanic p i l e . 
These red beds are mainly of Upper Old Red Sandstone age. 
I t i s not known whether any substantial thickness of 
Devonian occurs at the base of the sedimentary troughs. 
I n terms of surface outcrop, and the volume of cover, 
the Carboniferous i s the most important system within the 
region. S t r a t i g r a p h i c a l l y the rocks are divided int o 
two subsystems; the Dinantian or Lower Carboniferous and 
the Silesian or Upper Carboniferous. The Dinantian i s 
further divided i n t o two series; the Tournaisian below, 
and the Visean above, ~F."he 1;Dft*an.'M>(fl<n'i-'fai-atsti.fig known as 
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the Carboniferous Limestone Series. The Upper Carboni-
ferous i s represented, by the Namurian (Millstone G r i t 
Series) and the Westphalian (Coal Measures). \ 
During the Dinantian,. sedimentation was closely 
controlled by the s t r u c t u r a l blocks, with considerable 
l a t e r a l variations i n thickness. Figure 2 shows the 
va r i a t i o n i n thickness of several kilometers of the 
Dinantian, between the blocks and troughs. Essentially 
t h i s was a period of major cyclic sedimentation (Ramsbottom, 
1973)* i n which the transgressive periods were represented 
by b i o c l a s t i c limestones or calcareous shales, and the 
regressive phases by the presence of o o l i t i c or c a l c i t i c 
mudstones, often desiccated and dolomitized, and 
stromatolites and nodular algae. The most important 
feature of t h i s cyclic sedimentation was the progressive 
b u r i a l of the block areas. Deposition i n the troughs 
began i n the Tournaisian, and i n some regions was a 
continuation of Old Red Sandstone sedimentation. The 
blocks formed gradually dwindling islands which were not 
covered t i l l l a t e Visean times (Johnson, 1967). I n some 
areas, i n d i v i d u a l beds e.g. Roman F e l l beds (Burgess and 
Harrison, 1967) showed marked changes i n thickness and 
facies over hinge l i n e s a t the margins of the blocks, and which 
were due to contemporaneous movement during sedimentation. 
Reefs formed along the southern margin of the Askrigg 
. block and indicate basement control (Johnson, 1967). 
The Namurian i s considered to be t r a n s i t i o n a l from 
the marine-esturine conditions of the Visean, to the 
Figure-2 
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lagoon-swamp conditions of the Coal Measures, and i s 
characterised by cyclic sedimentation. Lateral thickness 
vari a t i o n s follow a similar but less pronounced pattern as 
the Visean. The 'Yoredale' facies consist of a r e p e t i t i v e 
sequence of limestones, marine shales and subordinate 
sandstones, similar to the Visean. The second facies of 
the Namurian i s the 'Millstone G r i t ' , characterised by 
t h i c k , coarse grained, cross bedded sandstones, together 
with fine-grained sandstones, siltstones and mudstones, 
in_which marine intercalations are comparatively t h i n . 
The boundary between these facies o r i g i n a l l y lay along the 
Craven f a u l t s , but gradually moved northwards over the 
Alston block. 
Cyclic sedimentation continues int o the Westphalian, 
i n which the depositional environment i s regarded as deltaic. 
Sedimentation occurred i n low l y i n g , paralic plains, 
occupied by swamps and brackish and freshwater lagoons, i n 
which accumulated muds, s i l t s , and vegetable debris. River 
d i s t r i b u t a r i e s brought de l t a i c sands with occasional marine 
incursions. 
At 295 + 6 m.y. (Fi t c h and M i l l e r , 1967) a 
substantial i n t r u s i o n of quartz dolerite occurred as a 
s i l l complex (Whin S i l l ) and associated dykes. Although 
not forming any part of the basement, the Whin stone 
forms a prominent quarried horizon. 
During the Permo-Trias' substantial thicknesses of 
marine sediments occurred w i t h i n the Cleveland Basin of 
N. Yorkshire and of red beds i n the Eden Valley-Carlisle 
Basin. Both basins l i e at the margin of the investigated 
region. 
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1.3 Crustal Structure 
1.3.1 Upper Crustal Structure 
The relationship of the cover to the basement 
structure of the Northern Pennines was interpreted by 
Bott (1967), from the gravity and magnetic anomalies. 
Figure 3 shows the suggested basement features of the area. 
The most essential feature of the Bougtxgr anomaly map 
shown i n Figure 4 i s the low values associated with the 
granite batholiths. The best f i t t i n g models fo r the 
Weardale granite indicate a background density contrast 
of -110" to -»150 kg/ ,m3. For a contrast of -13'CLkg/ m3, 
the base to the granite was interpreted at 8.8 k'n. The 
Bouger anomalies reach a minimum of - 2 4 Mgall near 
Rookhope, and have a second derivative which gave a maximum 
depth to the upper surface of the granite of 1 km (Bott, 
1960) . The Wensleydale granite has a similar negative 
anomaly, but i s smaller i n amplitude and has lower gradients. 
A base between 5.7 k'm and 9.5 km f o r a density contrast 
of -CI20. to -C80 g/ m3 i s indicated. Spratling (1973) 
found a minimum value of about -12M.'gall f o r the Cheviot 
granite and interpreted the base at least 6 to 7 k'ai deep 
fo r a density contrast of -100kg/ m3. 
The most s t r i k i n g feature of the t o t a l f i e l d magnetic 
anomaly map shown i n Figure 5 are the east-west trending 
b e l t of magnetic basement rocks found across the Askrigg 
block. These rocks underlie the Ingletonian and require 
-10 -1 ••• 
a s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of at least f) x6«3x1Q. Hm:-m (Bott, 
1961) . Their relationship on the southern flank of the 
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cover through which the granite was intruded. Both 
granites are only weakly magnetised. 
Gravitationally and magnetically, the basement 
beneath the sedimentary troughs appears to be featureless. 
Gravity traverses on the margins of the blocks indicate a 
substantial thickening of low density cover (Bott, 1967). 
However, these gravity anomalies are p a r t i a l l y negated by 
the effects of the low density granites. This makes the 
in t e r p r e t a t i o n of the central and western section of the 
Stainmore Trough and the southern margin of the 
Northumberland Trough rather d i f f i c u l t . To the east, 
the anomaly over the Ninety Fathom f a u l t indicates a 
thickening of 1800 m of low density (-150pkg/' m3) sediments 
i n t o the Northumberland Trough. Along the Butterknowle-
Lunedale f a u l t a thickening of 3050 m of the cover over 8.km 
fo r a density contrast of -fl-5.Q5kg/ m3 i s indicated towards 
the Stainmore Trough. To the west, the anomaly becomes 
confused with the Weardale granite anomaly, but when the 
residual effects are taken i n t o account, there appears to 
be a thickening of 1200 to 1500 m of lower Carboniferous 
with a density contrast of -4 50.kg/ :m3. 
In an e f f o r t to resolve the ambiguities of the gravity 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the basement-cover relationships, three 
upper crustal r e f r a c t i o n surveys within the region have been 
attempted. 
Archer (1971) investigated the basement-cover structures 
between Weardale and Berwick upon Tweed. He found a best 
f i t t i n g basement v e l o c i t y of 5.6 + 0.lk".m/sec. Although there is 
some doubt as to the size of the time terms found', and 
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the v e l o c i t y of the cover, the survey did show a thicken-
ing of the cover w i t h i n the Northumberland Trough and 
towards the North Sea. 
Kidd (1972) attempted to survey to the south of 
Weardale, over the Stainmore Trough and Askrigg block. 
The low basement refr a c t o r v e l o c i t y of 5.5 to 5.6 km/see 
resulted i n small time terms within the Stainmore Trough, 
but they did indicate a thickening of the cover. 
G r i f f i t h s (1974) examined the seismic basement of the 
Stainmore Trough. As t h i s project was undertaken j o i n t l y , 
a detailed i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s given i n Section 2.7. The 
survey did f i n d that the cover increased i n thickness to 
about 3 Km w i t h i n the trough. 
The r e l a t i v e l y high heat flow at Rookhope, estimated 
at L . l f iQf&ffiWltr^.s" 1 . (Bott et a l . , 1972) may be explained 
by the high observed r a d i o a c t i v i t y of the underlying 
Weardale granite, and a higher contribution from beneath 
the granite, than i n North Yorkshire. The high heat 
flow of 2^ 936i2;mWcm"'^ . i / " L. recorded at Woodland on the 
southern edge of the Alston block may be due to the circu-
l a t i o n of hydrothermal waters near the Butterknowle f a u l t 
system. 
The previous geophysical interpretations have clearly 
indicated the subsurface shape of the granite batholiths 
beneath the blocks, and the l a t e r a l variations of the cover 
w i t h i n the sedimentary troughs. The suggested upper 
crustal structure i s similar to that interpreted by Powell 
(1971) beneath Eskdalemuir, of a thick p i l e of lower 
Palaeozoic greywackes resting above a pre-Palaeozoic high 
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grade granulite basement, through which the granites have 
been intruded. 
1.3.2, Lower Crustal Structure 
Agger and Carpenter (1965) suggested from the i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n of a r e f r a c t i o n experiment between the I r i s h and 
North Seas, a single crustal layer 27.1 and 25.1 km thick 
beneath Eskdalemuir and Rookhope respectively. They found 
a Pn v e l o c i t y of 7.99 + 0.10 km/sec and a Pg v e l o c i t y of 
6.29 + 0.10 l&m/sec. However t h i s experiment was not 
designed to obtain the best v e l o c i t y determinations using 
the time term method. 
Jacobs (1969) reported two crustal phases recorded at 
Eskdalemuir; a 'slow' Pg a r r i v a l of 5»5 to 6.0 ICm/sec, 
and a 'fast' a r r i v a l of 6.4 to 6.5&m/sec. He interpreted 
the f a s t a r r i v a l s as or i g i n a t i n g from a f i r s t order dis-
c o n t i n u i t y at approximately 12 l£m deep. 
Further evidence of a lower crustal, high v e l o c i t y 
layer came from the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of P* a r r i v a l s from two 
B r i t i s h earthquakes recorded at Eskdalemuir (Key, Marshall 
and MacDowell, 1964). Collette (1970) also i d e n t i f i e d a 
lower crustal layer with a vel o c i t y of 6.5 to 7.0 l£m/sec 
from a r r i v a l s recorded at Eskdalemuir, from shots i n the 
North Sea* He fur t h e r suggested t h i s layer may be 
anorthositic i n composition. Similar phase v e l o c i t i e s of 
about 6.5 iK'm/sec were reported from Central Scotland 
(Crampin et a l . , 1970) and i n Northern Scotland (Smith, 
1974). Blundell and Parks (1969) reported P* a r r i v a l s 
w i t h a v e l o c i t y of 7.3fem/sec from a r e f r a c t i o n experiment 
i n the I r i s h Sea. They interpreted t h e i r results on the 
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basis of three crustal layers with interfaces at 4, 24 
and 30 fen. 
Jain and Wilson (1967) used the Magneto^Telluric 
method to examine the crustal structure beneath Eskdalemuir 
and the I r i s h Sea. They suggested a lower crustal layer 
between 12 Km deep and 30 l«m deep, with a r e s i s t i v i t y of 
45 ohm metres. 
The geophysical interpretations suggested the 
existence of a high velocity,low r e s i s t i v i t y , lower crust 
beneath Northern England. 
1.4 Aim of the Present Survey 
The available geological and geophysical evidence 
indicated substantial variations i n the thickness of 
sedimentary cover. To solve the uncertainties of the 
g r a v i t y i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i t was decided to map out these 
va r i a t i o n s i n cover, using the re f r a c t i o n technique. This 
upper crustal survey, using quarry blasts recorded at 
mobile stations was well suited to the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Pg a r r i v a l s using the time term method. Previous attempts 
to solve t h i s problem, using the same technique, had poorly 
connected networks and inadequate velocity determination. . 
The .previous geophysical interpretations did not 
determine the deep crustal structure i n any d e t a i l beneath 
Northern England. I n p a r t i c u l a r , the ve l o c i t y structure 
of the upper crust and the existence of a lower crust was 
to be examined by measuring crustal phase v e l o c i t i e s across 
two arrays:- Rookhope and Eskdalemuir. Systematic 
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variations i n the thickness of the main crustal layers 
across the p r i n c i p a l s t r u c t u r a l unitsVtteftS to be determined 
by recording along an a u x i l i a r y r e f r a c t i o n l i n e p a r a l l e l 
to the main L.I.S.P. B project.Thestudy ofJhe dispensjora erf Surface 
waves from teleseismic events, between Eskdalemuir and 




BASEMENT-COVER RELATIONSHIPS OF N.E. ENGLAND . 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of t h i s study was to examine the variations i n 
thickness of sedimentary cover using the ref r a c t i o n 
technique, by recording l o c a l quarry blasts, and to i n t e r -
p ret the a r r i v a l s (Pg) by using the time term method. 
This upper crustal r e f r a c t i o n experiment involved the 
measurement of t r a v e l times between the source and mobile 
recording equipment over a range of 10 to 60 kin. As more 
t r a v e l times than stations (sources and recording sites) 
were measured, a least squares solution was obtained by 
tr e a t i n g the delay of the refracted wave, through the low 
v e l o c i t y cover (time term) as a variable f o r each station. 
2.2 Planning 
The time term method as introduced byScheidegger and 
^WillmQ&e.' (!957) and amplified by Willmore and Bancroft 
(1960), provides a most powerful interpretive t o o l f o r the 
r e f r a c t i o n method. I t s greatest use i s i n obtaining the 
maximum s t a t i s t i c a l information from an extended or 
ir r e g u l a r shot-receiver, arrangement, such as that used i n 
t h i s experiment. Meaningful results are only obtained i f 
the l i m i t a t i o n s and pr i n c i p l e s (Willmore and Bancroft, 1960) 
of the method are kept i n mind. 
I t i s important that the quarry and recording stations 
form an extended pattern to provide adequate information on 
the v e l o c i t y of the re f r a c t o r . As many widely dispersed 
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quarries as possible were used, but i n regions with few 
quarries e.g. the Stainmore Trough, recording stations were 
i n a higher density. For economic and geological reasons, 
quarries tend to be clustered i n specific areas, e.g. along 
the Whin S i l l i n Northumberland. 
The network was closely linked to Rookhope station, pit 
which most of the quarries used i n the survey were recorded. 
Quarries not linked to Rookhope and situated at the fringe 
of the survey gave inconsistent delay times. 
A compromise had to be achieved between waiting f o r 
the maximum number of shots to a station, or moving on the 
recording equipment to form another station. The balance 
between q u a l i t y and the number of stations used i n the 
resolution of a structure was achieved by leaving a station 
to operate f o r between oneti'nd four weeks. 
I t was impossible to arrange recording equipment at 
a quarry s i t e because of the high noise levels generated by 
the plant. Several quarries were situated within well 
dispersed'basement i n l i e r s . At the most important l i n k 
station^- Rookhope, the structure was well known from the 
borehole and the delay term could be measured d i r e c t l y 
(2.5.4). 
Problems concerning the dip and curvature of the 
ref r a c t o r (2.5) were minimised by not placing recording sites 
d i r e c t l y over the hinge l i n e s of the troughs. I f a 
consistent set of time terms were obtained within a given 
s t r u c t u r a l u n i t , then i t was reasonable to presume that t h i s 
. r e f l e c t e d a rea l significance. 
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2.3 Quarry Blasts as a Seismic Source 
I t was usually the aim of the quarry manager to crush 
the maximum amount of rock, using the minimum amount of 
explosives, and to reduce the level of anti-social ground 
vib r a t i o n s . From a seismological point of view t h i s was 
extremely i n e f f i c i e n t . 
A t y p i c a l quarry had between 6 and; 24 holes d r i l l e d 
behind the working face, and f i l l e d with a mixture of a 
primary charge of g e l i g n i t e and ammonium n i t r a t e . Stemming 
(gravel) was placed i n the upper part of the hole to tamp 
the explosive. The holes were f i r e d either e l e c t r i c a l l y 
w i t h short delay (20 m.s.) detonators between holes, or 
using Cordtex detonating l i n e with delaying relays. 
The eff e c t of the delays was to propagate a crack 
along the edge of the face ( c f . frontispiece), i n a similar 
mechanism to an earthquake. I t has been shown ( W i l l i s , 
1963) that the maximum ground velocity f o r compressional 
and shear waves i s independent of the number of holes. 
Surface wave energy i s not so e f f e c t i v e l y reduced. The 
seismic efficiency of a quarry blast was then reduced to 
the equivalent of one hole. 
Although the amount of explosives used i n the quarries 
connected with t h i s experiment, varied from two to f o r t y 
thousand pounds, the amount per hole remained reasonably 
constant at between 200 to 500 lbs/hole. On a qu a l i t a t i v e 
basis, there seemed to be l i t t l e difference i n amplitude of 
recorded waves at the same range but from d i f f e r e n t quarries. 
Although most energy at the source i s i n the range 100 to' 
Figure 6 





500 Hz ( W i l l i s , 1963), the ground acts as a low pass 
f i l t e r and most energy at the recording s i t e was near to 
5 Hz. 
Quarry blasts are usually detonated at the end of a 
working s h i f t e.g. midday or l a t e afternoon. Particular 
quarries kept to a p a r t i c u l a r shot time, which made the 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the source much simpler. 
2.4 Data Collection 
2.4.1 Logistics 
Two sets of mobile recording equipment were trans-
ported to preselected sites and l e f t continuously recording. 
As many quarry blasts as possible were recorded at t h e i r 
sources, so that the t r a v e l time could be calculated from 
the f i r s t a r r i v a l of the replayed records. 
2.4.2 The Recording Equipment 
As many as two, three component, F.M. recording sets 
were used (Long, 1974), c.f. Figure 6. 
The recording equipment consisted of three un i t s ; a 
modified i " tape deck, a d i g i t a l clock, and a three channel 
seismic amplifier and frequency modulator u n i t . The tape 
deck was run at a speed of 0.1"/sec, giving up to 4& days 
of continuous recording on a 3>600' t r i p l e play, 7" re e l . 
The clock generated a modified IRIGC type time code, using 
a thermally compensated c r y s t a l , operating at 5 KHz, to 
ft 
provide a s t a b i l i t y of better than 1 part i n 10 . The 
amplifier had a broad band response. Gain levels were 
switched e l e c t r o n i c a l l y by powers of two. 
The system recorded frequency modulated signals about 
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a central frequency of 84 Hz, using 8 tracks. A set of 
three component Willmore MK2 seismometers were recorded 
with intervening blank tracks to reduce crosstalk. A 
reference frequency of 100 Hz was recorded so that the re-
play could be adjusted f o r f l u t t e r compensation. The out-
put from the clock was recorded on another track, and the 
signal from a 60 KHz M.S.F. radio standard on yet another. 
Synchronisation of the clock, using the M.S.F. radio 
was achieved automatically to allow resetting to 0.1 sec 
of the minute marker. Further synchronisation was made 
manually, by observing the r e l a t i v e phases of the radio 
and clock pulses. The d r i f t of the clock was about 
0.3 sec/week. The time code was encoded wi t h i n ten second 
blocks. Two d i g i t numbers i n successive blocks encoded 
minutes, hours, days, station number, gain and system mode. 
Calibration of the seismometers was achieved by 
impulses of current to the seismometers. The lower frequency 
cut-off of the system depended on the natural period of 
the seismometer, which was set at about 1 Hz. The upper 
frequency cut - o f f depended on the system, which i n t h i s 
case was about 20-30 Hz. The response within the passband 
depended on the system electronics and the damping of the 
seismometer, which was set at about 0.6. 
The equipment was designed for low power consumption, 
which was less than 0.6 watts. Power was supplied via 
eight PP9 batteries or through a car accumulator. The 
system was reasonably compact and portable and e n t i r e l y 
s e l f contained. Numerous check-out f a c i l i t i e s were 
provided, the most useful of which was an audio channel via 
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a separate monitor and replay channel to check the F.M. 
recorded signal. 
The recording equipment used to measure the source 
time consisted of a modified cassette recorder, an M.S.F. 
radio and a geophone. The input impedance of the recorder 
was altered to prevent radio pick up. The signal from the 
geophone and the M.S.F. radio were mixed and recorded 
d i r e c t l y on the cassette. 
2.4.3 Recording sites 
The choice of s i t e was always a compromise between 
optimum noise conditions, e.g. distance from trees and 
roads, a v a i l a b i l i t y of bedrock and easy access. " The 
p o s i t i o n of the s i t e was determined from the existing net-
work and the relationship of the sit e to the structure 
being investigated. 
The recording equipment was usually l e f t running i n 
a farm out-building such as a disused hen coop. Cables 
were run out to a covered p i t , dug to near bedrock, so as 
to keep wind noise on the three component set of 
seismometers to a minimum. 
I t was found that a s u f f i c i e n t signal to noise r a t i o 
was achieved when the seismometers were d i r e c t l y coupled 
to bedrock. When t h i s was not possible, i t was found that 
the noise levels were p a r t i c u l a r l y high during strong winds, 
especially on thick r e g o l i t h . 
2.4.4 Recording at Quarries 
The geophone was placed about 10-20 m behind the 
f i r s t hole to be f i r e d . A screened cable 100 to 200 m 
long was l a i d out to a safe recording distance. The 
recorder was switched on when the warning of the blast was 
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sounded, and l e f t running f o r several minutes to enable 
minute markers to be i d e n t i f i e d . 
2.4.5 Rookhope Station 
A permanent three component system was i n operation 
throughout the entire period of the project. The output 
from a set of three component Willmore MK1 seismometers 
was recorded frequency modulated on a 1" EMI deck, along 
w i t h the signals from a c r y s t a l clock and a radio time 
standard. 
I t was hoped during the experiment that i t would be 
necessary to measure the t r a v e l time between a quarry and 
Rookhope once only. From then on i t would be necessary 
to enquire the approximate time of the shot, the o r i g i n time 
being the Rookhope a r r i v a l time minus the measured t r a v e l 
time. I n practice t h i s r a r e l y worked out, as frequently 
the quarry blast was not observed at Rookhope. 
2.4.6 Replay of Recordings 
The i " tapes were replayed at 10 times t h e i r recording 
speed. The replay heads were adjusted to achieve the 
optimum f l u t t e r compensation, the signals were demodulated 
and then passed through Krohn-Hite f i l t e r s set to a specific 
bandwidth. A bandwidth of 2 to 10 Hz was judged to give 
the best signal to noise improvement. The output was re-
played on a j e t pen recorder and consisted of three 
f i l t e r e d and u n f i l t e r e d seismic channels, with time (clock 
and M.S.F. radio) channels at both edges of the record. 
The s t a t i c o f f s e t of each channel of the j e t pen was checked 
by a marker pulse. 
The cassette recordings of the quarry blasts were 
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replayed d i r e c t l y through to the j e t pen recorder. The 
one inch Rookhope tapes were replayed through an EMI deck 
and demodulators, i n a similar manner to the i " tapes. 
2.4.7 Calculation of Travel Times and Distances 
From the analogue playback, the onset of the Pg 
a r r i v a l was calculated. This time was normally read o f f 
the u n f i l t e r e d records, using the f i l t e r e d channels to 
establish the character of the signal. The accuracy of 
the i n i t i a l break of the Pg wave was dependent on the 
frequency content and signal to noise r a t i o . This error 
was judged to be a maximum of about 0.1 seconds. 
The quarries and recording stations were positioned 
on 2^" and 6" Ordnance Survey maps. L i t t l e d i f f i c u l t y 
arose i n establishing the g r i d coordinates of the recording 
s i t e , as the many reference points of the farm buildings 
gave accuracies of better than 50 m. The position of the 
shots was much more d i f f i c u l t to assess, because of the 
constantly changing p o s i t i o n of the working face. The 
t o t a l error i n distance between any two stations was 
judged to be a maximum of 0.2 Km. 
2.4.8 The Data 
A t o t a l of 94 t r a v e l time equations were obtained 
from 22 sources and 29 recording stations. The f u l l data 
set i s given i n Table 1, and includes those t r a v e l times 
obtained by Archer (1971), Kidd (1972) and G r i f f i t h s (1974). 
2.5 The Time Term Method 
The t r a v e l time of the refracted wave between two 
stations can be w r i t t e n as:-
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where t •. = t r a v e l time between stations i and j 
D-. = distance measured along the refractor between 
the normals to the station 
V = Velocity of the refractor (constant) 
a. ,a. = the 'time terms' of stations i and j and are 
defined as the delay of the refracted wave 
caused by the low ve l o c i t y cover. 
I n deriving equation (1), Berry and West (1966) 
assume that: -
1. The v e l o c i t y of the re f r a c t i n g horizen i s very nearly 
constant. 
2. The regional dip of the refractor i s not too large. 
3. The curvature of the refractor i s s l i g h t . 
4. The v e l o c i t y structure beneath any s i t e i s a function 
only of perpendicular depth to the refractor. 
The observed t r a v e l time, T. ., i s d i f f e r e n t from the 
hypothetical t r a v e l time, t . ., because of measurement errors 
and the non-ideal behaviour of the refractor. 
T. . = t . . + 6.. . where 8. . i s the residual time. 
I f the re f r a c t o r i s approximately l e v e l then 
D. . & X. . where X. . i s the horizontal distance between 
the stations. 
The measured t r a v e l time i s given by:-
x i i 
T. . = ty + a. + a- + 6. • (2) 
I f there are n stations (shots and recording s i t e s ) , 
then there i s a p o s s i b i l i t y of up to n( n - l ) observations, 
wi t h n+1 unknowns; the delay times of each station and the 
v e l o c i t y of the refractor. I f there are more observations 
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than unknowns, the problem can be solved by l i n e a r 
regression. 
The m sets (number of data) of equations l i k e (2) can 
be w r i t t e n i n matrix notation:-
[ A ] [ a ] = [T] - |[X] 
where [A] i s a m by n c o e f f i c i e n t matrix 
[a ] i s a column matrix ( n x l ) of unknown delay times 
[ T ] i s a column matrix ( m x l ) of t r a v e l times 
[ x ] i s a column matrix ( m x l ) of distances 
V i s the scalar quantity of the v e l o c i t y of the 
r e f r a c t o r . 
I t i s convenient to divide matrix [ a ] such that:-
e i ~ 7 f i = a i 
The two equations:-
[ A ] [ e ] = [T] (3) 
and [ A ] [ f ] = [X] (3) 
are independent of the v e l o c i t y of the refractor. The 
solution f o r the sum of the residuals squared to be a 
minimum i s : -
[ e ] = [ A ^ r V H T ] 
[ f ] = [ A T A ] - 1 [ A T ] [ X ] 
For each t r a v e l time equation a quantity i s assigned:-
and D.. = X.. - f• - f ^ 
10 io i 0 
The residual becomes:-
6. . = C . - D. ./V 
°i0 10 i a 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g the sum of the residuals squared with 
respect to the v e l o c i t y of the refractor gives the least 
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squares v e l o c i t y which i s : -
ni o S D7. i = l ^ 
V = „ C .D. . 
i = l i J 10 
2.5.1 Standard Errors 
An estimate of the variance of the solution f o r the 
least squares v e l o c i t y i s : ~ 
m 9 
2 i = l 1 J a = 
m-n-1 
The standard error of the v e l o c i t y i s given .by 
. Se(V) = V 2 Se(i) 
1 
2 
where n 0 a 
(Se(v-)) 2 - f - ^ T 
i = i i a 
The standard error of the k^*1 time term i s given by 
Berry and West (1966) as:-
L 2 
( S e ( a K ) ) 2 = 1*1 6 i K 
where L = number of observations to station K. 
Al t e r n a t i v e l y the standard error of a time term can be 
estimated from the diagonal element of matrix : [ Q ] = [A TA]~^:-
( S e ( a K ) ) 2 = Qj^ a 2 
The confidence l i m i t f o r each time term i s estimated 
by mu l t i p l y i n g the standard error by the appropriate value 
i n Students t , d i s t r i b u t i o n tables (two ended) f o r L - l 
degrees of freedom. 
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2.5-2 Weighting of the Data 
I t may be necessary to give prominence to a 
p a r t i c u l a r t r a v e l time. By t h i s means i t i s possible to 
improve on the standard error of the unknowns by emphasising 
the p a r t i c u l a r t r a v e l times with the least observational 
error. Weighting was achieved by multiplying entire 
rows of the matrix equations (3) by a given factor. 
2.5.3 Constraining the Data 
I t i s sometimes possible to estimate the value of a 
p a r t i c u l a r time term by the position of the station 
r e l a t i v e t o the basement. I t i s convenient to constrain 
the solution of a p a r t i c u l a r time term to t h i s value while 
s t i l l t r e a t i n g i t as an unknown. This i s simply achieved 
by adding K constraints to the tr a v e l times. The f i r s t K 
rows of matrix [A] have only one figure i n the i ^ 1 column 
instead of two, where the i * * 1 time term i s to be constrained. 
The corresponding value i n matrix [T] i s the constrained 
term and the value i n matrix Ex] i s set to zero. 
2.5.4 Constraints on the basement 
The l o c a l geology at Rookhope i s well known from the 
borehole (Dunham e t _ a l . , 1961, 1965), from which the Weardale 
granite was discovered at a depth of 390 m. Using a 
v e l o c i t y of 4.0 km/sec f o r the cover and 5-5 km/sec f o r the 
granite i t was possible to estimate the time term at 
0.07 seconds. 
As part of a project carried out by U.K.A.E.A. and the 
University of Durham, a borehole seismometer was constructed 
and operated i n the hope of improving the signal to noise 
r a t i o f o r nuclear detection. As the seismometer lay w i t h i n 
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the "basement, the delay between t h i s instrument and a 
sim i l a r surface seismometer situated at the top of the 
borehole, was a d i r e c t measurement of the delay term at 
Rookhope. Figure 7 shows the result of the measurement 
of the delay of a number of l o c a l events. These events 
(Section 3.4.1) were measured by matching waveforms or by 
picking the difference i n onset time d i r e c t l y . This 
measurement was subject to a large r e l a t i v e inaccuracy and 
consequently the results showed considerable s t a t i s t i c a l 
variance. Although bimodal, the results showed a broad 
agreement with the expected delay. 
Several quarries were situated on or very close to 
the basement. These quarries included Arcow and Horton 
quarries at Horton i n Ribblesdale, High Force quarry i n 
Upper Teesdale, and Harden quarry i n the Cheviots. 
2.5.5 Two Velocity Solution 
Figure 3 shows the two basement rock types known 
w i t h i n the network. I t i s possible to achieve a solution 
to the best f i t t i n g v e l o c i t y of each rock type. I f the 
v e l o c i t y contrast between the granite and basement i s small 
there w i l l be l i t t l e r e f r a c t i o n at the contact. The 
distance between the stations was divided int o that 
t r a v e l l e d i n the granite and that i n the basement, using 
Figure 3 f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the two basement rock type 
The t r a v e l time equation becomes:-
XI . . X2 
T i d = -vt1 + -vP + a i + a j + 8 i j 
where XI.^ = distance t r a v e l l e d i n basement. 
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VI = v e l o c i t y of the basement 
V2 = v e l o c i t y of the g r a n i t e . 
Three equations are solved:-
[ A ] [ e ] = [ t ] 
[ A ] [ f l ] = [ X I ] 
[ A ] [ f 2 ] = [X2] 
f l , f2, 
The time term i s given by a^ ^ = e^-- -
Also defined a r e : -
D 1 i J - n i d " n i " n d 
D 2 i d " =13 " f 2 i " £ 2 d 
The sum of the r e s i d u a l s squared i s given by:-
m o m . . . .? I = E 8f • = E (C. . - Dl. ./VI - D2. JV2r i = l 1J i = l 1 J i J I J 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g I with r e s p e c t to 1/V1 and 1/V2 gives:-
J ^ i d m i a - (7r> A D 1 ? d + (w> J i D 1 i d D 2±d 
m -i • m , i , m ? E C. . D2. . = ( i ) E Dl. . D2. . + ( T ^ ) E D2f . 
i = 1 l j 10 VV1 ^ _ ] _ 10 10 v2 10 






E Dl*r. E D l . • D2.. 
i = l 1 0 J i = l 1 : 1 1 J 
m m o S Dl. • D2. . E D2J. 
i = l ^ 1 J H = l 1 J 
- l 
m 
E C . D2. . 
± = ! 10 10 
The standard e r r o r f o r the v e l o c i t i e s a r e : -
S e ( V l ) = V I 2 Se ( ~ ) where ( S e ( ^ ) ) 2 = m p E D l f 
i = l 1 
Se (V2) = V2 2 Se(^) where (Se(wfc)) = 
27 
2 
, V 2, ~ g D 2 2 
i = l 1 J 
p 
where a i s the estimate of the variance of the solution 
= I/m-n-2. 
2.5.6 Velocity increasing with distance 
I t i s commonly found that velocity increases with 
distance ( c . f . section 3.4.1). I f a model of velocity 
increasing l i n e a r l y with distance away from the source i s 
proposed:-
V = V Q + KX. . 
where V = ve l o c i t y at distance X.. away from the source 
V Q = i n i t i a l v e l o c i t y 
K = a factor by which ve l o c i t y increases. 
The t r a v e l time i s given by:-
-, KX,, X.. KX2. K2X^ 
(V_ + KX) dK = 4 I n (1 +.-^) = - — i * 1 + — 
° *• vo vo 2VT 3V£ 
o o 
+ higher terms i n and above. 
I f K i s small e.g. K = 10" 3 and taking X.. = 70 &m; 
-^ d 
V Q = 5.0 km/sec. 
X T/"V"2 ir^v3 
-rp2- = 14 sec — ~ 10" sec ^ a 10"-5 sec which i s 
o 2Vr 3V;? 
o o 
below the measurable time accuracy. 
2 
Terms i n K and above can be neglected and the t r a v e l time 
equation becomes:-X i d ^ i d T. . = -f=4 • ==•"• + a. + a. + 6. . 
1 J Vo 2V2 1 0 1 J 
t . . 
10 
28 
Three equations are solved:-
[ A ] [ e ] = [T] 
[ A ] [ f l ] = [X] 
[ A ] [ f 2 ] = [ X 2 ] 
The time terms are given by:- a.. = e1 - (w=-)fl.- + (-^w)f2. 
1 1 vo 1 2lt 
o 
Also defined are:-c.. = 
10 T i d " 
e i " ed 
Dl. •= 
10 X i 0 " 




X i 0 
f 2 . - £ 2 d 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g the sum of residuals squared with respect 
1 rr 
to (??-) and ( — 5 ) gives the solution f o r V and K 
o 2VQ 
<*> m i = l 
m S 
i = l 
0 > s 
Dl id) J i D 1 i d D 2 i o 
m p L. . D2. . - S D2f. 10 10) i = i 10 
-1 m 
i = l C i d D 1 i d 
m 
E C.A D2. . 
i = i id- 10 
When values of V Q and K have been solved, i t was 
possible to use the Weichert inversion (Section 3.4.2) to 
establish the velocity-depth relationship f o r the model. 
2.5.7 Dipping Layer I t e r a t i o n 
One of the assumptions of the time term method was 
that the angle of dip of the refractor was small and 
consequently X. . — D. .. For a dipping refractor:-10 i J 
29 
Station j Station i 
Z- and are the perpendicular depths to the refractor 
Z\ and Z'f. are the normal depths to the refractor 
9 i s the angle of dip of the refractor. 
D.. = BD = AC + CD - AB 
AB = Z. sin 9 
J. 
CD = Z i sin 9 
Z. - Z. = X.. tan 9 
J i I j 
D - X j- 1 . S i n 6 fz - Z ) = X i t 1 - s l n 2 Q X ± j = X cos 9 D i j _ cos 9 s i n y U j i ; cos 9 cos 9 A i j c o s y 
then Z• = Zl J — U - Z. = Zt l l cos 9 cos 9 
I n the f i r s t i t e r a t i o n the angle 9 was set to zero 
and the time terms calculated i n the normal way. These 
time terms were inverted to depths (Z! and Zl) and then the 
dip of r e f r a c t o r between two stations could be calculated 
(from Z. and Z^). A new value of D. . i s calculated from:-
x: 
D.. = X ± j cos 9.. = (X*. / ( Z . - Z . ) 2 ) * 
30 
2.5.8 Tests on Model Networks 
I t was found that the dipping layer i t e r a t i o n gave 
only a s l i g h t improvement i n the determination of the 
r e f r a c t o r v e l o c i t y over a single solution. I t was found 
that f o r s t r u c t u r a l l y complex models, and f o r poorly 
reversed models, the solution became unstable. This 
i n s t a b i l i t y i s a common feature of i t e r a t i v e time term 
analyses (Bamford, 1973), and i s caused by the interaction 
of the delay terms with the v e l o c i t y of the dipping layer. 
As Q becomes larger, D. . becomes smaller and a. and a^ 
become larger, which causes Q to increase. 
I t was generally found that i f the ve l o c i t y of the 
r e f r a c t o r was known and constrained, or i f good reversed 
coverage was available, a single solution gave r e l i a b l e time 
terms, except at the margins of the network. The problem 
of the marginal time terms was caused by poor reversal 
of v e l o c i t y (Willmore and Bancroft, 1960). 
2.6 Time Term Solutions 
2.6.1 Single Velocity Solution 
The best f i t t i n g v e l o c i t y to the solution was 
5.70 + 0.045 fon/sec. The solution was obtained by 
constraining the time term a t Rookhope to 0.1 sec. Table 
(2) shows a l i s t of time terms obtained f o r the least 
squares v e l o c i t y . The d i s t r i b u t i o n of the stations are 
shown i n Figure 8 and the d e t a i l s of the station are l i s t e d 
i n Table 3. 
Incorporated throughout the solution was an estimate 
of errors. The observational error was considered i n two 
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2 Archers R8 
3 Mootlaw Quarry 
4 Kirkwhelpington Quarry 
5 Swinburne Quarry 
6 Archers R6 
7 Rookhope S3 
8 Eastgate Quarry 
9 Rookhope SI 
10 Rookhope S2 
11 Newlandside Quarry 
12 Kidds 2 
13 Kidds 5 
14 Kidds 6A 
15 High Force Quarry 
16 Ley burn Quarry 
17 Kidds 9 18 Horton Quarry 
19 Belford 
20 Spadeadam Shot 
21 Gofton 22 Hindiey Steel 




27 Barrasford Quarry 
28 C r a g h i l l Quarry 
29 Elsden 
30 L i t t l e Haughton Quarry 
31 Raisby Quarry 
32 Durham Observatory 
33 Harden Quarry 
34 Walltown Quarry 
35 Marsden Quarry 
36 Ebchester 
37 Lanchester 
38 Arcow Quarry 
39 Hunderthwaite D01 
40 Lunedale D02 
41 Swinden Quarry 
42 Barras DO3 
43 Stainmore D04 
44 Tan H i l l D05 
45 Muker D06 
46 Giggleswick Quarry 
47 Marske D07 
48 Stainton D08 
49 Stang D09 
50 Skipton Rock Quarry 























































manners. F i r s t , i t was considered as an error bar, within 
which the real value must l i e . The accumulation of error 
l i m i t s of the unknown i s shown i n the column headed 'ERROR1. 
Secondly the observational error was considered to be 
normally d i s t r i b u t e d about the true value. This type of 
error accumulates d i f f e r e n t l y from the f i r s t type, and t h i s 
error i s given i n the column t i t l e d 'ERG'. As can be 
seen i n Table 2, the error i n the time terms caused by 
observational errors are smaller by the second consideration 
and generally amount to about 0.1 seconds. 
Table 2 l i s t s the values of e.^  and found at each 
stat i o n . These terms give respectively the part of the 
time term independent and dependent on the velocity of the 
r e f r a c t o r . By glancing at these values i t i s possible to 
say which time terms w i l l be most effected by a change i n 
v e l o c i t y . Standard errors are obtained f o r the time 
terms using the formulas given by Berry and West (1966) 
and by matrix inversion. The number of data to each 
st a t i o n i s also shown. 
Figure 9 shows the v a r i a t i o n of the sum of 
residuals with the basement velocity. I t shows a gently 
curved minimum i n the region of 5.7 km/sec. This curve 
shows the q u a l i t y of the data i n the determination of the 
v e l o c i t y of the basement. 
Figure 10 shows a p l o t of the residuals against 
t r a v e l distance. The p l o t w i l l show any substantial 
v a r i a t i o n i n v e l o c i t y w i th distance i f i t exists (Willmore 
and Bancroft, 1960). As the residuals appear to be evenly 
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evidence of ve l o c i t y changing substantially with distance. 
2.6.2 Two Velocity Solution 
2 2 A substantial improvement of 0.76 sec to 0.55 sec 
i n the sum of the residuals squared was achieved by trea t i n g 
the granite basement with a separate velocity. The d i s t r i -
bution of granite basement was taken from Figure 3. The 
least squares v e l o c i t y f o r the granite was 5.39 + 0.077 Um/sec 
and f o r the basement 5.81 + 0.046 l&m/sec. 
2.6.3 Velocity Increasing with Distance 
This solution showed a reduction i n the sum of 
residuals squared from 0.76 sec for the single solution 
p 
to 0.64 sec . The least squares vel o c i t y was 
V Q = 5.35 km/sec, increasing l i n e a r l y away from the source 
by 0.00414 Kijn/sec/fetm. 
2.6.4 I t e r a t i v e Solution 
The dipping layer i t e r a t i v e solution showed very l i t t l e 
change i n the sum of residuals squared (0.76 sec to 
0.75 sec ) and no change i n the least squares velocity. 
2.7 In t e r p r e t a t i o n 
2.7.1 D i s t r i b u t i o n of Time Terms 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n of time terms i s shown i n Figure 11. 
The time terms were obtained with the two ve l o c i t y basement 
structure which gave the least sum of residuals squared and 
i s based on the most reasonable geological premise. 
I n general, the time terms were smallest over the 
blocks where substantial areas had less than 0.2 sec. 
delay time. Over the Alston block, time terms appeared to 
increase to the northern and southern margins and towards 
Figure 11 
Distribution of Time Terms 'in Northern England 
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the North Sea. Over the Askrigg block the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of stations was less extensive, but s t i l l showed low time 
terms. I n northern Northumberland time terms were generally 
below 0.2 sec, but increased markedly towards the North Sea. 
The Northumberland Trough showed delay terms of 
greater than 0.6 seconds and which decreased markedly to 
the west. Delay terms i n the Stainmore Trough showed a 
maximum of about 0.5 seconds with no east-west l a t e r a l 
v a r i a t i o n . One value of 0.71 seconds was obtained i n the 
Ca r l i s l e basin but as with time terms on the edge of the 
Craven basin, were of l i t t l e significance because of t h e i r 
proximity to the margin of the network. 
2.7.2 Dependence of Time Terms on the Type of Solution 
There was no major r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of time terms 
whichever solution was employed. 
Because of the lower vel o c i t y of the granite, the time 
terms w i t h i n the blocks were s l i g h t l y reduced compared to 
the single v e l o c i t y solution. A similar effect was 
noticed f o r the solution with v e l o c i t y increasing with 
distance, because most quarries were situated on the blocks. 
The exact significance of the rather large K factor of 
0.00414 fon/sec/Km was doubtful because t r a v e l distances 
tended to be smaller on the blocks with the low ve l o c i t y 
granite r e f r a c t o r . 
2.7.3 Velocity of the Cover 
As part of the evaluation of Rookhope borehole, a 
seismometer was lowered w i t h i n the hole, while several shots 
were f i r e d at the surface. The results of t h i s experiment 
are shown i n Table 4. They indicate a mean vel o c i t y i n the 
Table U 
Velocity of the Cover 
ROOKHOPE BOREHOLE 
COVER 
DEPTH (m) TRAVEL TIME (ms) VELOCITY (km/s) 
1 9 4 4 6 4 . 2 1 
2 5 8 67 3 . 8 5 
3 8 8 - 9 7 4 . 0 0 
Mean v e l o c i t y of the cover (visean) = 4 . 0 0 Km/s 
GRANITE 
7 9 7 1 6 7 5 . 8 4 
DIRECT ARRIVALS 
QUARRY 







DIST. VELOCITY STRAT. 
4 . 2 5 3.70 Visean 
9.99 3 . 5 2 Coal Measures 
9.40 3.60 Visean 
3 4 
Visean of 4 . 0 Km/sec. On a few records, close to the 
Mast, a high frequency second a r r i v a l was interpreted as 
the d i r e c t wave. The v e l o c i t y appeared to be 3 . 5 0 to 
3 . 7 0 ton/sec. and was independent of the stratigraphical 
position. For t h i s reason, the cover was presumed to have 
a constant v e l o c i t y of 3 . 7 km/sec. 
2 . 7 . 4 Inversion of Time Terms to Depths to the Basement 
The delay time i s dependent on both the v e l o c i t y of 
the re f r a c t o r and the v e l o c i t y structure of the cover, and 
i s given by:-
a K = 
( v 2 - v ( z ) 2 ) * 
— dZ 
v r v ( z ) 
where V r = v e l o c i t y of the r e f r a c t o r 
V(Z) = v e l o c i t y function of the cover with depth 
h = thickness of cover. 
For a constant v e l o c i t y of the cover:-
a t r V v X , where = velocity of the 
h 
(V 2 - V 2 ) * cover. 
Berry and West ( 1 9 6 6 ) showed that i f V was the mean 
ve l o c i t y of the cover, then a good approximation to the 
depth to the basement was given by the constant ve l o c i t y 
formulae. Taking V = 3 . 7 km/sec., fo r the two velo c i t y 
solution then:-
h granite = 5 . 0 9 x a K 
h basement .= 4.80 x a K 
2 . 7 . 5 Depth to the Basement i n Northern England 
Figure 1 2 shows the interpreted depth to the basement 
of Northern England, based on the two vel o c i t y basement 
Pigure 12 
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solution and a constant v e l o c i t y sedimentary cover. 
The most noticeable feature of the map i s the t h i n 
cover over the blocks, with much thicker accumulation of 
sediments i n the intervening troughs. Cover appeared to 
thicken generally towards the North Sea. 
Northern Northumberland showed a r e l a t i v e l y t h i n 
cover of less than 1 kjn of sediments, which increased t o -
wards the Northumberland Trough. The a x i a l region of the 
Northumberland Trough appeared to have a maximum of 3 to 
4 Um of cover, which agreed well with the gravity i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n (Bott, 1967). The trough shoaled gradually 
towards Cumbria. 
The Alston block showed a thinning of cover to a 
minimum i n the Rookhope area. The cover increased to the 
margins of the blocks. 
The Stainmore Trough showed a depth to the basement 
of about 24 &m. The region was discussed i n d e t a i l by 
G r i f f i t h s (1974). There appeared to be no evidence of 
cover thinning to the west. 
Over the Askrigg block, the cover appeared to t h i n 
substantially. The asymmetric nature of the sedimentary 
cover (thinnest i n the south) was reflected on the map. 
Station coverage over the southern margin was not well 
defined. 
To synthesise the regional picture, Figure 13 shows 
a section along the 2°¥ longitude which l i e s central to the 
s t r u c t u r a l u n i t s . The section shows the interpreted 
r e l a t i v e disposition of basement-cover relationships as 
outlined. 
Figure 13 
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2.7.6 Precision of the Results 
The largest error in. the time terms was caused by the 
uncertainty i n picking the f i r s t a r r i v a l . Both the 
t r a v e l time and the distance between two sites could be 
measured to a high r e l a t i v e accuracy (better than 1%), 
but as the difference between the tr a v e l time and the 
distance divided by the v e l o c i t y was usually small, the 
r e l a t i v e error - of t h i s difference was large. For small 
delay terms (about 0.5 seconds), the error made during 
measurement may be greater than 25%* The problem was 
fu r t h e r aggravated by changes i n the vel o c i t y of the 
re f r a c t o r . The observational error was i n general much 
larger than the standard error calculated from the residual 
The precision of the depth estimates due to 
observational error was about 0.5 fem, but may be greater, 
f o r example at stations situated at the margin of the 
network. This inaccuracy meant that the basement topo-
graphy w i t h i n each u n i t could not be resolved. Nor was 
i t possible to distinguish any vel o c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n at 
depth w i t h i n the cover. Because of the very low time 
terms obtained w i t h i n the Lower Palaeozoic i n l i e r s , i t was 
presumed that the seismic refractor was indeed the 
geological basement. 
The margins of the troughs may be more abrupt than 
has been indicated. The hinge lines were avoided 
because of the problem of the dip and curvature of the 
re f r a c t o r (2.2). 
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2.8 Conclusions 
The time term method has proved a most useful t o o l i n 
the investigation of basement-cover relationships i n 
Northern England. The l i m i t a t i o n s to the in t e r p r e t a t i o n 
due to the i n i t i a l assumptions and observational error 
must be treated with care. The survey has shown that the 
measurement of t r a v e l times to continuous recording mobile 
stations was feasible. 
The experiment has shown substantial l a t e r a l 
v a r i a t i o n s of the thickness of sedimentary cover. I n 
p a r t i c u l a r , the basements beneath the Northumberland and 
Stainmore Troughs have been estimated at between 2& to 
3h fcm deep. This contrasted with the intervening block 
regions where less than 1 l£m of cover was indicated. 
I t was hoped that the survey would solve some of the 
uncertainties of previous geophysical and geological i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n . The network can stand as a building block f o r 
extending to neighbouring areas or f o r more detailed 
investigations w i t h i n each u n i t . I t also aids the i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n of the deep structure by allowing f o r the 
correction of the cover. 
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CHAPTER 3 
APPARENT VELOCITY OF CRUSTAL PHASES ACROSS ROOKHOPE AND 
ESKDALEMUIR ARRAYS 
3.1 Introduction 
Although the recording of quarry "blasts at mobile 
stations provtdfeck usefuld&tafot the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
onset of Pg, using the time term method, i t did not allow 
f o r the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n and correlation of l a t e r phases 
between records. Because of the abundance of quarry blast 
sources, i t was decided to examine records ftomtwo short 
period crossed arrays; namely Rookhope i n Weardale and 
Eskdalemuir i n Southern Scotland. The purpose of t h i s 
study was to deduce the sub-basement, crustal velocity 
structure. 
3.2 The Scope of the Study 
I n i t i a l l y the apparent velocity of Pg a r r i v a l s across 
Rookhope array was examined to investigate the velocity of 
the basement refra c t o r and compare t h i s with the value 
obtained from the time term survey of Northern England 
(Chapter 2). As the work progressed i t became clear that 
a d i s t i n c t i v e v e l o c i t y structure of the upper crust beneath 
Rookhope existed. Because the array had been dismantled 
before the quarry blasts used i n Chapter 2 were recorded, 
only the apparent v e l o c i t y across the array could be 
established. I t was possible to invert the measured 
velocity-distance function f o r Pg, to form the velocity-depth 
structure, by using the Wiechert i n t e g r a l . 
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Eskdalemuir array station was operated throughout the 
period of the experiment described i n Chapter 2. Because 
the o r i g i n time was known i t was possible to calculate the 
apparent v e l o c i t y and t r a v e l times f o r each phase and to 
construct a record section. The array was situated at the 
northern margin of the network of quarries, and because of ' 
the greater ranges involved (40 to 160 fern) i t was i d e a l l y 
placed to investigate the deep crustal structure. The 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of l a t e r a r r i v a l s and i n p a r t i c u l a r of wide 
angle r e f l e c t i o n s was only possible from the correlation of 
a l l the records. 
3.3 Data Collection 
At both arrays i t was of fundamental importance to 
calculate the apparent v e l o c i t y for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 
phases and f o r the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n d i r e c t l y . Linear 
regression of the onset time at a p i t on distance was used. 
At Rookhope array i t was f i r s t necessary to locate the event 
by calculating the best f i t t i n g azimuth and by using the 
P-S time to estimate the distance to the source. The 
location of the source was taken as the nearest worked 
quarry, and was confirmed by i t s d i s t i n c t i v e blasting time 
(Section 2.3). The source locations of the events recorded 
at Eskdalemuir were known, but i n practise regression with 
unknown azimuth was employed to check f o r systematic 
azimuthal anomalies. 
3.3.1 Rookhope Array 
Rookhope array was established i n 1969 by the University 
of Durham. I t was situated on Namurian strata of the 
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•Yoredale' facies, close to the centre of the Alston block. 
The array had l i n e a r crossed arms with a t o t a l of nine p i t s , 
spread at i n t e r v a l s of approximately 1 l«Km. A three 
component p i t and borehole seismometer (2.5.4) were 
operated to the south of the cross-over point. The 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of p i t s and t h e i r relationship to the l o c a l 
geology i s shown i n Figure 14 and the l i s t of p i t 
coordinates i s given i n Table 5. 
The instrumentation of the station was similar to 
that described by Long (1968). Vertical Willmore MK.l 
seismometers were used at the p i t s , where the signal was 
amplified and frequency modulated. The signal was 
transmitted, v i a land l i n e s , with transformer terminations, 
to the central recording u n i t . An EMI deck recorded the 
F.M. signals on 1" wide tape on up to 24 tracks, along 
with the output from a d i g i t a l clock with binary coding, 
a radio time standard, and a reference frequency f o r 
f l u t t e r compensation. 
The main source of c u l t u r a l noise was generated by 
a mineral washing plant situated to the south east of 
the array (Halls, 1964)., and was of a similar frequency 
(near 6 Hz), to the signals from local events. 
3.3.2 Eskdalemuir Array 
The array station was operated by the United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority (U.K.A.E.A.), primarily f o r the 
detection and i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of underground nuclear 
explosions. Although designed to investigate teleseismic 
events, i t does however provide a most useful t o o l i n the 
examination of l o c a l events. 
Figure 7 4 
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Pit Coordinates at Rookhope 




















X Coordinate i s p o s i t i v e eastwards. 
Y Coordinate i s p o s i t i v e northwards. 
Coordinates and a l t i t u d e are r e l a t i v e to W4 p i t , 
and are i n kilometers. 
W4 p i t i s at O.S.. 393.93 543.69 
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The array was s i t e d at Llandovery rocks of Silu r i a n 
age. The main rock types were g r i t s , shales, mudstones, 
greywackes and conglomerates. 
The array consisted of two lin e a r crossed arms, each 
with ten p i t s containing Willmore MK.2 seismometers 
(Truscott, 1965). The d i s t r i b u t i o n of p i t s i s shown on 
Figure 15 and the coordinates are l i s t e d i n Table 6. The 
signals were recorded, frequency modulated on 24 channel 
tape decks, using 1" wide tape. Timing was obtained from 
a quartz clock, calibrated from radio broadcasts. 
3.3.3 Replay of Recordings 
The Rookhope tapes were i n i t i a l l y replayed with a 
single demodulated channel recorded on a heliocorder, 
from which l o c a l events were distinguished. The tapes 
from both Rookhope and Eskdalemuir were replayed i n a 
similar manner to Section 2.4.6. The signals were demodu-
lated, f i l t e r e d and played out onto a j e t pen recorder. A 
record speed of 25 to 50 mm/sec. was chosen as a compromise 
between accurate time measurement and the preservation of 
the waveform. 
3.3.4 Calculation of Onset Times 
The r e l a t i v e delay between p i t s was measured by 
matching waveforms. A waveform for a p a r t i c u l a r phase was 
chosen near to the cross-over point of the array, and traced. 
The reference trace was moved along the record t i l l a visual 
best f i t was obtained, and the offset from a p a r t i c u l a r time 
reference was measured. 
Figure 15 
Eskdale muir Array 
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Recording Seismologicai Recording 
Station 
1 %5 *4 Vault. 
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Intersection of Lines II Grid Ref NT 265050 
N 55° : f f W 03° 0 W 
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after Truscott .1965 
Table 6 
Pit Coordinates at Eskdalemuir 
PIT X COORD» Y COORD, ALT. 
Rl -1.174 0.471 0.127 
R2 -0 .342 0.136 0.121 
R3 0.489 -0.199 0.093 
R4 1 .320 -0.534 0.109 
R5 2.15.1 -0.869 0.078 
R6 2.983 -1 .204 0.166 
R7 3.814 -1.539 0.119 
R8 4.645 -1.874 0.190 
R9 5.477 -2 .210 0 .200 
R l l 7.140 -2.880 0.122 
Bl -1 .049 -2.659 0.046 
B2 -0.719 -1 .829 0.084 
B3 -0.521 -0.952 0.083 
B4 -0.056 -0.168 0.070 
B5 0.276 0.662 0.081 
B6 0.606 1.493 0,108 
B7 0.937 2.323 0.207 
B8 1.313 3.281 0.176 
B9 1.529 5.645 0.114 
X coordinate i s p o s i t i v e eastwards. 
Y coordinate i s p o s i t i v e northwards. 
Coordinates and a l t i t u d e are r e l a t i v e to the cross 
over point and are i n kilometers. 
Cross over point i s at 55 19 59.ON and at 229m* 
. 3 9 33.OW 
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3.4 Apparent Velocity Across an Array 
3.4.1 Known Azimuth 
I f the shot location i s known, then the problem of 
the best f i t t i n g v e l o c i t y to the curved wavefront across 
an array reduces to the l i n e a r regression of onset time 
on distance to the event. 
The a r r i v a l time at p i t ( i ) i s given by:-
T i " To + <V> x i + e i + 8 i ( 1 ) 
where i s the onset time. 
T Q i s an a r b i t r a r y o r i g i n time. 
i s the distance between the p i t and the shot. 
i s the s i t e and height correction term. 
6^^ i s the residual at the p i t . 
V i s the apparent v e l o c i t y across the array. 
For the sum of residuals squared to be a minimum theh:-
2 2 
or-j££, where GT x^ i s the variance of the distance 
^ = ~2 2 
A-^ rp i s the covariance of distances 
and onset times. 
^ _,_ m 9 i . m 
!\.A I I I — J . ^ : - - \ X 111 J -
times. 
p i m p 1 / m \2 i T V = -—=r S X. - - ( E X..) where there are m onset AA m  J. x'=l i=l 
'4c- 5=1 A X A * i ( x i ) T i ) , T ° P P i n 9 1 9 7 2 ' 
3.4.2 Confidence Limits 
A p a r t i c u l a r l e v e l of significance (Y) was chosen 
e.g. 95%» The solution to the equation:- F(C) = -g-Cl+y) 
was found from a table of Students t d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r m - 2 
degrees of freedom. The confidence l i m i t of (^) was 
found from:-
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Se(i) = C Q 
&XX (m - 2)(m - 1)J 
where Q = (m - l ) ( a 2 T - ( | ) 2 a 2^) 
- 2 
and a T T i s the variance of the onset times. 
The confidence l i m i t of the apparent v e l o c i t y was found 
from:-
Se(V) = V2Se (|-) 
3.4.3 Solution f o r a Constrained Velocity 
I f the apparent v e l o c i t y i s constrained, the only 
unknown i n equation ( l ) i s TQ, which f o r the condition of 
least squares gives:-
1 m 1 1 m 
o m i = 1 1 m V V i = 1 1 
The standard error of the solution i s given by:-
Se(Sol.) = ^ . ^ ( T i - T Q - ( i ) X.) 2 
The log value of the standard error of the solution 
was p l o t t e d against a set of constrained v e l o c i t i e s about 
the least squares velocity. This proved useful to assess 
the q u a l i t y of the data f o r the determination of velocity. 
Figure 16 shows the f i t of ve l o c i t y (Pg) to a blast from 
Eastgate quarry across Rookhope array, and displays a well 
defined minimemat 5.14 lSDn/sec. 
3.4.4 Site Corrections 
The height correction of the p i t i s given by:-
h (v 2 - v 2 )^ where h^ i s the height above a common 
— - — v y ^ c reference point e.g. cross over point. 
V i s the apparent ve l o c i t y across the 
array. 
V„ i s the v e l o c i t y of the cover. 
Figure 16 
F i t of Onset T i m e s t o Apparen t Veloci ty 
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Because t h i s formula' contains the unknown ( v e l o c i t y ) , 
the solution becomes non li n e a r . I f i s small (less 
than 0.2 kCm), the correction can be replaced by (h-/V ), 
which i s d i f f e r e n t from the exact solution by an amount ' 
less than the observational error, f o r real cases. A 
s i t e correction can also be applied f o r known systematic 
changes i n geological structure. 
3.4.5 Unknown Azimuth 
The a r r i v a l time at a p i t with coordinates (xx>Yi)» 
references to the cross-over point, f o r a ray with a 
plane wavefront i s given by 
T i - V * i ' ' T 4 ' " ' ! ( s s p ) * e 1 + «i ( 2 ) 
where T^ i s the onset time 
T i s the intercept time 
££ i s the s i t e correction 
8^ i s the residual at the p i t 
a i s the azimuth of the ray with v e l o c i t y V 
measured clockwise from the Y arm. 
At least three onset times are required to solve the 
unknowns |]T , a, V]. The set of m equation of the type 
(2) can be w r i t t e n i n matrix notation:-
[T] = [A][S] 
where [T] i s the column matrix (m x 1) of onset times 
[s] i s the column matrix of unknowns = 







For the sum of residuals to be a minimum the solution i s : -
[s] = [ A ^ - V H T ] 
The velocity i s given by:- V = 
(S22 + S3 2)* —1 S2 
The azimuth i s a = tan (^) 
3.4.6 Standard Error on the Unknowns 
The variance on each of the unknowns i s estimated from 
th 
Q s s 2 where QII i s the i diagonal 2 _ i i i = i i m -I 
* i - element of [A^A]""1 
m - 3 
The standard error of S. = Se (S i) = J a2 
Velocity and azimuth are functions of S2 and S3:-
V = f (S2, S3) 
a = g(S2, S3) 
The standard error of velocity i s given by:-
(Se(V)) 2 = ( | § 2 ) 2 (Se(S2)) 2 + ( ^ ) 2 (Se(S3)) 2 
and similarly for azimuth. 
Then (Se(V)O2 = S22 (Se(S2)) 2 p + sf (Se(S?)) 2 
(S2^ + S3 V 
and for azimuth (Se(a)) 2 = S22 (Se(S?) ) 2 + s/(Se(S2) ) 2 
(S2^ + S3 r 
To calculate the confidence l i m i t of V and a, a level 
of significance was chosen e.g. 95%, and the appropriate 
value from a table of students t distribution (two ended) 
for m - 3 degrees of freedom was multiplied by the standard 
error. 
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( o p x X 
The distance from the source to the p i t i s given from the 
p o p 1 
cosine rule:- A = (D + x i + y i - 2 D ( sin a + cos a)) 
where D i s the distance from the cross over point to the 
source. 
CE = FG = FH - GH = x i cos a - y ± sin a 
BC = BS - CS = A - (A 2 - (XJL cos a - y ± sin a ) 2 ) ^ 
and i s the extra distance travelled by the circular wave-
front. The site correction i n equation (2) (3.4.5) becomes 
A - (A 2 - ( X i cos a - y i sin. a ) 2 ) * + h. (V 2 - V 2)* 
e i = V : V v c 
The second term i s the height correction. Because 
both velocity and azimuth are required to calculate the site 
correction, the problem becomes non linear and i s solved 
by i t e r a t i o n . The distance D of the source to the cross 
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over point can "be calculated i f the shot position i s 
known, or i t can "be estimated from the P - S time. The 
ite r a t i v e procedure i s continued t i l l the values of the 
site correction changes by less than a particular value 
(10 ^ seconds) which i s less than the accuracy of measure-
ment of the onset time. In practise i s small 
compared to (especially for D greater than 50 km) and 
the solution quickly converges. 
3.5 The Upper Crustal Structure of Rookhope 
3.5.1 The Data 
A t o t a l of 140 local events were examined during a 
period from September-December 1969. Of these, the source 
of 49 events wasv located and are l i s t e d i n Table 7. 
Figure 17 shows the results of the measurement of 
apparent velocities plotted against the distance to the 
source. The weighted mean and confidence li m i t s for repeated 
measurement of apparent velocity from the same quarry were 
calculated by using weights inversely proportional to the 
square of the standard error for individual measurement 
(Topping, 1972). The consistent low apparent velocities 
recorded for the Pg phase at Heights quarry and especially 
at Eastgate quarry, meant that the low apparent velocities 
(about 5.0 l£m/sec) recorded at short ranges (below 8 fern) 
was of real s t a t i s t i c a l significance. Beyond 8 km range, 
the apparent velocity (about 5.7 fem/sec) was commensurate 
with that obtained from the time term analyses (Chapter 2). 
The apparent velocity appeared to be independent of the 
azimuth of the source. The large confidence l i m i t s for 
Table 7 
Events used to Calculate Apparent 
Velocities across Rookhope Array 
SOURCE PHASE DIST. 
W4 Shot Pg 0.121 
Crooks Alter Pg 4.294 
Northgate Pg 3.437 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Frosterly Pg 11.766 
Frosterly Pg 11.766 
Heights Pg 4.999 
Eastgate Pg 6,501 
Shap Pg 46.342 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Shap Pg 46.342 
Buxton Pm 171.190 ley burn Pg 54.832 
Ley bum Pg 54.832 
Taprain Pm 135.962 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Taprain Pm 135.962 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Shap Pg 46.342 
Horton Pg 72.899 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Shap Pg 46.342 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Belford P* 92.511 
Heights Pg 4.999 
Heights Pg 4.999 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 Shap Pg 46.342 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Swinden Pg 82.242 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Shap Pg 46.f342 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Belford P* 92.511 
Kirkudbright Pm 109.088 
Mootlaw Pg 32.600 
Hartley Pg 37 .'681 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
Newlandside Pg 7.394 
Eastgate Pg 6.501 
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single events made i t d i f f i c u l t to assess the exact 
velocity-distance function. Three separate functions were 
proposed to explore the range of possible solutions; two 
continuous and one discontinuous function. 
An apparent velocity of about 6.5 J^ n/sec was observed 
as a f i r s t a r r i v a l beyond 90 &m and was interpreted as E* 
phase. Pm reflections were observed to have an apparent 
velocity of about 6.6 kin/sec at large ranges (more than 
130 fern). 
3.5.2 Inversion Procedure 
The continuous velocity-distance functions were 
inverted to the velocity-depth structure by using the 
Wiechert integral:-
h 
cosh _ 1 ( ^ | j ) dA (e.g. Slichter, 1932) Z(Vt) = i 
0 
The inversion integral assumes that velocity increases 
continuously with depth, with no abrupt changes causing 
t r i p l i c a t i o n of the velocity-depth function. The discon-
tinuous function of apparent velocity was inverted by 
assuming plane layers, from which the depth to the higher 
velocity refractor was calculated. 
3.5.3 The Velocity Structure of the Upper Crust beneath 
Rookhope 
Figure 18 shows the result of the inversion of the three 
velocity-distance relationships. A l l three velocity-depth 
structures exhibit a low Pg velocity i n the topmost 1 km of 
the granite beneath Rookhope, even though the nature of the 
transition to the underlying material could not be determined. 
Figure 18 
Velocity Structure of the Upper Crust at Rookhope 
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(J)' Plane Layer Model 
(2) Abrupt Increase of .Velocity Model 
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I t would "be doubtful whether the observed velocity-distance 
relationship was caused by a la t e r a l l y varying cylindrical 
structure. Whether the low velocity of the granite near 
the surface was due to compositional changes (Holland, 
1967), or the result of deep weathering cannot be stated. 
3.5.4 Depth to the Lower Crust 
Beyond 90 kun a P* phase with an apparent velocuty of 6.5 km/ 
sec was observed. Further evidence for a lower crust comes 
from the velocity 0 f the Pm phase at large distances, which 
becomes asymptotic to the same velocity. 
At the cross-over distance the travel time of the Pg and 
P* waves are equal. Assuming plane layering, the delay time 
to the P* refractor i s given by: 
a = ~T ~ + a l Pg P* 
where X„ i s the cross-over distance c 
i s the velocity of the Pg phase at the cross-over 
point 
V * i s the velocity of the P* phase 
a. i s the delay time relative' to V and can be 
calculated from the Wiechert integral:-
(vf_ - V ( Z ) 2 ) * . 
where V(z) i s the velocity, distribution to depth h. 
The estimate of the delay time to the P* refractor 
beneath Rookhope varied from 0.95 to 1.04 seconds 
depending on which model was chosen. The delay of the 
refracted wave to the depth h can be calculated from (3) by 
replacing V with V *. Assuming a constant velocity (V ) 
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beneath depth h, the depth to the P* refractor was 
estimated between 11.3 and 12.7 l£m. I f velocity increases 
below h, then this value was a minimum estimate. 
3«5.5 Residuals at Rookhope 
The mean and standard deviation of the residuals at 
each p i t was calculated for the events l i s t e d i n Table 7, 
both for fixed and variable azimuth. The distribution of 
residuals as shown i n Figure 19 are not significantly 
different from zero. There i s no apparent correlation 
with elevation, suggesting that the velocity of the cover 
(3.7 l&m/sec) was correctly chosen. 
3.5.6 Amplitude of the Pg phase Recorded at Rookhope 
On a qualitative basis i t was observed that the 
amplitude of Pg arrivals from sources just beyond the sub-
surface boundary of the Weardale granite was very low. 
This may be explained by diffraction at the outward sloping 
contacts of the low velocity granite. The effect was not so 
noticeable at larger ranges, and may be due to a smaller 
velocity contrast at depth. 
3.6 Interpretation of Eskdalemuir Records 
3.6.1 Apparent Velocities across Eskdalemuir Array 
First, and distinctive high amplitude second (Pm) 
arrivals from a number of known quarry blast sources, were 
used to calculate apparent velocities across Eskdalemuir. 
The events used and the results are shown on Table 8. 
Figure 20 shows the results of the measurement of 
apparent velocities across the array. Because no events 
were located within 35 &m range, i t was not possible to 
Figure 19 
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Table 8 
Events used to Calculate Apparent 
Velocities across Eskdalemu/r. Array 
APPARENT 
SOURCE DATE DIST PHASE VELOCITY 
Belford 6/7/73 91.45 p* 6.57+ 0.33 
Pm 7.66+ 0.47 
L i t t l e 10/7/73 97.97 Pm 9.69+ 0.47 
Haughton 
Harden 8/8/73 69.44 Pg 6.08+ 0.27 
Pm 7.92+ 0.39 
Eastgate 9/8/73 95.87 P*? 6.33+ 0.47 
Pm 7.25+ 0.18 
Raisby 9/8/73 126.85 Pm 6.72+ 0.22 
Sm 4.00+ 0.32 
Spadeadam 27/8/73 44.06 Pg 5.61+ 0.07 
28/8/73 Pg 5.57+ 0.06 
29/8/73 Pg 5.58+ 0.07 
Horton 13/5/74 143.13 Pm 6.88+ 0.73 
28/5/74 Pm 6.62+ 0.17 
10/6/74 Pm 6.26+ 0.25 
Ley "burn 5/6/74 141.06 Pm 6.09+ 0.13 
Giggleswick 6/6/74 150.30 Pm 6.59+ 0.28 
Swinden 7/6/74 160.28 Pm 5.55+ 0.19 
15/7/74 Pm 6.60+ 0.22 
Arcow 19/6/74 143.13 Pm 6.26+ 0.25 
Hartley 26/6/74 110.02 P* 6.32+ 0.18 
High Force 19/7/74 97.93 Pg 5.56+ 0.22 
Confidence l i m i t s are 95 per cent. 
Figure 20 
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invert the velocity-distance function for the Pg phase, 
but the velocities do agree with those obtained by Jacob 
(1969). A P* f i r s t a r r i v a l was observed beyond 90 km, and 
Jacob (1969) attributes this 'fast' phase to a discontinuity 
at about 12 l£m beneath Eskdalemuir. The Pm phase shows a 
decreasing velocity with distance and becomes asymptotic to a 
velocity of about 6.6 km/sec at large ranges. The c r i t i c a l 
distance i s estimated at 65 + 5 kjn for an assumed Pn velocity 
of 8.0 km/sec (Agger and Carpenter, 1965). None of the 
phases from the sources used, showed any significant 
azimuthal anomaly. 
3.6.2 Record Section to Eskdalemuir 
Figure 21 shows a record section of quarry blasts 
recorded at Eskdalemuir, reduced to a velocity of 6.0 k'.m/sec. 
Only a fraction of the t o t a l records are shown to preserve 
c l a r i t y . Because the events were recorded from different 
azimuths (east to south of the array), records at the same 
range but on different structures show a variable delay to 
the onset of the f i r s t a r r i v a l . This was particularly 
noticeable for quarries i n the Northumberland Trough (at 
75 to 85 kirn) and i n the Stainmore Trough (at 105 to 115 fern), 
which show a reduced time of the f i r s t arrival at about 
1.5 seconds. Quarries from the block regions show a 
reduced time of less than one second for the f i r s t a r r i v a l . 
A high amplitude Pm phase was observed from one to two 
seconds after the Pg a r r i v a l . This phase persists to 
beyond 120 ICm where i t can be easily mistaken for a f i r s t 
a r r i v a l . Only beyond 160 km was i t possible to detect to 
the Pn phase, and at which distance the amplitude of Pm 
Figure 2 1 
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decreased, slightly. Occurring at 1.0 to 0.5 seconds after 
the Pg phase, was a rather indistinct, hut noticeable phase 
which was interpreted as a wide angle reflection from an 
intra-crustal discontinuity ;and i s here called the Pc phase. 
3.6.3 Interpretation of Wide Angle Reflections 
The interpretation of wide angle reflections was 
achieved by comparing the observed travel times with those 
calculated from plane layered crustal models. Assuming 
Snell's law, then for any ray the parameter, p = ( y ^ ) 1 ) 
i s constant. The travel time along the ray between 
depths z-j_ and Z 2 i s given by:-
t = dz 
V ( Z V i _ p 2 v 2 ( z ) 
The horizontal distance i s given by:-
V(z) dz x = 
A - p 2V 2(z) 
To calculate the travel time for the reflected wave i t was 
necessary to reckon the parameter p of the ray. A Newton 
ite r a t i v e solution for the parameter was found from the 
distance integral. For n plane layers 
X n n P IV
 v i S x. = 2 S 
1=1 i = l ^  _ p 2 y 2 
T = 
D i n n S t = 2 S 
i = i 1 " i - i y x _ 2V2 
where i s the 
thickness of the i 
layer; i s the 





M = § = 2 § D i V i * = ± ; L dp = \tl (1 - p 2 V ^ 2 
For layers with uniformly increasing velocity with depth:-
X = j i X j L = 2 ^ 2 [(1-Vof p 2 ) * - ( 1 - V t 2 p 2 ) * ] 
i = l 
T = 8 t , = 2 ? i [cosh" 1 - cosh"1 C ^ ) ] 
i = l 1 i = l "1 
dx _ n dx ± _ n x [ 1 , - i „ ] 
"¥ " J ! "dP ~ ^ P~K7 ( l - p ^ V t J ) ^ (1-p^ VoJP 
where i s the linear increase of velocity with depth i n the 
i t n layer. 
th 
Vo^ i s the velocity at the top of the i layer 
th 
Vt^ i s the velocity at the bottom of the i layer 
Vt. = Vo. + K. D. 
l l l I 
During the Newton iterative process, an estimate p i 
J 
of the parameter of the reflected ray i s madS. A better 
estimate of the parameter i s given by:-
X(p.) 
Pj+JL : ' = P0 ~ (TOT) 
dp 
At super c r i t i c a l distances the angle of emergence of 
the reflected and refracted rays i s similar. The 
measurement of the time difference between the refracted 
and reflected waves i s almost independent of the delay of 
the cover. In practice a small correction i s applied. 
3.6.4 Interpretation of Pc Reflections at Eskdalemuir 
Figure 22 shows the f i t of the observed Pc reflection 
travel times to a discontinuity at a variable depth. A 
single layered model was used with a velocity of V = 5*7 
Figure 22 
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Confidence limits are standard e r ro rs fi  li it  r  t r  r r r  
54 
sec and K =0-01 Jcm/sec/km. The f i t suggests a discon-
t i n u i t y at a depth of about 12 km, which agrees well with 
the estimate made by Jacob (1969). 
3.6.5 Interpretation of Pm Reflections to Eskdalemuir 
Figure 23 shows the f i t of a two layered crust to the 
observed Pm t r a v e l times. The thickness of the upper crust 
was constrained to 12 fern, and the velocity and thickness of 
the lower crust was varied. The best f i t t i n g model suggests 
a vel o c i t y of about 6.5'fe'm/sec at the top of the lower crust, 
and a depth of 27 fen to the Moho. The model has a time 
term of 2.85 seconds which closely corresponds to the value 
suggested by Agger and Carpenter (1965). 
3.6.6 Residuals at Eskdalemuir 
Figure 24 shows the mean and standard deviation of the 
residuals at each p i t at Eskdalemuir array for three Pg 
a r r i v a l s with high signal to noise r a t i o s . There appeared 
to be l i t t l e correlation of the residuals with elevation, 
suggesting the cover velocity of 4.7 km/sec (Agger and 
Carpenter, 1965) was approximately correct. 
3.7 Conclusions 
An analyses of the apparent v e l o c i t i e s for crustal 
phases across Eskdalemuir and Rookhope array suggests that:-
1) There was an indication that velocity increased with 
depth i n the upper crust. This was especially noticeable 
near the surface of the Weardale granite beneath Rookhope. 
2) From both the reflected and refracted phases, there was 
evidence of a discontinuity at a depth of 12 to 13 fc<ia. 
beneath Eskdalemuir and Rookhope. Beneath t h i s discon-
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t i n u i t y the v e l o c i t y of the lower crust was about 
6.5 l&n/sec. 
3) The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Pm re f l e c t i o n s suggested that the 




NORTHERN ENGLAND REFRACTION LINE (N.E.R.L.) 
4.1 Introduction 
The N.E.R.L. experiment was a subsidiary r e f r a c t i o n 
l i n e , displaced 30 to 60 l£m to the east of the main 
L.I.S.P.B. project (Lithosphere Seismic P r o f i l e i n B r i t a i n ) , 
shot during the summer of 1974. The recording l i n e , which 
was approximately 130 km long, stretched from Skipton i n 
North Yorkshire to near Rothbury i n Northumberland, and 
straddled the 2°W meridian. The shot d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
main experiment dictated t h a t the l i n e would give essential, 
information about the deep crusta"' and upper mantle. The 
proj e c t was a j o i n t venture between the Universities of 
Durham and Cambridge. 
4.2 Planning 
4.2.1 The L.I.S.P.B. Project 
The L.I.S.P.B. project was designed to investigate 
the lithospheric structure of B r i t a i n . A series of four 
large spreads with eighty recording stations each, were 
moved to give an even coverage along the length (north-south) 
of B r i t a i n . Land and shallow marine shots were distributed 
along the l i n e , and were detonated during the f i r s t phase 
from 23rd July to 1st August. During t h i s phase the 
spreads were moved progressively northwards. During the 
second phase, from 4th to 15th August, large sea shots were 
detonated o f f N.W. Scotland and i n the English Channel, as 
the spreads were moved southwards. 
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4.2.2 The N.E.R.L. Line i n Relation to the L.I.S.P.B. 
Project 
The p o s i t i o n of the N.E.R.L. l i n e i n r e l a t i o n to the 
L.I.S.P.B. project i s shown i n Figure 25. The position of • 
spread gamma of the L.I.S.P.B. project was determined by 
the two terminal shot points at Buxton (Derbyshire) and 
Spadeadam (Northumberland). The planned l i n e lay along the 
western margins of the Askrigg and Alston blocks. The 
proximity to the Dent and Pennine f a u l t s , both of which 
are major crustal dislocations,, meant that t h i s l i n e may 
not r e f l e c t the true structure of the main unit s . I t was 
decided to operate a separate recording l i n e , p a r a l l e l to 
spread gamma, but displaced to the east. 
4.2.3 Planning of N.E.R.L. 
The p o s i t i o n of the N.E.R.L. recording l i n e was 
chosen 50 that i t lay central w i t h i n the s t r u c t u r a l units. 
The p r o f i l e was designed to cover the Northumberland trough, 
Alston block, Stainmore trough, and the Askrigg block. This 
l i n e coincided with the most intensely investigated region 
of the upper crustal structure (Chapter 2). A north-south 
l i n e p a r a l l e l to the main experiment meant that the 
maximum information about the ve l o c i t y structure of the 
crust could be extracted. 
4.2.4 Logistics 
I t was thought that the most information could be 
obtained i f the design of the experiment mirrored the 
l o g i s t i c s of the main experiment. Because of the small 
size, of the planned shots o f f Weymouth and i n South Wales, 
i t was decided not to include these shots. The N.E.R.L. 
Figure 25 
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l i n e was divided i n t o three spreads which mirrored the 
movements of l i n e s Alpha, Beta and Gamma (Figure 25) of the 
main experiment. The relationship of the experiment to 
the structure of Northern England i s shown on Figure 26. 
The spreads from south to north were designated A, B and C. 
The A spread stretched from near Skipton to 
Wensleydale and covered most of the Askrigg block and i t s 
margin onto the Craven basin to the south. The B spread 
lay from Wensleydale to Weardale. This covered the northern 
margin of the Askrigg block, the Stainmore trough and the 
Southern edge of the Alston block. The C spread extended 
from Weardale to near Rothbury i n northern Northumberland. 
The spread lay over the northern edge of the Alston block 
and covered the Northumberland trough. 
A t o t a l of 13 mobile recording sets were used on each 
spread. Cambridge sites were interleaved between Durham 
stations, so that i f a p a r t i c u l a r system f a i l e d , complete, 
though less detailed coverage would exist. The permanent 
st a t i o n at Rookhope was operated throughout the experiment. 
I t was hoped that the Buxton and Spadeadam shots would 
give useful upper crustal data, while the Edinburgh, Dunkeld, 
North Wales and sea shots (Figure 25) would y i e l d information 
on the v a r i a t i o n i n crustal thickness. 
4.3 Data Collection 
4.3.1 Recording Sites 
Recording stations were selected f o r easy access by 
road to low noise sit e s , on d r i f t free land with good 
exposure f o r direct coupling of the seismometers to bedrock. 
Figure 26 
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Sites were spaced at i n t e r v a l s of approximately 3h Km 
along the spreads, with a minimum l a t e r a l o f f s e t . A 
small hole was dug s u f f i c i e n t l y deep to cover the 
seismometer, so that wind noise was reduced. 
4.3.2 Equipment 
The Durham equipment consisted of six portable 
cassette recording systems, two mobile three component sets, 
and the permanent st a t i o n at Rookhope. Cambridge University 
employed f i v e portable sets. 
The tape decks of the six portable Durham sets were 
Uher stereo cassette recorders, operated at If- i.p.s. and 
using C90 or C120, Cr0 2 cassettes. One channel recorded 
M.S.F. time signal d i r e c t l y , the other a frequency modulated 
siesmic signal. The recorder had an audio monitor to check 
the system was functioning normally. A separate amplifier-
modulator was connected to the recorder. The gain l e v e l of 
the single channel seismic amplifier was switched electroni-
c a l l y by powers of two by means of an i n t e r n a l thumbswitch. 
Calibration pulses were switched automatically when the power 
from the recording deck was switched on. A single v e r t i c a l 
seismometer was connected by about 100 m of screened cable, 
so that the operator would not disturb the recordings. Five 
sets used Willmore Mk2 instruments, while the remaining 
u n i t used a Willmore Mk3« The recording system was placed 
i n a large polythene bag f o r weatherproof operation. 
The two three component sets were i d e n t i c a l to those 
previously described (2.4.2). Willmore Mkl seismometers 
were used as the horizontal components, and a Willmore Mk2 
as the v e r t i c a l f o r each set. 
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The Cambridge University equipment was similar to the 
Durham mobile sets, and used Uher i " four track decks, an 
amplifier-modulator u n i t and a quartz driven d i g i t a l clock. 
Synchronisation of the clocks was achieved by recording 
M.S.F. radio time signals at the beginning of each recording 
and by-the d i s t i n c t i v e speech bursts of B.B.C. radio 2. 
Gain was switched by powers of two and separate recordings of 
the single v e r t i c a l Willmore Mk2 seismometers were made at 
two gain levels. 
4.3.3 Field Operation 
A window of 20 to 45 minutes was allocated to each shot, 
which was usually detonated j u s t a f t e r the hour at 07.00, 
15.00, 19.00, and 21.00 hours B.S.T. 
The three component sets were moved into position on 
t h e i r respective spreads before the appropriate shot was to 
be f i r e d . A spare day existed between the movement of each 
spread to enable t h i s t o be performed. 
Before each shot window, a group of six operators would 
depart from Durham, each with a mobile recording set, and 
with watches synchronised. The operators and equipment were 
unloaded at d i f f e r e n t sites along a spread. At the 
beginning of each shot window the operator switched the 
recording system and made a note of any signals heard through 
the audio monitor. After the end of the shot window, the 
systems were dismantled, and the operators and equipment were 
transported back to Durham. The system allowed f o r f l e x i b l e 
operation depending on any changes i n the shot f i r i n g 
programme. 
The Cambridge group was based i n three f i e l d headquarters 
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on each spread. Liaison "between each group and the 
L.I.S.P.B. headquarters at Birmingham and Edinburgh was by-
telephone. 
4.3.4 Replay of the Recordings 
The records from the three component sets and Rookhope 
were replayed as i n Section 2.3.7. The cassettes were re-
played on the Uher decks. The time channel was fed 
d i r e c t l y to the j e t pen recorder. The signal channel was 
demodulated and the output f i l t e r e d using a low pass 50 Hz 
and 10 Hz (5 Hz f o r the marine shots) f i l t e r . The f i l t e r e d 
and u n f i l t e r e d signals were interleaved with time channels 
on the j e t pen at a playout speed of 25 mm/sec. The 
Cambridge recordings were s i m i l a r l y replayed, except 
the clock channel was demodulated before output. 
4.3.5 Calculation of Travel Times and Distances 
For the time term analyses i t was necessary to 
calculate the t r a v e l time and distances f o r the refracted 
a r r i v a l s between the shots and receiver stations. From the 
paper playout, the onset time of the refracted wave was 
picked along with an estimate of the error involved. This 
error was greater f o r the marine shots because of t h e i r low 
frequency content. The t r a v e l time was obtained by sub-
t r a c t i n g the time of the shot instance. 
For the land shots, the distance to the receiver was 
calculated by using the O.S. g r i d coordinates. The 
positions of the sea shots were given i n geographical co-
ordinates. The O.S. g r i d coordinates of the receiving 
stations were converted to geographical coordinates, and the 
t r a v e l distances were computed. B r i e f l y , the geographical 
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coordinates were converted to geocentric coordinates and 
the radius vectors calculated. The geocentric angle between 
the radius vectors was calculated and the i n t e r s t a t i o n 
distances reckoned using the cosine rule. The error i n 
distances for' the land shots was estimated at about 0.1 km 
and not more than 0.2 k-Cm f o r the marine shots. 
4.4 The Data 
The records from the Buxton and Spadeadam shots were 
stacked at a reduced v e l o c i t y of 6.0 km/sec. The remaining 
records were stacked at 8.0 km/sec. From these sections 
the main phases were i d e n t i f i e d . F i r s t a r r i v a l s f o r re-
fracted phases (Pg and Pn) were picked so that the t r a v e l 
times could be interpreted by using the time term method. 
4.4.1 Record Section of the Spadeadam Shots 
Figure 27 shows the reduced section of the Spadeadam 
shots. I t displays the broad frequency band of the records, 
which was t y p i c a l of the land shots. The main phases 
i d e n t i f i e d were:-
a) The Pg phase was seen as a low amplitude f i r s t a r r i v a l 
along most of the section. Although the amplitude of t h i s 
phase decreased markedly beyond 60 km, i t was s t i l l i d e n t i f i -
able to beyond 100 km range. As t h i s phase appeared almost 
horizontal on the section, i t s apparent ve l o c i t y was 
approximately 6.0 km/sec. A s i g n i f i c a n t feature of t h i s 
phase was a s l i g h t delay of up to 0.4 seconds i n the range 
70 to 90 km. As t h i s range coincided with the pos i t i o n of 
the Stainmore trough i t was reasonable to assume that t h i s 
, F i gu re 27 
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delay was caused by a thickening of low v e l o c i t y cover. 
b) The Pc phase occurred as a high amplitude a r r i v a l 
about 0.8 to 0.4 seconds a f t e r Pg. The phase achieves a 
maximum amplitude between 65'' and 100 k(m and has an 
apparent v e l o c i t y of approximately 6.0 fon/sec. This phase 
was interpreted as a wide angle r e f l e c t i o n o f f an i n t r a -
c r u s t a l discontinuity ( c . f . Section 6.2.3). 
c) The Pm phase appeared about 1.6 tou0.9 seconds behind 
the f i r s t a r r i v a l (Pg) and has a maximum amplitude i n the 
range 70 to 100 fem. I t was interpreted as a wide angle 
r e f l e c t i o n from the Mohorovicic* discontinuity. 
d) The Pn phase was seen as a f i r s t a r r i v a l at ranges i n 
excess of 130 l&m. 
4.4.2 Record Section of the Buxton Shots 
The records from the Buxton shots are shown i n Figure 
• i t ' i 
< •> . 
28 reduced to a v e l o c i t y of 6.0 km/sec. The section covered 
the same range and had similar phases to the reduced section 
of the Spadeadam shots (4.4.1). The main phases were:-
a) A low amplitude Pg phase was seen as a f i r s t a r r i v a l 
i n the range 80 to 115 fcn, with an apparent v e l o c i t y close 
to 6.0 km/sec. There appeared to be a delay of up to 0.5 
seconds on the records closest to the shot (below 90 fern 
range), which corresponds to the margin of the Craven basin. 
b) The Pc phase appeared on the records at about 0.6 to 
0.4 seconds after. Pg. I t has a p a r t i c u l a r l y well defined, 
high amplitude onset at about 100 Km range, w i t h i n the 
Askrigg block. 
c) The Pm phase appeared 1.5 to 0.7 seconds a f t e r Pg and 
has a p a r t i c u l a r l y large amplitude i n the range 95 to 115 
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where there was substantial 'ringing' f o r over one second. 
d) At distances beyond 136 km the Pn phase was seen as 
a low amplitude f i r s t a r r i v a l . 
4.4.3 Record Section f o r the North Wales Shots 
Figure 29 shows the records for the North Wales shot 
reduced to a v e l o c i t y of 8.0 fem/sec. The main phases were:-
a) The Pn phase was seen as a f i r s t a r r i v a l beyond 
145 l£m and had an apparent velocity of about 8.0 iKm/sec. 
The records at 150 and 1147' fen showed a s l i g h t delay and were 
situated close to the margin of the Craven basin. 
b) Below 144 Km the f i r s t a r r i v a l had an apparent velocity 
of less than 8.0 iKm/sec. i t was unl i k e l y that t h i s 
apparent v e l o c i t y was due to a time term effect, as the 
stations were situated w i t h i n the Craven Basin, and from 
geological evidence would be expected to give a higher 
apparent v e l o c i t y . This phase was interpreted as a 
crustal phase such as P* or Pc. 
4.4.4 Record Section of the Edinburgh Shots 
Figure 30 shows the record section for the Edinburgh 
shots, reduced to a v e l o c i t y of 8.0 k;m/sec. The section 
covered the entire p r o f i l e i n the range 125 to 240 Iftm. 
a) The Pn phase appeared as a f i r s t a r r i v a l beyond 140 to, 
with an apparent v e l o c i t y of about 8.0 iKm/sec. I n the 
ranges 140 to 155 fern, 180 to 200 tern, and beyond 230 fern, the 
a r r i v a l s were delayed by up to 0.5 seconds. These delayed 
ranges corresponded to the positions of the sedimentary 
troughs. 
b) A high amplitude second a r r i v a l with an apparent 
v e l o c i t y of about 6.5 tern/sec. was observed over the entire 
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section. I t was interpreted as a lower crustal wave 
similar to P*, and was most distinguishable i n records 
from the block regions. 
4.4.5 Record Section of the Nl Shots 
The reduced section f o r the Nl shots, recorded along 
the northern two spreads (B and C) i s shown i n Figure 31. 
The low frequency bandwidth content of the marine shots 
was evident from the section, by comparison with the band 
•• ' ' .V ' ' i : 
shots. 
a) The only phase i d e n t i f i e d on the section was the Pn 
phase which had an apparent v e l o c i t y of about 8.0 km/sec. 
Between the . ranges of 410 to 440 km and 470 to 490 klm,- the 
a r r i v a l s were delayed by up to 0.5 seconds. These ranges 
corresponded to the Northumberland and Stainmore troughs 
respectively. There was some evidence f o r an a r r i v a l with 
a similar apparent ve l o c i t y , appearing about 6 seconds a f t e r 
Pn (6.2.2). 
4.4.6 Record Section of the N2 Shots 
Figure 32 shows the reduced section f o r the N2 shots 
recorded over the entire p r o f i l e . These records were 
similar i n character and frequency content to those from the 
smaller Nl shots. 
a) The Pn phase was recorded with an apparent velocity 
of about 8.0 km/sec. I n the ranges 495 to 520 fern, 550 to 
575 km and beyond 610 l«£m, the a r r i v a l s were delayed by up to 
0.5 seconds. As with the Nl shots, these delayed a r r i v a l s 
were recorded i n the sedimentary troughs. 
A low amplitude, emergent precursor to Pn was recorded 
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over the entire p r o f i l e , but was most clearly observed from 
records on the Askrigg block (575 to 610 kin range). I t 
was probable that t h i s phase was present, but undetected 
on similar smaller shots (6.2.1). 
A phase with a similar apparent velocity occurred 
about 6 seconds a f t e r Pn. I t was interpreted as a Pn 
reverberated phase (6.2.2)) 
4.4.7 Record Section of the S2 Shots 
These marine shots gave reversed coverage of Pn over 
the same range as the Nl and N2 shots and the records are 
shown i n Figure 33. 
a) Pn a r r i v a l s had an apparent velocity of about 8.0 fem/ 
sec and showed a similar delay effect to the northern shots 
over the sedimentary troughs., The amplitude of the Pn 
phase was similar to the smaller Nl shots over the same range, 
and exhibiisa less complicated character (less ringing), 
w i th no evidence of a precursor phase. At the northern 
end of the p r o f i l e there was some evidence of a reverberated 
Pn phase (6.2.2). 
4.4.8 Spectral Content of the Signals 
Several records were d i g i t i s e d to examine the 
difference i n v e l o c i t y spectra between the land and sea 
shots, which was ?evident by visual inspection of the record 
sections. 
The records were d i g i t i s e d manually at 0.01 second 
i n t e r v a l s f o r the f i r s t 2.56 seconds of the record, which 
included most of the f i r s t a r r i v a l waveform. The v e r t i c a l 
component (Willmore Mk2) was used from the three component 
sets. 
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The d i g i t i s e d records were cosine tapered, f i t t e d to 
a mean baseline and f o u r i e r transformed (5.3). The 
spectra were uncorrected f o r instrument response. Figure 34 
shows the recorded spectra. The most important point was 
the narrow frequency content of the marine shots which 
showed a peak of energy at 3 to 4 Hz, with subsidiary side-
bands. The land shot (Spadeadam) and to a lesser extent 
the shallow marine (Edinburgh) shot showed a broader 
spectral band of up to 1 to 15 Hz. An earthquake, with an 
epicentre near N.W. Scotland recorded during the project 
showed a very broad spectral band of 0.5 to 12 Hz. As the 
distance to t h i s event was similar to the sea shots, i t was 
u n l i k e l y that the narrow spectral content of the l a t t e r was 
due to transmission losses. 
The analysis confirmed the narrow spectral content of 
the marine shots i n comparison with the broadband content 
of the land and earthquake records. 
4.4.9 Spectral Content of the Noise 
Two records from the v e r t i c a l component (Willmore Mk2) 
of the three component sets were d i g i t i s e d manually at 0.01 
second i n t e r v a l s f o r 2.56 seconds. Figure 35 shows the un-
corrected v e l o c i t y spectra, which indicates a r e l a t i v e l y 
white noise spectra w i t h i n the recording passband. Two 
Cambridge records were d i g i t i s e d at intervals of 0.04 
seconds f o r 10.24 seconds. These records were taken from 
sites i n the Stainmore Trough (spread B) during a micro-
seismic storm on 1st August, and show a pronounced peak of 
energy at about 0.5 Hz. The corrected energy peak may be 
at a considerably lower frequency, due to the low frequency 
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c u t - o f f of the seismometer. 
4.4.10 Time Term Data 
The time term data are divided i n t o three sets and these 
are l i s t e d i n Tables 9, 10 and 11. 
The Pg t r a v e l time data covered only the southern two 
spreads (A and B). The shots used (Spadeadam and Buxton) 
provided reversed coverage i n the range 60 to 110 Um, I t 
was not possible to distinguish the P* phase at large 
ranges, but the absence of large residuals at either end of 
the l i n e m i l i t a t e s against di$first arMMafceTfo© cfotasdoftsifetetf .6$ 29 
t r a v e l times from 2 shots and 21 recording stations. 
The Pn time term data consisted of 130 t r a v e l times 
from 6 shots, recorded at a l l 40 recording sites along the 
p r o f i l e . The shots used were the Nl, N2, S2, Edinburgh, 
North Wales and Dunkeld explosions (Figure 25) and they 
covered a range of 140 to 610 t£m. 
A time term solution was proposed to the precursor 
phase because of the constant and similar apparent velocity 
to the Pn a r r i v a l s . The f i r s t a r r i v a l s from the N2 shots 
were recorded at 29 stations, giving 41 t r a v e l times. 
4.5 ' Time Term Solution of N.E.R.L. Data 
4.5.1 S u i t a b i l i t y of the Data f o r Time Term Analyses 
Although not a pre-requisite f o r time term analyses, 
the reversed l i n e a r r e f r a c t i o n l i n e does give the optimum 
information on the v e l o c i t y of the refractor, and well 
determined time terms. As there was no condition of i n t e r -
change between shot and receiver planned, i t was necessary 
to constrain a l l the solutions by specifying at least one 
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time term. The experiment was not designed to resolve the 
absolute values of the time terms, but to give information 
on the variation of the time terms along the p r o f i l e . 
4.5.2 The Pg Solution 
The time term at Rookhope station was constrained to 
a value of 0.1 seconds. The l e a s t squares velocity of 
5.88 +00047 klm/sec was s i g n i f i c a n t l y higher than that 
obtained i n the upper c r u s t a l refraction survey(2.6.1). 
This may be explained by the larger ranges involved in^ -
t h i s solution, and increasing velocity with depth. The 
r e s u l t s are l i s t e d i n Table 12 and are shown i n Figure 36. 
The main conclusion was that time terms within the 
sedimentary troughs were greater than on the blocks. The 
time terms within the Stainmore Trough were about 0.4 to 0.5 
seconds, compared with values of about 0.1 to 0.2 seconds 
on the adjoining block regions. Along the southern end of 
the p r o f i l e an increase of time terms was observed for 
stations i n the Craven basin. The values of the time terms 
were consistent with the distribution of Pg time terms i n 
Section 2.6.1. 
4.5-3 The Pn Solution 
The r e s u l t s of the Pn solution are l i s t e d i n Table 13 
and are shown i n Figure 36. Rookhope station was con-
strained to a value of 2.80 seconds (Agger and Carpenter, 
1965). The best f i t t i n g velocity was 8.05 +0.012 km/sec. 
The r e s u l t s showed that the delay times were up to 0.5 
seconds greater for the crust within the sedimentary troughs 
than i n the adjoining block regions. These differences are 
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the Pg solution. 
4.5«4 The Precursor Solution 
To obtain a time term solution to the precursor phase 
of Pn, the velocity as well as the Rookhope delay time term 
had to be constrained. The r e s u l t s of the solution are 
l i s t e d i n Table 14 and shown i n Figure 36. A velocity of 
8.05 l&m/sec ( l e a s t squares velocity for the Pn solution) 
was used .to constrain the data because of the similar apparent 
v e l o c i t y of the precursor phase. A l e a s t squares velocity 
from the data was obtained because of the s l i g h t changes i n 
m 2 
the position of the N2 shots. Because ED. . was low, the 
v e l o c i t y (7.7 fon/sec) had a high standard error (1.04 ICm/ 
sec) and was too inaccurate to be of significance. The 
d i s t r i b u t i o n and values of the time terms were similar to 
those obtained from the Pn solution. 
4.5.5 Correction of Pn Time Terms 
I t i s useful to correct the Pn time terms for the 
e f f e c t of the sedimentary cover to examine how the crust 
v a r i e s i n i t s delay properties. The extra delay of the 
cover compared to the upper crustal material and r e l a t i v e 
to the Pn refractor i s : 
a [ (v§ - vS)*vg - (v& - vfj)*vc •] 
(V§ - V?)*Vn 
where a i s the Pg time term 
Vn i s the velocity of the Pn phase 
Vg i s the velocity of the Pg phase 
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For Vn = 8.05 kin/sec, Vg = 5-88 Ikjn/sec, and Vc = 
3.7 km/sec, then the delay i s equal to 0.59 x a. The 
corrected Pn time terms are related to the depth to the 
Moho, measured from the surface, and are shown on Figure 
36. I t was apparent that the corrected delay time was 
constant within the l i m i t s of experimental error (+0.1 
sec) along the entire p r o f i l e . 
4.5.6 Inversion and Precision of the Time Terms 
The depth to the basement was calculated from the Pg 
time terms by assuming a constant velocity of 3.7 km/sec 
for the cover. The depth to the Moho was calculated from 
the corrected Pn time terms by assuming a constant velocity 
of 5.88 km/sec for the upper crust and 6.6 fen/sec for the 
lower crust. The time term for the upper crust (12 km 
thick) was calculated and subtracted from the observed Pn 
time terms, from which the thickness of the lower crust was 
calculated. 
The observational error for the Pg and Pn time terms 
was about 0.1 seconds. This meant an uncertainty of about 
0.5 ton for the depth to the basement, and 1.1 l&m to the 
depth to the Moho. I n practise the uncertainty i n thickness 
of the crust may be considerably greater due to the un-
certainty a r i s i n g from the sedimentary cover correction and 
from the assumption of the depth to the lower crust. I t 
was thought that t h i s error was about 2 km. 
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4.6 Interpretation of Wide Angle Reflections 
4.6.1 Interpretation of Pc Reflections 
The f i t of the Pc t r a v e l times to a single layer with 
an assumed uniform velocity of 5.88 km/sec, indicates a 
discontinuity at about 12 km for the records from both the 
Buxton and Spadeadam shots. This suggests that t h i s dis-
continuity was approximately l e v e l beneath the p r o f i l e . 
4.6.2 Interpretation of Pm Reflections 
The best f i t t i n g two layered model to the observed Pm 
re f l e c t i o n times for the Buxton and Spadeadam shots, 
indicatesa velocity of 6. 5 km/sec for the lower crust, and a 
depth to the Moho of 27 &m. The upper crust was constrained 
;;iu;}> to a thickness of 12 k<m, and a uniform velocity of 
5.i88.kxm/sec. 
4.7 The Crustal Structure Beneath the N.E.R.L. Pr o f i l e 
This chapter has summarised a description of the data 
recorded on the N.E.R.L. project and given an i n i t i a l i n t e r -
pretation of the crustal structure of the Northern Pennines 
( c . f . Figure 37). A more detailed interpretation of the 
data w i l l be possible when the source structures are known 
from the interpretation of the L.I.S.P.B. project. The 
majin conclusions are:-
1) The delay properties of the cover increased within 
the sedimentary troughs. The depths to the basement along 
the p r o f i l e were entire l y consistent with the previously 
determined basement-cover relationships (2.6.5). 
2) There was evidence for the existence of a discontinuity 
at a depth of approximately 12 km. The velocity of the 
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crust increased from at l e a s t 5.88 kin/sec to more than 
6.5 ISm/sec. 
3) The Mohorovicic* discontinuity l i e s at a depth of 
27 + 2 &m and within the precision of the experimental error 
appeared to be l e v e l . Beneath the Moho the velocity of 
Pn was 8.05 + 0.012 kin/sec. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SURFACE WAVE DISPERSION OF ENGLAND 
5.1 Introduction 
The i n t e r s t a t i o n Rayleigh wave, phase and group 
vel o c i t y dispersion for the station p a i r EKA (Eskdalemuir) 
and WOL (Wolverton) was examined. Because only a v e r t i c a l 
instrument was operated at WOL, the Love wave dispersion 
could not be calculated. 
The station p a i r EKA-WOL was id e a l l y placed to examine 
the deep structure of the Pennines and Midlands of England. 
In t h i s respect, the int e r s t a t i o n l i n e followed closely the 
refraction p r o f i l e s of the L.I.S.P.B. and N.E.R.L. experiments. 
The j o i n t interpretation of the surface wave and body wave 
data was hoped to be a useful tool i n the examination of the 
deep structure of England. 
5.2 Data Collection 
5.2.1 Data Selection 
Five earthquakes along the interstation great c i r c l e 
were used i n the analyses and are l i s t e d i n Table 15 and 
shown i n Figure 38. The G.E.D.E.S.S. earthquake l i s t s were 
scanned by a search programme with the c r i t e r i a that the 
difference i n azimuth between the great c i r c l e and earth-
quake paths was l e s s than 4°, and that the body or surface 
wave magnitude was greater than 5-5. 
There was an abundance of earthquakes from the Alaska 
and Kodiak Island areas with epicentres along the northern 
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Reversed coverage from the south was much l e s s frequent, 
and only one earthquake from South Africa was found to 
s a t i s f y the requirements. Knopoff, Muller and Pi l a n t 
(1966) showed that provided the interstation path angle 
was small, only second order error i n the phase velocity 
arose from disturbances i n azimuth, such as refraction at 
the continental margins. Brune and Dorman (1963) used 
angles of up to 7° i n i t i a l l y , and then r e s t r i c t e d the 
analyses to angles of l e s s than 4° i n azimuth i n the study 
of the Canadian Shield. 
5.2.2 Instrumentation 
Although described (by U.K.A.E.A.) as a wide band 
instrument, the v e r t i c a l component (from a set of three) at 
EKA had a rather limited frequency response. The long 
period narrow band seismometer at WOL had a similar response 
to the one at EKA at low frequencies ( l e s s than 0.025 Hz) and 
a s l i g h t l y lower cut-off at higher frequencies. 
The group and phase corrections applied to the 
f i l t e r e d records were taken from frequency response curves 
(U.K.A.E.A.) which were calculated from theoretical 'poles 
and zeroes' approach using the various instrument and 
electronic parameters. 
5.2.3 D i g i t i s i n g the Records 
Long period tapes from EKA and WOL were replayed 
through demodulators onto a j e t pen recorder at a speed of 
approximately 75 mm/record minute. The traces from the 
v e r t i c a l instruments were d i g i t i s e d manually at two second 
i n t e r v a l s . The Nyquist frequency of 0.25 Hz was considered 
s u f f i c i e n t l y high for the frequencies considered to prevent 
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a l i a s i n g . Up to 512 samples were s u f f i c i e n t to span the 
ent i r e record.. 
5.3 Calculation of Group Velocities 
The seismograms were f i l t e r e d using a series of d i g i t a l 
narrow band f i l t e r s to determine where in. the record the 
maximum energy at a p a r t i c u l a r frequency occurred, 
(Dziewonski, Bloch and Landisman, 1969). Using the o r i g i n 
time and the distance t r a v e l l e d i t was then possible to 
construct a group velocity-frequency curve f o r each 
sehsmogram (cf. Figure 39). The i n t e r s t a t i o n group 
v e l o c i t y curve was calculated from the difference i n the 
a r r i v a l of the maximum energy at a p a r t i c u l a r frequency f o r 
the two records. 
The programme used to calculate the i n t e r s t a t i o n group 
v e l o c i t i e s was an extensively modified version of the S.W.A.P. 
programme w r i t t e n by P.W. Burton and C. Blarney (1972). 
The Fourier transform of the sebsmogram was calculated 
using a procedure based on the Cooley-Tukey algorithm 
(Cooley and Tukey, 1965). The time series was cosine 
tapered a t both ends and f i t t e d to a mean baseline to reduce 
the Gibbs phenomenon and 'square wave' effects (Hsu, 1972) 
caused by a time series superimposed onto a non-zero baseline. 
The d i g i t a l time series was expanded by adding zeroes to the 
end of the se^smogram, so that the number of d i g i t s was 
equal to 2 L + 1 , where L was the smallest integer which makes 
the number of d i g i t s greater than the o r i g i n a l seismogram. 
This was an i n t r i n s i c requirement of the Cooley-Tukey 
algorithm. The extra power of two ensured that the 
Figure 39 
GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION FOR EVENT- ON 
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convolution formed by the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of two waveforms 
i n the frequency domain, gave accurate values over the time 
domain i n the range of i n t e r e s t . 
A narrow band f i l t e r was chosen that was a compromise 
between the resolution of the f i l t e r e d signal ( d e t e c t a b i l i t y ) 
and the p u r i t y of the frequency component ( f i l t e r bandwidth). 
A gaussian shaped f i l t e r optimises these conditions (Inston, 
Marshall and Blarney, 1971). A set of such f i l t e r s at 
d i f f e r e n t central frequencies were constructed such that 
they correspond to the harmonic frequencies obtained from 
the f o u r i e r analyses. A uniform Q r a t i o (peak frequency/ 
bandwidth) was used to ensure a uniform resolution f o r a l l 
frequencies. 
Convolution of the time series and the f i l t e r was 
achieved by m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i n the frequency domain. The re-
transformed product gave an o s c i l l a t i n g f i l t e r e d signal. An 
envelope was constructed i n the time domain by setting the 
negative frequency components of the product to zero. For 
each envelope at a p a r t i c u l a r frequency, a correction was 
applied to allow f o r the group velocity response of the 
instrument i n question. 
The whole set of corrected envelopes were placed i n t o a 
two dimensional matrix. Amplitudes were converted to 
decibels and scaled to a 99dB maximum. The matrix was a 
display of -the power of the signal along the length of the 
record and along the frequency content. The group ve l o c i t y 
and a r r i v a l time of maximum energy f o r each frequency can be 
read d i r e c t l y o f f the matrix. The difference i n a r r i v a l 
time f o r each frequency was divided i n t o the i n t e r s t a t i o n 
separation to y i e l d the i n t e r s t a t i o n group ve l o c i t y curve. 
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5.4 Calculation of Phase Velocities 
The i n t e r s t a t i o n phase vel o c i t y i s given by Sato (1958):-
o(p) . p ^ 
Wzte) ~ VJSV) ~ ( © 2 ^ " Q ± ^ ) ) + 2nTr + Ct 2 - t±) 
where p i s frequency 
^12 i s i n ^ e r s ' ' ' a " t i o n separation 
02^v) - 0i(p) i s the difference i n phase spectrum 
©2^P) ~ % ( P ) i s instrumental phase difference 
t ^ - t-^ i s the time difference between the s t a r t of the 
records. 
2nir i s an integer multiple of p i . This arises because 
of the multivalued nature of the trigonometric function used 
to calculate the phase spectrum. The value of n can be 
set to any integer depending on the whole number of wave-
lengths shifted. I n practise f o r small separations (461 fern) 
only one value of n gives v e l o c i t i e s comparable with the 
group v e l o c i t y values. 
The phase spectra f o r each record was calculated by 
fourier. transforming as i n the previous section (5.3). The 
difference i n phase spectra was corrected f o r instrumental 
response and the time delay between the s t a r t of the 
records. The value of n was adjusted so that the calculated 
phase v e l o c i t y broadly agreed with the group v e l o c i t i e s . 
A' second method of determining the phase v e l o c i t i e s was 
based on the technique described by Bloch and Hales (1968). 
The programme used (IPV) was wri t t e n by U.K.A.E.A. and only 
s l i g h t l y modified f o r use at Durham. Basically the 
programme passed both time series through a narrow bandpass 
d i g i t a l f i l t e r set at various periods to reduce unwanted 
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noise, and formed the cross product of the f i l t e r e d 
seisinogram a f t e r time s h i f t i n g . The phase v e l o c i t y 
dispersion was determined from a contoured matrix which 
consisted of amplitudes as a function of phase ve l o c i t i e s 
and period. 
The group v e l o c i t y dispersion was calculated f o r each 
record using the procedure as outlined i n Section 5.3. 
A frequency corresponding to one of the harmonic 
frequencies obtained from the group vel o c i t y analyses was 
selected. From the group vel o c i t y dispersion, the a r r i v a l 
time of the p a r t i c u l a r frequency was calculated and an 
instrumental phase correction applied. A symmetric window 
wit h a length of 4.5 times the period of interest was 
constructed f o r each seismogram and cosine tapered at either 
end. I f the window extended beyond the ends of the time 
series, an asymmetric window was used and a warning printed. 
This l a t t e r problem could be obviated by adding zeros t o the 
beginning of the seismogram. The two windowed time series 
were f o u r i e r transformed and convolved with a narrow band-
pass d i g i t a l f i l t e r . This f i l t e r was gaussian shaped, with 
a uniform Q r a t i o , and was similar to that described 
previously (5-3). 
The two f i l t e r e d signals were m u l t i p l i e d together f o r 
d i f f e r e n t time s h i f t s . I f the two signals were represented 
by A cos wt and B cos (wt + 0), (the same frequency but 
phase s h i f t e d ) , then the product was AB/2[c6s (2 wt + 0) + 
cos 0]. The product had a D.C. s h i f t which was proportional 
to cos 0. The D.C. s h i f t was calculated from the maxima and 
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the following minima of the product. 
The output consisted of a matrix of D.C. values p l o t t e d 
against period and phase velocity. These values were 
scaled to a maximum of 99. The phase velo c i t y dispersion 
was read d i r e c t l y from the contoured matrix. Sets of 
maximum and minimum D.C. values p a r a l l e l to the p r i n c i p a l 
curve, correspond to phase s h i f t s of a whole number and 
h a l f number of wavelengths respectively ( c . f . Figure 40). 
5.5 Results 
The i n t e r s t a t i o n phase and group v e l o c i t y dispersion 
curves are shown i n Figure 41. I t was found that the 
phase v e l o c i t y curve calculated using the IPV programme 
gave the most stable results. 
I t was found that when calculating the group velocity 
dispersion of a seismogram (5.3), there appeared low energy 
values at certain periods of between 20 and 30 seconds, 
along the record. Brune and Dorman (1963) noted a similar 
'beating' e f f e c t and explained t h i s i n terms of multipath 
interference of the ray. As t h i s feature was noticeable on 
a l l the records from teleseismic events with d i f f e r i n g hypo-
centres, i t would be un l i k e l y to be due to a source effect. 
5.6 I n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
The fundamental problem of the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
surface wave dispersion i s the non-uniqueness of the 
inversion procedure (Knopoff, 1961; Gilbert and Backus, 
1968). Inversion i s normally achieved by matching the 
observed dispersion curve with those calculated f o r a given 
Figure 40 
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model , the parameters of which are adjusted either 
manually or automatically to achieve an optimum f i t , 
e.g. Monte Carlo Inversion (Press, 1968) or least squares 
techniques (Brune and Dorman, 1963). The data has only 
l i m i t e d resolving power, and one must st r i k e a balance 
between the resolution of the model (number of layers) or 
the accuracy of determination of the parameters f o r each 
layer. I t i s usual to employ as few layers as possible 
without being geophysically unreasonable. 
The observed phase v e l o c i t y dispersion was f i r s t i n t e r -
preted by comparing i t w ith those calculated f o r layered 
models derived from the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of refracted 
a r r i v a l s . At long periods (over 50 seconds), the observed 
dispersion curve flattened and became asymptotic to a value 
which was found to be related to the shear vel o c i t y of the 
upper mantle. At shorter periods (below 30 seconds), the 
shape of the phase v e l o c i t y curve was found to be determined 
by the thickness and v e l o c i t y structure of the crust. 
A reasonable f i t to the observed dispersion curve 
was made f o r a single layered crustal model with a thickness 
of between 25afld 30 l&m and a shear velocity of the mantle of 
4.6 km/sec. The f i t was poorest between periods of 20 and 
30 seconds, and may be.explained by vel o c i t y layering with-
i n the crust. 
To explore the v a r i a t i o n i n the parameters of a single 
layered crustal model, the thickness of the crust 
(a = 6.0lCm/sec, p = 3.46 feto/sec) and the shear wave velo c i t y 
of the mantle were systematically altered. The sum of the 
residuals squared compared to the observed curve was 
Figure 1+2 
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calculated and p l o t t e d (Figure 42 ) , to f i n d the optimum 
f i t f o r a single layered crustal model. The least squares 
model had a crustal thickness of 30 km and a mantle shear 
wave ve l o c i t y of 4.55 Km/sec. The model showed the non-
uniqueness of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i n that an interchange 
between crustal thickness and the shear vel o c i t y of the 
mantle would give a similar f i t to the observed data. The 
f i t f o r a two layered crust showed l i t t l e improvement over 
a single layered crust. 
Because of the narrow band response of the seismometers 
there was no in d i c a t i o n from the observed dispersion curves 
j©f the existence of a low velo c i t y zone within the mantle. 
5.7 Conclusions 
The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the observed surface wave dis-
persion between EKA and WOL stations indicates a crustal 
thickness of 30 toi and shear vel o c i t y of the mantle of 
455 &m/sec. Although the method did not have the same 
resolution as body wave seismology, the data did agree with 
the deep structure found along the N.E.R.L. p r o f i l e and 
provides an independent assessment of the interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF NORTHERN ENGLAND 
6.1 Introduction 
The upper crustal structure of Northern England has 
been i d e n t i f i e d by the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Pg refracted 
a r r i v a l s , using the time term method, andtbfefr apparent 
velocities across array stations. The lower crustal and 
upper mantle structure were interpreted from Pn refracted 
a r r i v a l s , wide angle r e f l e c t i o n s and the surface wave 
dispersion. 
6.2 Character of Phases 
I t i s useful to examine the common waveform structure 
of certain phases that had previously been interpreted i n 
separate sections so that a u n i f i e d crustal model could be 
derived. 
6.2.1 Character of the Pn Phase 
Pn a r r i v a l s from a l l the ranges observed (130 to 
610 kin) showed a complex waveform indicating multipath 
a r r i v a l s . The most common structure was an emergent low 
amplitude precursor to be followed about 0.5 seconds l a t e r 
by a high amplitude phase (Figure 43). This was most 
cl e a r l y observed foF the large N2 shots recorded on the 
N.E.R.L. experiment (4.4.6). I t would seem unli k e l y that 
the cause of the structure was due to reverberations i n the 
upper crust as the phase separation was constant despite 
l a t e r a l cover v a r i a t i o n . I t would seem more probable that 
Figure M3 
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the e f f e c t was caused by a sub-moho structure such as an 
abrupt or continuous increase i n velocity with depth. 
Because of the constant interphase time separation 
over large ranges, the two phases had similar apparent 
v e l o c i t i e s . The precursor could be interpreted as a 
refracted or 'diving ray' from the sub-moho higher velocity 
layer, or a l t e r n a t i v e l y that the precursor was the true Pn 
refracted wave and the large amplitude second a r r i v a l was a 
trapped wave w i t h i n a sub-moho layer. 
6.2.2 Reverberation of the Pn Refracted Wave 
Along the northern end of the N.E.R.L. l i n e , a pro-
nounced a r r i v a l about 6.0 • seconds a f t e r Pn with a similar 
apparent v e l o c i t y was observed. Th>t.s phase was interpreted 
as a Pn refracted wave that had reverberated w i t h i n the 
crust. The delay of t h i s phase was comparable with twice 
the observed delay times of the Pn refracted a r r i v a l s . 
Because t h i s a r r i v a l was most clearly observed at the northern 
end of the N.E.R.L. p r o f i l e , from shots to the north and 
south, i t would appear that the reverberation was at the 
recording s i t e , rather than at the source. Agger and 
Carpenter (1965) noted multiple reverberations within the 
crust on records at Eskdalemuir. Because of the large 
amplitude of t h i s phase compared to Pn, i t would be unl i k e l y 
to be a converted phase e.g. (S.P.S.). 
6.2.3 I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of Wide Angle Reflections 
( Figure 44 shows some selected records with large 
amplitude wide angle crustal reflections i n the range 60 to 
100 l£m. There was l i t t l e doubt about the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Figure 44 
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of the Pm phase. I t was asymptotic to the Pn phase, had 
a maximum amplitude j u s t beyond the c r i t i c a l distance, and 
i t s apparent v e l o c i t y decreased with distance (3«5.l). 
The phase was distinguishable to beyond 200 fern range (4.4.4). 
The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the Pc phase, a wide angle 
r e f l e c t i o n from an i n t r a - c r u s t a l discontinuity was more 
d i f f i c u l t than Pm, due to i t s lower amplitude, and i t was 
not persistent on a l l the records. As a second a r r i v a l i t 
can be most easily confused with a P* refracted wave. At 
s u p e r c r i t i c a l distances, the expected amplitude of the Pc 
phase would be much greater than the P* phase, the l a t t e r 
being comparable with the amplitude of the Pn phase (Berry 
and West, 1966a). The high observed amplitude i n the range 
60 to 90 ISfm and the manner i n which the t r a v e l times become 
asymptotic to the Pg phase, point to the interpr e t a t i o n of 
t h i s a r r i v a l as*a wide angle r e f l e c t i o n . 
6.3 Synthetic P r o f i l e of the Interpreted Structure of 
Northern England 
Because of d i f f e r e n t recording instrumentation, and the 
differences i n the recording s i t e and shot size, i t was not 
possible to compare amplitudes q u a l i t a t i v i t y of the 
various phases between the records d i r e c t l y . One could 
only make a comparison by examining the r a t i o of the 
amplitudes of the d i f f e r e n t phases. The most satisfactory 
method to i n t e r p r e t a l l the information contained on a 
record section was to compare the observed section with a 
synthetic one based on the interpreted crustal structure. 
A programme f o r the computation of synthetic seismograms 
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was kindly lent by Dr. K. Fuchs. The method involved the 
computation of displacement potentials by the ' r e f l e c t i v i t y ' 
method (Fuchs and Muller, 1971) and used asymptotic 
expressions to integrate around the c r i t i c a l angle. 
The synthetic section shown i n Figure 45 i s for a two 
layered c r u s t a l model with vel o c i t y increasing with depth 
i n the lower crust. The requirement of velocity 
increasing by about 0.02 km/sec/km i n the lower crust was 
indicated from the observed amplitude ratio of Pm/Pn which 
decreased beyond 160 foil (3.5.2). The very low amplitude 
of Pn a r r i v a l s i n the range 140 to 160 fern (3.5.2) was also 
noted by Fuchs and Muller (1971) and attributed to a sub-
moho increase i n velocity. This interpretation was entirely 
consistent with the observed waveform structure of Pn 
a r r i v a l s (6.2.1). 
The most obvious difference between the synthetic and 
the observed sections was the difference i n the complexity 
of the l a t t e r . Observed records within the blocks, and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y the Askrigg block, showed a c l a r i t y i n the 
onset of phases not matched with those records from the 
sedimentary troughs. The conclusion to be drawn was that 
much of the complexity of the records was due to reverber-
ations within the sedimentary cover. The amplitude and 
c l a r i t y of the wide angle reflections indicated that the 
main c r u s t a l layers may be r e l a t i v e l y uniform i n t h e i r 
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6.4 Interpretation of the Crustal Structure 
6.4.1 Depth to the Moho and Mean Crustal Velocity 
Holder and Bott (1971) derived formulae, for 
estimating the mean velocity and crustal thickness, based 
on the measurement of the c r i t i c a l distance, the Pn velocity 
and the Pn time intercept. The two way delay time (5.6 + 
0.2 seconds) and the Pn velocity (8.05 + 0.012 k'm/sec) were 
well known from the N.E.R.L. refraction l i n e (4.5.4). The 
c r i t i c a l distance may be estimated from the amplitude of 
Pm ref l e c t i o n s , but was estimated at 65 + 5 from the 
apparent velocity of Pm recorded at Eskdalemuir (3.5.1). 
The estimated c r u s t a l thickness was 27 + 2 k^ m and a mean 
cr u s t a l velocity of 6.2 + 0.2 Idn/sec. These estimates were 
consistent with interpreted velocity structure of the crust. 
6.4.2 The Evidence for a Low Velocity Channel i n the Crust 
Bamford (1972) suggested from ah interpretation of 
recoMs, a low velocity zone immediately above the lower 
crust beneath Western B r i t a i n . The evidence for a low 
veloci t y channel i s based on the large amplitude and 
•ringing' of the Pcpphase (Mueller and Landisman, 1966). 
The Pg velocity of earthquakes (Gutenberg, 1954) i s often 
l e s s than that from explosion studies, and i s attributed to 
a trapped wave i n a low velocity zone at the source depth of 
the earthquake. Despite the si m i l a r i t y of record sections 
i n North West Europe to those observed i n Northern England, 
there was no conclusive evidence for the existence of such a 
zone i n Northern England. 
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6 . 4 . 3 Composition of the Crust 
Beneath the lower Palaeozoic rock exposed i n i n l i e r s 
presumably l i e s pre-Cambrian, high grade c r y s t a l l i n e base-
ment, similar to t h e y.u^l >-Lu..a*»r «r the basement of the 
East Midland Shelf (Kent, 1 9 6 7 ) . A separate (meta-volcanic ? ) 
composition for the basement beneath the Askrigg block was 
indicated from the interpretation of magnetic anomalies ( 1 . 4 ) . 
Although the composition of the granite batholiths near the 
surface was t r u l y g r a n i t i c , they may well verge into a more 
basic composition, e.g. granodiorite at depth. 
Collette ( 1 9 7 0 ) suggested that the lower crust may be 
anorthositic i n composition, based on the 'low' Pn time terms 
and 'normal' gravity. I t would seem more probable that the 
composition was more akin to a pyroxene granulite similar 
to the Scourian of N.W. Scotland, which would have the 
required v e l o c i t y and s t a b i l i t y of pressure and temperature 
conditions (Green and Ringwood, 1 9 6 6 ) . 
6 . 4 . 4 Isostasy 
Bott and Masson Smith showed that the Weardale granite 
and the Wensleydale granite (Bott, 1 9 6 7 ) , have a mass 
deficiency which i s approximately equal to the weight of 
the 'topography of the blocks, r e l a t i v e to the surrounding 
l e v e l s . The Pn time terms ( 4 . 5 . 6 ) suggest that the 
Mohorovicic discontinuity i s at the same depth beneath the 
troughs as under the blocks. This confirms the gravity 
data i n indicating that the r e l a t i v e l y uplifted blocks are 
i n i s o s t a t i c equilibrium by the mechanism of density changes 
within the crust (Pratt's hypothesis). An intriguing 
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question i s the shape of the Moho before the formation 
of the sedimentary troughs (Silurian-Devonian). Was the 
crust thinner i n the regions of the present sedimentary 
troughs? The intrusion of the granites may have added 
c r u s t a l material and thickened the crust "beneath the 
blocks. Alternatively there may have been redistribution 
of lower c r u s t a l material i n a manner similar to that 
suggested by Bott ( 1 9 7 1 ) for continental margins. 
6 . 4 . 5 Basement Control 
Bott ( 1 9 6 7 ) attributes the mechanism of basement 
control as due to the r e l a t i v e l y greater strength of the 
granites and magnetic rocks i n relation to shear fracture 
and to the supplementary stresses set up by the low density 
granites and topographic; features. The upthrust of 
r e l a t i v e l y low density granites and the weight of the excess 
topography lead to a stress system favourable to normal 
faulti n g within the blocks. The granites had an i s o s t a t i c 
tendency to be uplifted r e l a t i v e to thei r surroundings. 
Continual movement along the hinge l i n e s during the 
subsidence of sedimentary basins was caused by t h i s i s o s t a t i c 
tendency. 
6 . 4 . 6 The Crustal Structure of Northern England 
From the study of the refracted a r r i v a l s , i t was 
possible to be most definite about the interpretation of the 
basement-cover relationships and the depth to the Moho, 
because of the large velocity contrast at these discontinuities. 
I t was much more d i f f i c u l t to be specific about the nature of 
the v e l o c i t y structure within the crust. Although i t was 
possible to interpret the refracted phases i n terms of two 
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plane c r u s t a l layers; the cover and the main basement 
layer, there was evidence of a velocity structure within 
the crust. The interpretation of wide angle reflections 
and the apparent v e l o c i t i e s of crustal phases across 
Rookhope and Eskdalemuir array suggested the existence of 
a lower c r u s t a l layer and indicated that velocity increased 
with depth within these layers. 
The simplest c r u s t a l model which could account for 
a l l the observed data was based on a three layer structure. 
The top layer consisted of the sedimentary cover, with a 
uniform compressional vel o c i t y of about 3.7 fcm/sec and 
considerable l a t e r a l variations i n thickness. The upper 
crust contained two main basement rock types; the granites, 
and the pre-Devonian metamorphic rocks. There was some 
evidence that the granites had a lower Pg velocity, 
e s p e c i a l l y near the surface, and that velocity increased 
with depth. The lower crust extended from a depth of 
about 12 fcn to the mohorovicic discontinuity at approxima-
t e i.y 27 lOii dot;p 
t e l y 27 torn deep. The compressional velocity at the top of 
t h i s layer was about 65 ton/sec and may increase gradually 
with depth. The upper mantle had a Pn velocity of 
8.05 + 0.012 fon/sec and exhibited evidence of a sub-moho 
structure. 
6.4.7 Comparison with Other Areas 
I n general the record sections and the interpreted 
c r u s t a l structure bears a strong resemblance to those found 
over most of N.W. Europe, e.g. Fuchs and Muller, 1971; 
Smith, 1974; Holder and Bott, 1971. The only major 
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differences i n the interpretations were i n the existence 
of a high velocity lower crust. Only ra r e l y does thi s 
layer give r i s e to f i r s t a r r i v a l refracted waves, and 
many of the interpretations, including t h i s one, were based 
on second a r r i v a l s such as wide angle reflections. Although 
varying considerably i n layer thicknesses, a three layer 
model with v e l o c i t i e s comparable with those found i n t h i s 
study are commonly interpreted throughout the world (James 
and Steinhart, 1 9 6 6 ) . 
6 . 5 Conclusions 
The main conclusions of the study were:-
1 ) The sedimentary cover (velocity about 3 . 7 t&n/sec) 
vari e s considerably i n thickness, from 2k "to 3h &m i n the 
troughs to l e s s than 1 ISm on the blocks. 
;.') The 
2 ) The blocks are intruded by granites with a s l i g h t l y 
lower Pg velocity, especially near the surface, than i n 
the basement beneath the troughs. 
3 ) There i s some indication that the velocity of the 
upper crust increases gradually with depth from about 
5 . 5 km/sec ( 5 . 0 fen/sec for the granites) at the surface 
to near 6 . 0 fein/sec at a depth of 8 ton. 
4 ) The interpretation of apparent v e l o c i t i e s of crustal 
phases across Eskdalemuir and Rookhope arrays, and from 
wide angle r e f l e c t i o n s suggests a lower crust about 12 ten 
deep, with a vel o c i t y of about 6 . 5 fem/sec near the top. 
5 ) The Moho appears to be at a uniform depth of 
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27 + 2 HKm. This means that the r e l a t i v e elevation of the 
blocks must be supported i s o s t a t i c a l l y by the low density 
granites. 
6) The upper mantle has a velocity of about 8.05 ton/sec 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
The computer programmes l i s t e d are written i n 
FORTRAN and are self-explanatory, complete with input-
output instructions. 
A) Time term programmes 
1) The matrix inversion programme calculates 
errors on the unknowns, and i s most suitable 
for large networks. 
2) The householder i t e r a t i v e solution i s used for 
small networks. The input data can be weighted. 
3) The two veloc i t y solution calculates the l e a s t 
squares solution to two basement types. 
4) The solution to the refractor velocity increasing 
l i n e a r l y away from the source. 
5) The i t e r a t i v e solution for a dipping refractor. 
B) Programme to calculate t r a v e l distances from geographical 
coordinates. 
C) Programmes to calculate apparent velocity across an 
array from the onset times. 
1) Known azimuth 
2) Unknown azimuth. 
D) Wiechert inversion programme. 
E) Programmes to calculate the f i t of crustal models to 
the observed wide-angle r e f l e c t i o n times 
1) Two layered model based on the Pm-Pg times. 
2) Single layered model based on the Pc-Pg times. 
HATIX INvtRSION •J«f,(,W4">,t 
CALCULATES fiiiOkS d'l TwK IINM»0»S* 
OUTPUTS t ^f*ii»3 »F4l V»LUE MUM (.IF »1TH|H Ti-FM £f«OP KAfS 
ERG B A OtuSSIAf' DJSlf'Ih'lTEfJ t><Kl!K ArC'l IHE fctAL VALLife' 
INPIJT DEFAULT 
MAKES .JSE OF C O M P » f T STORAGE OK k i l n ICE 5 
CALLS [ m SS" PiC'I^F SiiKkOilTIM' s;MV FOR INVtRSIO" OF SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
USING » C"0!.fcS»Y ALGURI lh» • 
INPUT 1SI-
CAFD 1 N,M,K,rfVEl.(I)»VKLf«Hn))iIsl»4) 
FORMAT (1<«IX, I*).I>FS,2) 
N« NUHhEU OF T l i k Tt^f-S, My«iT IE CONSECUTIVE 
Mst.UM>iE'< 'IF TRAVEL T1«FS 
KsNlif'afcP Of CO'-ST^ AJ'.T TI^E T£RMS' 
VEL ( I ) = UHTO 4 CT"ST»tINT VELOCITIES, IK LEFT SLAM KILL ONLY 00 LE»ST 
S'JUAkES VELOCITY 
VELMHCDa IKWOC I N CONSTRAINT VELOCITIES 
Uf.il * C»°OS. (CO~STMNT CARDS] 
AL^HAf I ) ,HU«d),TTRrfd)> TrfECRd) 
FO»M»T(»i»,?X,IB,?'5X,?F5.2) 
A l P H A d ) " NAME »f STATION 
».UMd) = NUMfrfc' OF STA1I0H 
TT*r»d)» d^E TEF" .">F STATION 
T»E«R(I>a EROOR \K TIME TERM 
NEXT M DATA CARDS CTPAVEL DATA) , 
A'LPhAl d ) , - w v i tI.l.E*Sll.AN><THl,AL1»«»SCn.NOM2d),EASTz,ANFTH?,TTd) 
' m»Xd> tOTSTU ) , r".STE«d) 
FORMAT C2(*8,2X. t=>. ?F«i.2>, 2, ft, 2, F4.2) 
ALP*lAld)» NAME OF SHOT STATION 
m « U l ) « MUHricH OF S"OT STATION 
EASY:,»N*THls O.S. COORDINATES OF S'IOT STATION. 
A l > " H I ? d ) s N»rtf OF 5tC''"iilNr. STATION 
Mj"2dl» NU^BO OF -ECCR"OiNG STATION ' ' 
EAST?,A\nTH2s O.S, 5»Ii> COORDINATES OF RECORDING STATION 
T T d ) = TrtAVfeL TIMK 
TTE«h(I)« ERRO* IN T-«AVF.L T i n t 
OISTCIJs OISTAiCE. JF FASTI, ETC. AR.E SPECIFIED THE CALCULATED DISTANCE 
F^ n.w IM£ O.S, COO^r.lNtTES ARE USED INSTEAD, 
0 I S T E K P ( T ) S EBOOS IN TMF. DISTANCE 
C. OUTPUT CONSISTS.OF tll'f. TERM SOLUTION. FOR UPTO 4 C0NSTPAINE9 VELOCITIES 
C »N0 ThE LEAST SOUARES VFLDCITY, LIST OF TIME TERMS ARE GIVfN AND 
C T«e ORIGINAL CA*OS KJTM RESIDUALS ETC. AND THE VAR1ANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
C TIMES . IB?. 
C MATRIX t = FART GK T*E TIME TERM NOT DEPENDFNT ON VELOCITY 
C MATRIX Fs PAST OK TJ«E TERM (DISTihCE) VELOCITY DEPENDENT 
C B, * ST.EriRURs ST»NR<i-0 ERKGH ON Tr-fc T1M£ 1£RM USING THE BERRY AND WEST 
C FDRM»JL Af 
C 95 CONFs . 9ft PK3 CENT CONFIDENCE LIMIT ON THE TIME TERM ESTIMATED FROM 
C THE MATRIX ( 4 T 4 1 - 1 
C NOM DATAsNU-HE" OF DATA TO A STATION 
C -ATIX Cs PART |1F T»»vEL TIME NOT DEPENDENT OF VELOCITY 
C HATRIX Os PART OF TRtvFL DISTANCE VELOCITY DEPENDENT, IE REVERSED 
0OURLE PRECISION • AL°HA f 2 5 ) , ALPHA] ("SJP j . , ALPHAS ( g e f l ) ' i 
DIMENSION NO^Nl . T T r f M C^J.TRERRCZSJ . L A C m S ) , 
lMUMt ( S H P),Nlj^2 ( b^^).1T(!!l'fl),TTF.R « ( K 0 a ) , o i S T f 6 i » ^ ) , b i s T E R(5C ( ' ) . O(505 
?i»).E(t *») ,F(|i>?l ,E=.*RdO»l,FFRK(|.™) ,C{5fla).r>(SHp) ,DERR(5f>;<).TTSEf 
31(<ai.Ct')R(Ni'.M,NTT3tO'"«)iRESID(S,V).RE5tH»(hk!.l),Tf.TKM{I»(J).TMTEhR 
4d«IM,fccRMl.'a).FE*Gd3;W,CERG(5;'e),f>E'*G(5*n .TMTERGClea 
SI .RESEi'GtS^if) . 
C • • • -
DIMENSION TTfSTt?:!) 
DIMENSION VELt?N>.Vf.LERR(?!»).VELE|iG(25J 
DATA T T E S T / l?.7 . - ; . A,3,ifl, ?.7S,?.57.2.4g.2..i7,2.3U2.?6,a.2J,2 12 # 
12.I«»2.1fi.2.16.2.I3,?,|?,2.11 ,2.1^,2.09,2,09/ c 
C Rfe«0 IN THE NiJUHE* OF T I M F TERMS \, KOUATKihS M, CONSTRAINT 
C TIMf TE5*S », ANO OPTO FOUR VELOCITItS «1TM ERRORS 
C • 
*£AD(5 , n N,M,,<, (CVFL(lT,VEl.eKR(I)),I«l,4) 
1 FORMAT (JfSX,T3),».F5,2) ' 
00 9ft I J i<al,4 
96 VELERGdJK)sVELE*"<(IJi«l 
C c 
C READ I N CONSTRAINT CARDS 
C 
IF(K) 91,91,53 
•>A 30 ? 1*1 ,K . 
»E»P(»,.») ALPMij t > . N i J M ( I J ,TTRMd),TkER*f M 




C »E10 tN THE RFM.JNIMS H fiJUjriONS 
C 
DC 4 !»1,M 
•<^ '»0(^ .'^ ) ALPHAid^.M'"! C I ) , F A S T I , w."TH!,Ai.P"fVf n . ^ U . ^ ^ d ) , EAST?, 
U N ^ T K ? , T r d l , T T E J i ( n i , 2 7 ? t ( T l . l - I S t : « a ) 




C CALCULATE »ISlsvrt.S VUi.H 1.5, u*ii> C01H OJ-IA it S 
AHNis (E*S T1 .l-AST2)««?tf »NRTH|.ANRTH2)».J 
I f (A«!N) 13,13,12 
1 2 o r s r ( n a f j - < T ( * M N ) 
13 C0NT1NUF c c 
C . FORMULATE M t T - U * l», CHECK FO* COINCIDENT STATIONS 
C 
7 MMK+I 
»fc!TF(S,9) r N . A L e u A t ( I ) « * L P H A ? ( I ) 
9 FOWMAT(I frtROR CONDITION, SHOT AM) RECORDING STATIONS AH£ COINCIDE 
I N T ON INPUT CARO '.15,' READING l,»H,i TO '.AS) 
STOP 
C SVOP STATION NU1RERS IF M U M | ( I ) IS GREATER THAM NUH2CI) 
6 ( I ) 
M U H J ( I ) I K U M 2 ( I ) 
1U^2(I)sMN 




L A C M N 2 ) = N U * 2 ! I ) 
C ' S«fH> 8AC< STATION NUMBERS IF ALREADY DONE SO 
IF fHN) lf»,lP,H 





C FORMULATION OF (ATA)sS FROM LOCATIONS IN LA 
C 
C SET « TO ZERO. 
MNSN«(N+ 1 ) / 2 
.00 5* 1 = 1 . HN 
53 <Jtl)=P , e c 
C SET DIAGONALS 
•*NsJ>*h»< 
30 6! I'l.HH 
J s L A { I ) * ( L A ( I ) + l ) / 2 
51 3CJ)*Q(-J)tl.9 c 
C SET OTHER TERMS 
HLsK+2 
OC 53 I*'IL,MN,2 




C CALL MATRIX INVERSION ANO hRITE ERROR PARAMETERS 
C . 
' CALC SINV(Q,N,1.3E-S,IER) 
IF ( I E * ) tci.il,tg 
43 »RITE<S43> 
43 eOfiMATlU',1 ERROR C!1M5ITI0N DURINS INVERSION, MATRIX.QsATA IS NOT 
1 POSITIVE OgFlNATE. RANK LESS THAN Nl) 
GO TO 41 
42 «RITF ( f ,44 J. IER. • • • -
44 FORMATt'I 1 i ' I A B N I N S , LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE DURING INVERSION ',/," 
lRAOICA-^" FORNKCi tlY FACTORISATION STEP K t l MAS STILL POSITIVE BUT 




C CALCULATION OF MATRICES E AND F, ERRORS, DIRECTLY FROM Q.| 
C Ea(jJ-l)(A)T(TT) TTaTHAVEL TIME 
c F s ( r , . n ( » n ( o i s T ) DISTSRISTANCE 
C EERRi FERR ARE ERRORS JN E AND F RESPECTIVELY 
C CYCLE 0'-' EACH WMisOrfN f N ) , SET SUMMING TO i? 
DO 7? ISsi.N 






C CYCLE O-M FIRST .« i-LeMfNTS 
IF (K) »3,oj,<>? 
92 00 71 («),<« 
C»LL LOf 'JCLA(I1, IN,I 0) 
E(INJ«E(IN)*i5(L0)*tT»»(I) 
tM\ttQ(LU)*TwERR(Il 





C CYCLE ON REMAINING 2M E t f f ' T S 
00 7* 1»1#H 
. I L t s I L 2 - l 
CALL LOd'i(L»(lLI), TN,LiJJ) 




tE"l»(IN)BEE*'*( IJH) + 4PS(A«N) 
fcf.SGC IN)sf.l «&( l«0*»fcS( A"")***!! AHN) 















60 IS I»1,M 
C . H ) » T T < I ) - t ( N J M | ( n ) - E ( N U 1 ? ( I ) ) 
l)M)»OIST(I)-F(NU>n f I ) )-F {"NL»i? ( I ) ) 
T0TC0sT0TCD+C(I)*OCI) 
T0T0D=T0T0n+0fI)«D(I) 
' CE » » ( I ) = TTtRK(I)»Eiiw-fKij1i{I))tEE»li(NUM8<I)) 
A*N=TTE*an)**2*EE*G(Ni,Ml { I))**2*EERG(NUh2 ( I))*»2 
CE»G(I)sS0BT(A'»N1 
OES»(I)=OISTERtn+Fe-»(NU"l ( I ) ) ^ E N R r K U H 2 ( I ) ] 
AMhsDISTE*(I)**2*EE»GfNUMlCI)>**2*EEaGCNUi«2U)>**8 
OERG(I)sSr.RTC«iiN) 






IF (TOTCC) 16,16.17 
16 «IRITE(6,1F> 
18 FORMATO ','UNA8LE TO CALCULATE LEAST SOUAKES VELOCITY •) 
VEL(5)=i» . a 





»niT6t*.i<f) vEL(S)rVfcLEPK(5),VELERG(5-) . 
23 FCRtATtl?','Lf AST SCIIAKE VELOCITY I S I.F5.2." «.FS.2,> 
IF5.2) 
"RITE(6.11?) TOTOO.TOPEPP.TODERG 
11^ FO«MAT( " i l l , ISUM OF n SGUARtD IS ',FH.2,l • /- l , F 6 . 2 , l .+/- ',F6.2) 
19 CONTINUE 
C . ' 
C • 
C CALCULATE RESIDUALS, STANDARD ERRORS, STATISTICS. OUTPUT 
C 
00 21 J = l . b 
IF (VEL(J)) 22,?1,22 
22 00 23 1=1,w 
TTSE(I)si « , a 
23 NTTSE ( I)sf 
T0TRS2sO,fc 
00 24 Isl,» 
Rf S I O ( I ) = f . ( I ) - r > ( l ) / V E L ( J ) 
RESERR(I)=Cti'-i'( t ) * ' - > : ' » ( I)/VEL(J)*(0 ( I)»VELERP(.I))/(VEL(J ) * * a ) 





NTTSt"( NU«2(I))s\TT5f <NUH2( I ) ) + | 
TTSE(>».On O ) ) = TTSE("..;*1 {1) >*HF .S inn)««2 
24 TTSE(N'JM2rI))8TTSt(*.'IM?(I))*MF5HMI)**2 
00 ?3 I s l . N 
AMNSH.l" 
IF ( N T T S e c n . H . t ) SO Tu ?S 
AM.i,sTTSK(I)/(NTTSt ( I ) * ( N T T S E ( H - 1 ) ) 
.26 TTSf ( J ) JSl<"»T(tKN} 
' If (J-b) ?<>, 
r.o- to ? e 
J* A^NctOT^SP/rtN 
M5£OLaS(3Hf (AMKJ . 
MNeN. )/? 
00 »9 Hl.KN 
00 3' I M i * 
4M-<s(Etf»G<I))**2*(rEi'G{!)/VELfJ))««?*((VELE»r,f J ) * F ( I ) ) / ( » E L ( J ) » V E L 
THTfcBr.d )sSf)=iTf 4"«i) 
T M T m ( l > s F ( I l - F ( t > m : i ( J ) 
33 T.UTFK,)< !)=£{*»< n«F£-,RCIl/veLtJ)*<vELF.'<«( J l « M 1)) / (VEL( J ) « V E U ( J J) 
I F (J»9) m , l ? ' 
**IT£(6, I f ? ) 4MN 
122 FORKATPal.'STANBASQ E.HhOR OF VI-LOCITY 13 »,F6.4) 
199 CONTINUE 
<"»ITEf6,31 ) VH(.l),TOTwS?,StGS0L 
31 FORM*! {' 1 '.' • SOtUTJON USING * VELOCITY OF >,FS.2./.< SU* OF R£SIDU 
1LES SOUiRfl) IS '.F«5.?,/,t STANDAKO E»«0« OF T«E SOLUTION I S ',F!S,2 
a . / / / . 'STATION E rtr^Ofi e*G F F.RRDS Et)G TTER»EKRO 
3R ERG B.n SUEKJ ' 95 CONF NU." OATAIJ 
DO 3» 1 = 1.M 
w.»I«(I*l)/2 
IflOkrfsNTTSP(I) <• 
IF (IkOPK.GT.2l1.) I«0RKs23 
»M«i«K»N)/NTTSE(I) 
AMNsSfiiJT (if'»0«TT£5Tf I*0>iK) 
iSITE(*,3?) I»£(Il.FE»R(I>rEhf'G(l),F(T,),FER.R(I)» FE"G(I) » T M T R M ( I ) f 
lTKTE*i Jt'I).,THTeiir.(l), T I S E ( I ) . AHN,NTTSE(I) 
3J F0RM41(I I . I5,3(JX,Fi>.?.2(l»,F5.2)),2(5X,F5.2),I5) 
32 CONTINUE 
C 
C. OUTPUT CONSTRAINT C4RBS 
I F (<) 94.94.9S 
99 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,34) 
34 F0RMAT(>3i,> CONSTRAINT CARDS './»' STATION HUH TIME TERM ERROR 
1') 
!>0 3S 1*1,K 
*(>nE(6,le>5 4tP«Atli,NUM(ll,TTR«fI),THERR(I) 
3« FOHMAT.C <,4(,,2X,IS.t<*,FS.2,lX.Fb.2) 
35 CCsTlNUE 
94 CONTINUE 
C ' OUTPUT ORIGINAL QA T A CAPOS AND RESIDUALS 
WftlTEdi.SU) • 
8!» F0«H4T(M',< DATA C4R0S ',/«'STATION MUM TO STATION NUH TtfTR 
\f E**OR OIST ErfKpfc C ERROR EKG D. ERROR ERG RE 
2SI0 £«>«0R E*»GI) 
00 81 i s l . l 
«RITE'6,92) AL»"iil (U,NU"1 11)»AL?H»2(I),NUM2{I).TTtI).TTERR(I), 
1OIST(l),DIST£«(J),C(I),CER«(I),CE«G(I),0(I).0ERR(I).OF.RG(I)tRESIO( 
21).Re SERtfm.xeStaGU) 
S2 r O ^ l T f i ', 4 8, I f i , I Tn ',4S.I5.2<2X,F6.2.1X,F5.21, 
13(2X,F6.?,2(1X,FS,2))) . , 
• t CONTINUE : • 
C OUIPUT VARTANCE-COVAKIANCE «A1RIX 
«ii»ITE(6,134) 
134 FO«ttAT(iB",,''»i«lANCF - COVARIANCE MATRIX TIMES 1331) 
oo <sa 1 = 1.N 
1 T T S E C I ) S 3 
AS TTSt(S) = a..1 
00 83 I J = |..S 
MNl=(!J-l)«23 
MH2=IJ*2;> 
IF (N.LE.«Nl) GO TO HI 
IF (N.LE.NN2) MNjaN 
MH,le«sl + 1 
Oil 84 JKSMM,MNJ. 
84 N TTSE ( J» } a J« 
"RlTt(f.,J?) ( M T5£f JK),JKBMN| ,MN2) 
8t> FOR"»T(i •,5«,2.*I*) 
00 1U3 1 = 1 .N 
00 64 JKs»-Nt,MN2 
CALL L0C'3(JK,I,LR) 
*6 TTSEtJOsULa)*!.* 1):?' 
«*l1t(?i,Z7) I.lTTSf (JK) , JKsMM .»"N?) 





e s o 
C SUHWCi'TIf.E IPC'"' FCC RfcCIOING LOCATIONS IN •ATwlX S 
JUHROUTlNf Lf ,CJ(J,l;LJ> 
IF f J - I ) ft.'.i.SM 
6rf' I 0 a ( l 4 ( 1 - 1 ) ) / 3 T J 
GO TP r>2 
t>\ LG«(J*(J-I ) 1/7*1 
6? RCTURN 
END 
SWIMUWWS TIT. TE»» Pk&GPiUMf 2 
HOUSEHOLDER ITERATIVE SuLUTlON 
USES IS 1* SSP S'Jft»Oi!TI*.v. LLSQ Tn SOLVE M.ATIX FDUATlOhS DIRECTLY 
ACCURACY GOCD *UT CCEf'f ICTfNT *1»T«IX HF.COHFS VfRY LARGE FOR LARGF NETWORKS 
PECOMMtNOEO FO& S".»l.l NETWORKS 
• EIGHTS INDIVIDU«L DATA CAkOS DEFAULTS.B 
INPUT I 31- CAPpj 
N , H , K , ( V ( ! ) , I > | , 4 ) 
F0RMAT(3(i»,l!j)>.4 {*•>.?,3*\) 
NSNUMPEK OF TIME 1£SVS »"UST BE CONSECUTIVE 
XsNuMF* OF TRAVEL n*ES 
KxMlMJEP CF CC'iSTAI'.ED T I f 6 TEP»S 
V ( l ) e UPIO 4 Cn<.ST"AThFD VFLOCITIES, IF LEFT bLAkk MLL ONLY CALCULATE 
LEAST SGUAfcfS VELOCITY 
' NEXT K CAPOS (CONST4INT CARDS) I -
DA1 f l ) , N l i : - , l ( T ) > r . S T j M f . ( H | ( ( T ( I ) 
FORMAT(AS,2A, 15.2S».,FS,2.3flX,FS,2) 
U A l ( I ) a M " l OP STATION 
NU*1(I)= NUfSER OF STATION 
0STI»EJI>= TI^E TERS . - • • 
» T ( I ) s "EIGHT TO T i f f TERM 
NEXT M CA«DS (DATA C*"D5) I -
DAJ ( D . f i O - t (!).EASTi,AN0TH J,0A2(IJ,NUM?tI),EAST?,ANRTH2, 
OSTIf.F.{I).015T,«TfI) 
FOR1AT (?(A*,?X, I'),?r ,5.?).Ff .2,5X,F6.2.9X,F5.2) 
D A j ( I ) = Nt-iE Oe SHOT STATION 
NUH](I)s ~U^ (JE-» 0* SSOT STATION 
EASTj,A*3T(Ms P.S. COORDINATES OP SHOT STATION 
OA2(IJs NA^E OF ilCOROlNB STATION 
Nvl«2(I)s Nimhts OF SECONDING STATION 
EAST?, ANRTn?s C.S, COCii»DINATES OF RECORDING STATION 
OSTIMFtns TRAVEL TJ*F 
OISTs TRAVEL UI5TANCE. IF O.S, COORDINATES ARE GIVEN THE CALCULATED OISfANCE 
IS USED 
I . T ( I ) B «EtGWT GIVEN TO THE DATA, DEFAULTS.fl 
OUTPUT CONSISTS OF Tivg TERtf DATA AND ORIGINAL DATA FOR EACH CONSTRAINEO 
VELOCITY A\D THE LEAST SOUASES VELOCITY 
MATRIX r.s PA^T Of THE TIME TERM NOT DEPENDENT ON VELOCITY 
MATRIX r t PART OF TpE I E * * (DISTANCE) VELOCIT* DEPENDENT 
ST.ERRORS STANUASD F-JfOR OF THE TI«E TERM USING THE BERRY AND WEST 
FORMULAE - -
• NU« DATAsMUMBER 0 s "ntTA TO A STATION 
MATIX CS PA&T OF TRAVEL TIME NOT DEPENDENT OF VELOCITY 
MATRIX 0c PART OF TKAVEL DISTANCE VELOCITY DEPENDENT. IE REVERSED 
DOUBLE PRECISION DA 1(4gn),DA?(450) -
DIMENSION NOM) (41.51), NU^? (4 I P ) , A (A1 .-.Cvj). OS J I K E ( S ? f ) , E F ( ? ? M ) . I P I V U P 
l3),T'"Th"'(inVi),iiESI9(*!-').C(41P'),0(»2ij),V(5),0»TA(lP3),TT»ES2(lM(l), 
2AUX(4<J<!) , wT (414) 
C 
e 






C READ I N DATA CARDS ANO FOrfM MATRICES 
C 
C SET MATRIX A TO J 
C 
rfNsN*(**K) 
00 4 1=1,"N 
4 A<I)Sft,A 
I F ( < ) 0 ? , 6 ? , « J 




C REAO I N CONSTRAINT C*R0S 
"»EA0{5,M> D A ! ( I ) , ' i U 1 | ( I ) . D S T l J ' E ( I ) > » T ( I ) 
61 F0*H»T(»a,2>t.]!<,?5<.F5,2.30K,FS.2) 
I F f * m > ) 231,23,21 
21 CONTINUE 
I J = ( M J M m - l ) « M ' K ) * I 
A ( I J l s * T ( I ) . 
' OSTI'*E(n = DSTIMt(l)**'T(I) 
63 CONTIMIE 
62 <IaK*| 
00 8 I»*I,K.M 
C 
e « e » o OAT* ' 
c 
SEA0fft.3) O M ( I ) , NU'M (I),EAST1,ANKTHj,0A2(I),*UMp(I),EAST2,ANSTH2, 
JOSTIff U l.OIST.wT.lI) 
3 FO«>iAT(?r»8.2X.IS.:>e5.25,F5.2,5!<.rf>.2.9X,F5.2) 




C FORw »ATS1X A 
C 
IJafMu'M ( I ) - l ) * f H * < > + I 
A ( I J ) S * T ( I ) 
I J s r N U ^ m - l W ^ i O + I 
»(U)a«T(I) 
OSTMs( (F.AST 1 -EAST? 1 * * 2 )• ( (A«.WTH1-AN«TH2)«*2) 
IF (OSTf.F.Q.d.H) GO TO 5 
60 TO * 
5 bSTI'£(M*K+nsOIST*«T(l! 




. 00 OA 1=1.IN 
94 0(IJsOSTI»E(I) 
C 
C CALL 3U5"0UT!NE LLSS 
C ' 
CALL LLSi3(A,DFriME,PR, N.2.tF, IPIV, 1 ,«<E-5, IEH.AUX) 
00 9S 1=1,MN 
OSTI>"EtI)eO (n 
95 O I D s i i . * 
C . 
C P»INT OUT £*POH CONDITIONS 
C 
IF (IM.EQ.-2) GO TO l f l 
GO T O l l 
H *RITF. (6.12) 
'12 F O * M i r ( l i,'NU«rif» OF EKUATIONS LESS THAN NU*RE« OF TIME TERMS') 
11 IF (IF^.EO.-H GO TO 1,1 
GO TO 1A 
13 %i»ITEC«»lM 
15 FO*K»Tt» '.MANK f>t MllDIX 4 IS ZE>»0») 
|<! \HU».til,*) GO TO 1 6 
c o TO t ; i 
16 »»MTc(ii,11) I F * 
J»fCiM«»T (> l,iR»N«. Or M4TW1X A 15 LESS THAN N,» •, 1 5 , / , • THE, USELESS 
1 COLUMNS i ^ E " ) 
Mk»N<-K 
«»ITfe(6,l*) (1»1V(J1.JB|,N«) 
19 f0*-*T ( I l I M 
1 7 COMPCJE 
TOTCOaJ.vt. 
TOTDP«*,4 
K l 3 < * l 
00 64 ISK1,M« 
C(I)sOSriKt{I)-tF('<»''l< t))-£f (>iU«2(t)) 
0 n ) 8 3 5 T I " S M + K*T).EF(«.t:iUKl (I»«EF(N*>JUM2{I)) 
T0TC0sT0TC3tCCI)«i)(H 
64 TCTOOsTOTuC/*0(n.O(l) 
IF ( T O K O ) 65,65,66 
6 5 *RITEC6,6/> 
67 FCSR".AVMi4','UN4aLfc TO CALCULATC LEAST SOliAhES VELOCITY') 
tf(5Js?.f> 
GO TO 56 
6 6 V(5)sTOT0t(/T0TCO 
»SITE(6«69) v{?),TOTQO 
60 FO*-AT(' 1 1 , ILEAST SOIJARF VELOCITY IS ". H.i,/, < SU* OF D SQUAHtD I S 
1 '.F1P.2) 
6S CONTINUE 
DO 74 J = l , 5 
I F C V ( J ) ) 7 1 , 7 1 , 7 2 
72 DO- 74 I « I , N 
c i A T A ( n = s ? . ? 
'74 TTRES2(IJaJ , .e . 
T0TfcS2sj«.ii 
DO 73 I = K ; , H X 
R F . S I O ( I J s C ( I ) - 0 ( I ) / V ( J ) 
TOTRS2sTjiri»S2*(RcSI0(I)*«?)**T(I) 
!JATA(«f'."M(I>)=*ATA<NU*! ( I ) ) * * T ( I ) 
0AT4(«.0«2(in=0ATA 
TT»ES?. C " U > ' l ( I ) ) = 7 T i i c S 2 t M i < l t I ) ) + (''i-SI0(I>**21**>T(I) 
73 TTi!ES2t^ lJ^2(I)) = TT-'Ei2CNU«'2tI)) + { H E S I 0 t I ) * * 2 ) * * T C I ) 
00 75 1=1,N 
AKNSjl.d 




00 25 T=K1.KM 
25 S0ATAM=S0ATA.I+WT(I3 
IF ( J - 5 5 76.77.76 . 77 AHNiSOJTir-FLOMrO+rlnATCHl-l.d 




00 79 1 = 1.*. 
79 TMTft.1(I)=if ( I ) - t F ( N + l ) / V ( j ) 
IF (J-b) ?*.61,PS> 
3 1 An»os(vCS)«*2*s:&SOL)/SrjRT(TOTDD) 
< w l T E ( h , s ? ) Ann 
82 FOR«ATCM>, ISTA-OJ-T: -F^ ROR OF VELOCITY I S '.,F8.4) 
.64 CONTINUE 
» B n e < 6 . m v tJJ.TOTWSZ.SIGSOL 
8 3 F O ^ l f t ' l ' . ' SOLUTION USING » VELOCITY OF i . F f . 2 , / , ' SUH OF RESICU 
|ALS SG'JSW*? i s •',**.?,/, iSTANnAKff ERROR OF TrtE SOLUTION I S ",F^.2» 
?///,' STATION M4Ti-r< F CATRIX * TITtETERM ST.ERROR NUM DATA I ) . 
M B» U l i ' l . • 
"HUE (6 , fib) I,'E cM).E'-'(N*I),T><TfiH(I'),TTMES2(I) >CATA(I) 
. 65 FCR-UU' '.2X.I5.5Fl/,21 
• 4 CQNTIVJE 
C OUTPUT CONM^AJST CARL'S 
IF (K) B7,87,f6 
"6 W(iITE(6,*8) 
*6 FOR',«T{'?','CU*STBAlk.T CARDS',/,' STATION \UHKtR TIMETERH 
l*£iGMT') 
1)0 »» 1*1,* 
05TI«e(I)=OSTIME(I)/'T(I) 
wRITE(6,9i«) OAl (n,»iU'<l(I ) .OSTIH£(n , " T ( I ) 
0." pn!)»AT(> '.A?.lX.!5,4«,p6.2.4X,F6.2) 
69 COMiNoE 
a ; CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT ORIGINAL CiRPS 
KlsK+1 
»RIIt(6,9«) 
9 1 FOS'ATC'i', • PATA C»kOS ',/,' STATION NU« STATION NU* TRAVE 
1L TI--F OISTti^CE MATKtX C HJTuH 0 "EStOUAL WFIGhT') 
00 9? 1 = <1,"«. 
OSTI«F.{I>aO»TI«KfI)/*T(I) 
08TI»F . ( '*» , <*n«0STI»-Ff»-»K+l)/*T(Tl 
. * R I T E ( t , V 3 ) UAn]],NUM(I),0*?(I),Nl ,M2(l),0STlMt('l),DSTI»'E{ l<*K»I)i 
l c r i ) , o < n , - < t , j i i j ( i i , » T < n 






SKINWRNS TIVE TERM PROGRAMME 3 
TwO VELOCITY SOLUTION 
USED «iEN T«£ REFRACTC* HAS T«0 VELOCITIES AND Tnk TRAVEL DISTANCES IN 
EACH REFRACTOR A«F KWO-N EG NORTHERN ENGLAND, IIPPFR C»USTAL ( P G ) 
RFFKCTO* CONSISTS OF rjRAMTES fPISThlhUTION Kf'0*N FROM GRAVITY) AND PRF-
DEVONIAN METAHURPHIC "ASF.»tNl SEE fcGTT 1967 
US>5 TRH SSP SUB-IOL'TIME LLSQ TO SOLVE MAT I X F^l-AlICNS DIRECTLY 
ACCURACY GOOD SOT COEFFICIENT MjTHI* BECCfES VfcSY LARGE fO« LA*8E NETWORKS 
PECOHiENDED FOR S'ALL NETnOPKS 
INPUTj. CARD 1 «,H,K . 
F0RMAT(.3(SX, I S ) ) 
NSNU1BER C'F TIME TERMS MUST BE CONSECUTIVE ' 
MsNUMdER OF TRAVEL TIKES 
KeNU"iiE» OF CONSTAINEC TIhE TERMS 
.NEXT K CAROS (COKSTAIM CARDS) I - . 
DAj(I),NU-«lU).CSTIMf ( I ) . 
FO»MAT(A*i,ZX, I5,?SX,F5.?> 
O A l ( I ) = NAME OF STATION 
N J U d j i NUMBER OF STATION 
D S T I f E ( I ) * TIME. TE«*M 
NEXT *. CARDS COAT* CARDS) 1-
OAJ ( D . N U ' l fD.EASTl.ANRTH) ,OA?(I),NUH2(I),EAST2,ANRTH2, 
DSTIMf ( I ) , 0 I S T , B U « ( I ) 
FORMAT(2(A<,,?x,IS,?FS.J).Fb.2,5X,F6.2,4X,F6,2) 
DA] ( I )'s MAKE OF SHOT ST»TIOt; 
N U i 1 ( I ) = NUMBER UF SHOT ?TA)I0N 
EAST),A».aTHls n.S, COOPflNATES OF SHOT STATION 
D A ? ( I ) = NAME OF »CO»OING STATION 
NUM?fI)s. NU-PER OF PECOROlNG STATION 
EAST2.ANVm2s O.S, COOFCINATES OF RECORDING STATION 
D S T H E ( I ) * TRAVEL T f E 
DISTa TCTAL TRAVEL OISTA'.CE IN BOTH REFRACTORS IF O.S, COORDINATES AP. 
GIVEN THE C»LCULATfO DISTANCE IS USEO 
DUMtDs TRAVEL DISTANCE IN REFRACTOR 2 
OUTPUT CONSISTS OF TI«F 'EKM DATA AND ORIGINAL DAT* FOR THE TWO LEAST SQUARES 
VELOCITIES. • HATICES F1,F2,D1,D2 REFER TO E«C* REFRACTOR 
MATRIX is HArfT OF THE T1 Mfr TERM NOT DEPENDENT ON VELOCITY . 
MATRIX Fa PART OF TI*E TERM .(DISTANCE) VELOCITY DEPENDENT ' 
ST,ERF OF* STANDARD ERROR.OF TME TIME TERM USING Tdfc BERRY AMD »EST 
FORMULAE 
NlJM CATAaNViMHER OF DATA TO A STATION • 
MATIX C* PART OF TRAVEL TIME NOT. (>£fcNDENT OF VELOCITY 
MATRIX 0» PART OF TRAVEL DISTANCE VFLOCJTY DEPENDENT. IE REVERSED 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N DAI ( 4 M ! ) ,DA2(4Si') 
DIMENSION NU»l(4i.i),Nl"'?(4t«»),A(4.iaa<i) .EF(4^d),IPtV(l«( 
10),T'TR«(t(!i'),HE3IU(.4U ,),C(4ie),Pl(41R),D?(Airt).ND»TA(llii)),TTRES?( 
2 l B 3 ) , A U X ( S i ( < ) , SUM(4),VfcL(2),TOT(2),OUM(1230),O5TIME(l23!i) 
C 
C 
C «6AO IN NUMBER OF TIME TERMS N, EQUATIONS M, AND VELOCITY V 
c • 
READ(b.l) N,M,K 
I F 0 R M 4 T ( 3 ( b X , I 5 ) ) 
C 
C 
C READ I N DATA CARDS ANO FORM MATRICES 
C 




0 0 4 Isl.HN 
4 A(I)st>.>< 
IF (*) *P,6?,fi3 
AJ DO 6* Ie|,n 
C 
C PEAO IN CONSTRAINT CARDS 
C 
KEAD(5,61) DAI< I ) , NU<M ( I ) > DST I»E < I ) 
61 FO«?«ATlAS,2li,I5,;>8X.Ff..2) 
lJ s ( N U M l ( I ) - 1 ) « ( M * < ) » I 
62 4CIJ)=1.H 
62 I J e K t l 
RlsK+l 
<MSK+M 
DO 2 ICR WAN 
w 
C REAO DATA , 
C ! 




C FORH MATRIX » • . - . . -
C. " • . 
i j B ( N u « u n - n 
A d J J s l ,J 
' IJs(NU'«2(I)-l)«( »*o*i 
A ( I J ) = l , 0 
C 
C CALCULATE DISTANCE FROM OS GrflD COORDINATES 
C 
OSTMst (EAST1-EA!>T2) « • ? ) + ( (ANITHI - A H K T H 2)*«2) 
IF (DST",E<J,^.a) GO TO 5 
GO TO 6 
5 D5TIHEC*R*I)»01ST 
GO TO 2 
. 6 OS.T!ME("*»tI>sSQRT(DSTK) 
2 CONTINUE 
PO 1*4 I S K I . K H 
D S T i M e(*<2* i i«ni ' * ( i ) 
OSTI«iE( :«»K«I)aOGTIrtE.(P»K«I).oUH(I) 
19.31 CONTI\UE 




C CALL SUBROUTINE LLSCi 
c 
CALL LLSTfAiOSTlME,^K,N,3,£F,N0ATA,)BCE"6,IER,AUX) 
00. 95 I s l ^ N 
95 08IIH£(I1B3UM(I) 
• c 
C "HINT OUT CONDITIONS 
C -
IF CIfc<«.EG.-2) GO TO IP 
GO TO 11 
1< "RITE (6,12) 
12 FMMATC ','NUMBER r-F EOUATIONS LESS THAN NUMBER OF' Tl>»E TEHHS• )• 
U IF (IER.t-.i.-l J GO Til U 
GO TO 14 . 
13 «fiITE(4,lS) 
13 FORMAT( 1 <,"»ANK Of M4TRIX A IS Ze*0'} 
14 IF(IER.GT,3) GO TO \f> 
GO TO 17 
16 **ITE(4,1») IE* 
18 FORMAT ( I ',"!AN< OK r-ATSIX A IS LESS THAN U.a '.15,/.'THE USELESS 
1 COLUMNS ARE I ) 
NKBN-K 
. *RITE(6,19) (N!)ATA{J),Jal.SK) 








C ( I ) «OST I ( I ) - f f f ( I ) ) - K F f .-.I'M? ( I ) ) 
O K I JtOSTJ^f j.tFlNtNU"«l ( I ) )-E*<N»NUM2(I)) 
• D ? ( I ) s iST5"c(fK?+n-c"Ff!>»N»KUM| (1))-EF(?*»J*NUH?(I)) 
TGT(?)sT:>T(<)+C(I)*r<?(I> 
SOMt l)«S'f(J)*Ot ( I > *i>l ( I ) 
SU»(2)*SUI>(!>)»D1(I)'P2U)' 
64 SU"(4) = Su.»C«)*0?m*D?U) 
S U M 3 ) = SU»<2) 
C*Ll LLSOtS'ii, 1CiT,?,2.|,VEL,NDATA,l.flE-4,IER,AUX) 
IF UER.EH.-l) GC 10 H 2 
GO TC IH3 
134 FOHHATCl'.'u'iiBLe TO CALCULATE VELOCITIES") 
STOP 
133 CONTINUE 
IF ( V E L U ) ) 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 . 1 1 1 
111 IF <VEU2)) 1 U . 1 1 2 . 1 U 
112 .RJTEC5,114) 
114 FO.<M»T<l ',' UNABLt TO C'LCUL'Tt T*0 VELOCITIES') 
STOP . . 
113 CONTINUE 
VrL<1)=! ,/VELClJ 
»EL (2) -1 •/VEL(2) 
WRITEC6.105) V E L ( 1 ) , V F L ( 2 ) 
M5 FCRKAT( ' 1 '. 'VELOCITY OF r m BASEMENT IS ' ,F5.2./.'VELOCITY CF THE 
l<jftANIT£ IS '.F5.2) 
72 00 74 1 = 1,N 
' NCATAtl)=3' • ' " 
74 rT*ES2(I)=3.<» 
T0TRS2s3.fl 
00 73 I = K1 , 
R E S I 0 ( I ) = C J t ) - 0 1 ( I ) / v K L ( l ) - D 2 f I ) / V E L ( 2 ) 
TOTRS2sTOI*S2+KES!0(1)««2 
ND»TA(SU11 ( I ) 1 = NCATi(WIKl ( l ) ) + 1 
SO AT A ( «IJ>*2 ( I ) ) SVfJA T A ( Mi"2 CI) ) • 1 
TT^ES?fVJ"l(1))sTTKtS2{NUM)(I))+RESI0(I)«*2 
. 73 TT^ES2(f»U-<2[l))sTTKES?(NL'M2(I)> + H E M i ) ( I ) * * 2 
00 75 1 = 1 ,N 
ArtNsJ.3 
IF (NDATA(I).LE.l) GO TO 75 
AMNstT.»E5?{I)/(»'0ATA(] )*(N0ATACI)-1 ) ) 
7b TTRESZUJsS jRT(Af-N) 
4NaM.-k.tK-? 
ABN=T0TRS2/1N 
SIGS0I. = S1RT(AMN) 
SF.'j*atSvn)«*P*S!GSOL/Sr.i»TfSU«(l)) 
SEGi»r'/(a)*»3«SK,S0L/st:»T(SU«(4)) 
*RITEC5.2!J*) SE8ASE.SEGR .' 
2?3 FORMATC'3',' STANDAR!) E&RCR OF BSAF.MtNT VELOCITY l,FS.4,l KH/S ', 
1 I STANDARD E*RPR OF GrfANITF. VELOCITY ',F8.4,! KM/5 ') 
00 79 1=1,N 
79 TKTRM(I)sEF(t)-EFfM*l)/VEL(l).-EF(a*N»I)/VEl.(2) 
"RITElS.'il) TOTf»S?,SIiS(lL 
. 33 FO^MATC 1 ' , 'SU« OF "EMOUAI.S S.JUAKEO IS ',FH,2./,«ST»ND»RD ERROR 
IOF THE SOLUTION IS Fo.<,///,I STATION MATRIX E MATRIX Fl HATRI 
2X F2 TIrtETt><* ST.£s>-»o« . NJH.DATA') 
00 84 1 = 1 ,N 
W I T E O . S S ) t . E F ( l ) , E F . { N + I),FF(2»N+I),T>lTRM(I),TTRtS2tI),N0ATA(I) 
88 FOwKAT<l <. IS.SF13.2,113) 
34 CONTINUC 
C " OUTPUT CONSTRAINT CArfOS 
IF (K) 87,P/,84 
36 *Pire(ft,«l?) 
89 FORMA T(I1'.'CONSTRAINT CA^OS ' . / . I STATIUN NUMBER TINETE°M ') 
00 39 1*1,K 
««UE(Ji9?) CAl(l),NUVl (I),OSTIME(I) 
93 FORMAT C' '.14,IX.IS,4X,F*.2) 
39 CONTINUE 
37 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT ORIGINAL C'ROS 
*RITt(h, 9 1 ) 
91 FORMAT( H i , I.1A1A CUPS',/,' STATION Nu" STATION, NUN TRAVEL TI 
1*1 DISTANT.El 5ISTANCL2 K i f S I x C MATRIX 01 MU^IX C? rffcSIOUAL') 
00 97 I = M .w< 
*RITfc(«,93) 0»1 m.NUHl {I),P*7tI),NL.'<2(r),liSTI»lt(I),i)SnMEc,'«''*I), 




Sf lha i/I^S Tl'E IE'KM PROGRAMME 4 
VELOCITY INC'EiSINS "ITH DISIA'.CE 
USED WH»N VFL-CIIV JMChFtSES LINf AfcLY A*AY F"0 M SO'iPCE VsV?*K«X 
OSES l»f SSP SUBROUTINE LLSO T(! SOLVE KATIX EQUATIONS DIRECTLY 
ACCURACY GOD PUT COEFFICIENT MATRIX SECO«tS YEPt LA<6E FO* LARGE NgTHORtS 
PECO»-iENDEn- FOR. S*ALL inET'T.PKS 
INPUT I S | - CAROI 
N.M'.K 
F0R«AI(JC5Y,IS)1 
NsNUMBFW Of TIKE TrR'fS • MUST HF .CONSECUTIVE 
MaNUMSE*' Of TRAVEL T1«£S 
KENU«BC» 0« CONSTAINEO TIME TERMS 
NEXT K CAPOS (CONSTANT CARDS). I -
PA) ( I ) , M ' < 1 ( I ) , 0 S T I M E ( I ) 
FO«MAT(A«,?»,Ib,?5X.FS.2) 
O A l ( I ) = NA'it OF STATION 
NUMJtDs Njx-ER PF STATION 
OSTIME(I)a THE TER" 
NEXT N CARDS (DATA CARilSl l-
O A l ( I ) ,M!"1 (U.EAST1, ANRTK1, C A2 ( I ) . HO«2 ( I ) , F AST?, ANRTHg, • 
DSTI«t(I).DIST 
F0RMAT'(2(»8,2»,lS,?FS.?),ES.2,6X,Ft',2) 
0 4 1 ( 1 ) = i»»-iE OF SMIJT STATION 
NUMl(I)s MJM-)£* OF SHOT STATION 
EAST 1 p ANPTh) s O.S. COORDINATES OF SHOT STATION 
0 A 2 d ) s NAME Or HCtfOlNfl STATION 
NUM2(I)s NU"?£k OF RECORDING STATION 
EAST2,ANK'IHJS O.S, COORDINATES- OF RECORDING STATION 
OSTIHE(I)s TRAVEL TI>»E 
OISTs TRAVEL DISTANCE. IF O.S. COORDINATES APE GIVEN THE CALCULATED DISTANCE 
IS USED 
OUTPUT CONSISTS OF TIME TERM DATA AND ORIGINAL OATA CALCULATED FOR THE 
UNKNOWNS K AID VS 
•iATRIX Es CA•*T OF TH£ TJ.-if TERM NOT 1'EPf.NDENT ON VELOCITY 
MATRIX Fa PUT OF T I W E TEHM (DISTANCE) VELOCITY f-EPENOENT 
ST.ERPOKs STANJAKD E-^C'K OF THE TIME TERM USING THE KERRY ANO WEST 
FORMULAE 
MATIX CS 'PART. OF "TRAVEL" TIME-NOT DFPENDENT OF VELOCITY ' 1 
UTRIX Os .PART OF TRAVEL DISTANCE VELOCITY DEPENDENT. I E REVERSED 
OOUeLE PRECISION DAH«5U),DA?fJ5«) 
DIMENSION VJ*l(41i1),>J(|.*?{4tH),AC4!,-|ap)f, E F ( 4 f l R ) , I P l V ( l f l 
n),T-TRM(i<l/l).'»eSI0(<l.|v),C(41P),0l(41fl),02(dt[i),NDlTAflni»),TTHES2'( 
2 i e i ) . A U X ( e ^ 3 1 , • SUM(4),vEL(2),T0T(2),DUM(i2S<»),DSTIME(12^a) 
C. 
C 




C READ IN DATA CA'-OIS ANC FlMM MATRICES 
C 




00 4 1 = 1 , f N 
« AU)B/,0 
IF t<) 62,S2,6! 





C HEAD IN CONSTRAINT CAPOS 
c 
READCi.M) DAI < I ) . N U - t (1),DSTIME(I) 
61 EO»mTC»'»,?X.I5,S5<,<r5.?) 
IJ«(NU«1 
62 IJ»M1 . 
H M s M M 
00 2 IsKl,KM 
c 






C F01H MATRIX A 
C 
IJs(NU«l(I)-1)«(<*K)*I 




C CALCULATE DISTANCE FROM OS GRID COORDINATES 
C 
MTM«(tE»SM-EAET2)**?W(C*kJRTMl-AN»TH2)**2) 
IF {OSfM.EO.i .a) GO TC S 
GO TO 9 • 
5 0STIKE(M + ><*I)=DIST. 
GO TO 2 




DO i:)<? I c K l ,KH. 
. OSTI-<t (MK?tI)sOSTIME(M»K + I)*DSTI«E(M+K + I ) 
100 CONTIVUE 




C CALL SUBROUTINE LLSQ 
C ' ' , 
CALL LLSQ(A,0STI-E,Mn,M,jrEF,NDATA,l,i»E-6,IER,AUX) 
DO 9b 1=1."N '• 
• 9 3 OSTiME(I)sDUMtl) 
C 
C PRINT OUT ERROR CONDITIONS 
C 
IF (IER.E9.-2) GO TO i* 
GO TO 11 
I? *RIT£ (6,12) 
12 FOR>-AT(i i.tNUMHE* OF EQUATIONS LESS THAN NUMBER "OF TIME TERMS') 
11 IF (tER.EO.-l) GO TO J 3 
GO TO 14 
13 «RITE(S,lfO 
15 FORMAT(' I,'RANK OF MATRIX A IS Z£SO») 
14 IF(IFP.BT./» GO TC 1* 
SO TO 17 
16 * R ! T t ( 6 , l H ) ICR 
IH FOiHT (• i,<HANK <it »»1-1X A IS Lf-SS THAN N,» ',15,/,'THE U5FI.ISS 
1 COLUMNS ASEI ) 
NKaN.F 
*RITEfft,19) ,<NOATA(J),Jsl,NK) 
19 FORMAT {I ',5X,I5) 
17 CONTINUE 
H i T n i e a . p 
T0T(2)aa,fl 
S I H ( I >.«•>.e 
' SU"(2)af».B 
SUMC4)5?tl« 
DO 64 ts<t,HM 
C<I)=PSTI"UIWMNUM!{I>)-K.F(NU>'2(I>> 
Dl( I ) a D S T ! •1E{»*«»I)-EFI\«\UK1 ( I ) )-E* IH*MJ"2 (I) ) 
02-tI)sOSTI«F(»<?*I)-tf (?«N + MIM1 (1))-EK2*N*NU»?(1J) 
TOT(l) = TOT(l)+C(I)»'M(I) 
T 0 T C 2 > s T 0 T ( 2 ) + C U ) O 2 ( I ) 
SUMtl)sSU>"(l)»Oin ) » O I ( I > 
»0"t2)*SuM(?)*ai(I)*02(IJ 
64 S I J H ( 4 ) s S U v ( 4 ) . a ? ( I ) * C 9 ( t ) 
3UM(3)=-SUM(2) 
CAUL LLS'J(S|.M.TOT,?,2,l.vf:L,NOATA,1.0F-6,lE'*,AUX) 
IF (IER.Eli,-l> GO TO 1?2 
GO TO ! « 3 
VA? *RITEf6,li«4) 
1*4 FOR"M4T<Hi,lUNAf!LE TO CALCULATE VELOCITIES1 ) 
STOP 
l « 3 CONTINUE 
IF CVELCl>-l.<»E-y> 1)2.112,111 
111 IF (VEL(2)-l.i?S-9) 112.112.113 
112 *RITE(r,ll«) 




. AK = VEL(2)/[VF.L(l)*VF.LCl)> 
*RITE(6,lr)S) VEL0C.4* 
IBS FORMAT(1 '.' LEAST SWABES VELpCITY ',F5.2./.' FACTOR K'.FS.S) 
72 00 .74 1 = 1,N 
NDATA(I}=5 
74 TTRFS2CI) = ?i.a 
T0TRS2=(S,a 
00 73 I=K1,«K 
»ESl6(I)=C(I)-01 (I)«VFLf l)+D ? t n»VEL(2) 
TOTRS2 = T0T^S2 + !<E''I'><n*«2 
NOATA(NUMl(I))=NCATA(K-UHl(I))t| 
MOAT* (NU«?U ) )=Ni?ATs (NijMSd ) ) • ! 
TTRES?(HU«1 f l ) ) = TTJFSSt*.U-l f I ) ) •RESIO( I ) »*8 
73 TTRES2CNUi2( I ) )=TTRES?(NU;!2f I))*RESID(I)*»2 
00 75 1=1,N 
AMNsa.i) 





00 73 1 = 1. »• 
79 TMTR> * ( n=EF(I)-FF(N*I)*vKLCl) + EFf2»N*I)«VEL{2) 
' 4l»ITE(ft,'s3)' TOTSSP.SIGSCl 
83 FORMATC111 • 1 SU". OF RESiDU'LS SOUARF.D 13 ',FS.2,/,'STANDARD ERROR. 
10F Tri£ SOLUTION IS '.F8.2,///,• STATION. MATRIX t MATRIX F l MATRI 
2X F2 TIMETEHM ST.h0'"1' NIIH.OATA') 
00 84 l a t . N 
«KlTt{6,85) I.EFCI).£FtN«I J.FF(2*«+I). TMTRMf l),TTRES2f I),NOATA(I) 
• 5 FORMAT C ' '.HfSFie.2,11") 
91 CONTINUE 
C . OUTPUT CONSTRAINT CAROS 
IF (<) 97.J7.86 
86 «iRITE(6,Fl') 
89 FORMAT (' 1'. 'CONSTRAINT CARDS './,' STATION NUMBER TI*F.TERM ') 
00 89 1 = 1.< 
«R ITE f 6,9?. V OA 1 ( T ) , M-J"! ( I ) , RST IfF. ( I ) 
9.1 FORKATC '.A8,lX,I5i4X,F6.21 
89 c o - m w u s 
87 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT ORIGINAL CARDS . 
KlaHM 
*RITt(6,91) 
91 FOR«A*('I','yATA C A « » J ; I , / , I STATION >»UM STATION »'u* TRAVEL TI 
1«E OtS(4\CF| 0ISTANCF2 x t T i i l x C MATRIX 01 "IATRIX 07 RESIOOAL') 
00 92 I S M , 
1RITE f»,*3) U»l (1) ,NI-I- 1 (!) J) ( Ji|v,?f I l . C S T f f f I ) . s s T f E f h + K + I ) • 
10»TlMFC«2»I),C(I),i;w.I),i)2(tV,REJIO(I) 




SalNBURNS TI"E Tf.Hr p'r-OGRAWHF. t> 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION Hi* 1 DIPPING REFRACTOR 
l!SF.« IHH SSP bJR»n'JTlhE L t S ; Tf, SOLVE'"AM* EQUATIONS DIRECTLY 
ACC'JPACY 3000 m'T C ' i F f l t l f w T MATRIX PF.C1"FS vfwv LARtlE FOK LA«GF NETWORKS 
RECOMMENDED FOB i«»ALL SET»OKKS 
INPUT I S t - CAPD1 
* - , M , K , V ( I ) 
F0R«ATt3(SX,Ih),FS.?) 
ssNll«HEP OF TI"E TF--S MUST HE CONSECUTIVE 
hsMiMBER OF TRAVEL Tl«fc5 
KsNU^HER OF CONSTAlNfO TI«E TFRMS 
V ( l ) a ONLY ONE C0N5TAINED VELOCITY OR T»F LEAST SQUARE VELOCITY CAN 
BE USED 
NEXT K CARDS (CPNSTMM CARDS) I -
D * 1 ( I ) r S U i l ( I ) . C S T l ! < E ( I } 
F0HMtT(Ai,2X,I5,?S*,F?,?) 
OAJ ( l ) s NAME OF STATION 
. hUh |(I°) B N'UMHE K OF STATION ' ' 
°DSTIMECI)= TIME' TERM 
NEXT M CARDS (DATA CAiOS) !-
D»1(I).NU>M ( I ) . E A S n ,AF!RTKt .DA9(I),NUH?(I) IEAST2. ANKTH2, 
PSTI"E(I).PIST 
F0«MAT(?(Ab,2X, IS.?°:'°.?),F5,?,5X,F6.2) 
D A l ( I ) s N4'F. 0°? SHOT STATIDN ° 
NUMKlJs NUMBER Or SHOT .STATION 
EA°5Tl ,ANi°ThlB O.S. COORDINATES OF SHOT STATION .. 
DA?(I)= NA»f OF RCOPfil'fG STATION 
» U K ? ( I ) s Nu»BER OF =Fcr>ROI'.G 5TATIPN 
EASTP.ANHTH?* n.S. COt-ROI"»TES OF RECORDING STATION 
DSTIME(1)B TRA/EL TI-E 
OISTs TRAVEL DISTANCE. IF O.S. COORDINATES AR£ GIVE" THE C»LCULATED DISTANCE 
IS USED 
OUTPUT CONSISTS OF JlKE T£Rh OATA AND ORIGINAL OATA AND OEPTHS TO THE 
REFRACTOR 
N.(f. SET FOR A COvti VELOCITY OF 4.3KM/SEC 
.MATRIX E= PA.iT CF 1"E Tl^fe TfR« >.0T OEPENOENT ON VELOCITY 
MATRIX Fs PA-T OF TIME TE!»M (DISTANCE) VELOCITY DEPENDENT 
NUM DATASNIJWHER OF DATA TO A STATION . . 
MATIX C= BA»T OF TRAVfL TI-F- NOT CEF£Ny£NT OF VELOCITY 
DOUBLE PRFCISION ?»1f3S*),2A2(35H) 
DIMENSION Ni.."l(Jl.H,\Ur.?(°«l{'),A (.3l.)(,'M)t DSTIMEr62^)«EF(2-tn),IPIV(in. 
I P ) , TMT«>!(l/iM,ctSl-°)t3)H),t(3H'),0(62i»).V(5),NPATA(lZr),TTPES2(l(«H) 
2,AUX(4^) 
DIMENSION <(3!f*) , 2(ii'f),COS(3I») 
OIMENSIOS OS! (6281°) 
. DIMENSION LA(o2^) 
C 
C 
C READ IN NUMBER OF TI*E TEKMS N, EQUATIONS M, AND VELOCITY V 
C 
REAO(h,l) N,M,K,V(1) 
I FORM4T(3(5*. I5),F°5.2) 
DO 124 1=2,4 
124 V(I)ai».i< 
C . , 
c 
C READ IN DATA CAROS A NO FOxM MATRICES 
c 
IF («) 62.62.63. 
6 3 OP 63 I = l,< 
•»ijH2(T)»a 
O S I H t l - ' M t l ) : . / , . ! 
L * < ? * n * - » 
c 
C PEA) I N CC<NStMAl«iT CAPOS 
C 
READf!°-,M) <°'AiiI).vJ,'l (I).OSTIMfc(I) 
61 FC«M4r(*4>2».IS*?ft'°.F!!,?) 
• hi L*(?*X*l)a»uMl(A) 
92 <I=K*1 
*M*K«M 
no 2 I B K I , < I 
C 
C READ DATA 
C 
RFAP(S..1) OA) ( I ) ,H i <\f D.EASTl, ANMTM1,;}A2( ().NU"?(I),EAST?,ANRTH?, 
I D & M i f d J t O l S T 
3 F(iSMAT(?(A*.,P», IS,;F1,?),F!..2,SX,F»,2) 
C 
C FO«rt MATRIX A c 
L< ( ? • ! - ! )a\ii«l ( I ) 
1.4 { ? • ! )aNl|'<?( r ) 
• > M M 3 ( ( E ' S T t - t A S T ? ) 4 « ? ) . ( (*N«l!M|«»M<1>'?)««?) 
I f fOSTM.fvi.n.n) G'J IU S . 
GO 10 6 
5 l)STlML(M*K*I)»OISr 





00 11? lst,M< 
112 k(l)sDSTlKE(MK»t) . 
00 2 iM l a j . H M 
2B1 OSIf T)aOSIIxE(I) 
00 7& J»I,? 
IF CJ.iO.5J GO TO 72 
IF (V(J)> 71,71,72 
72 CONTINUE 
00 |«7. leJ.MK 
C0S{I)=1,K 
liM CONTINUE 
DO 2 i 2 1=1,"N 
232 0 S T 1 H E ( I ) B D S T ( I ) 
NITe!) 
138 CONTINUE 
NITa.NlT + 1 
00 94 l - t , 1 N 
94 0(I ) a O S T I P E ( I ) 
NMKak* (r°4A) 
00 4 ir1.AUK 
' 4 « ( r ) a f l . e 
00 7 
I * a ? * I 
I K s ( L * t I K ) . l ) * K K * I 
IF ( I K ) 9,9,'H 
8 M l K ) s j , 0 
9 I K s 2 * I - l 
I K s ( t A ( l K ) . l ) *»K+I 
7 »(IK)al,a 
C 
C C A L L SUBROUTINE LLSG 
C 
CALL LLS'5 (A,0STIME,MK,N,2,F.F,NDATA,1.<1E-5,IE*,AUX) 
00 9S Ial,M>i 
OSTI»E(I)=0(I) 
95 D ( I)aa.f< . 
C 
C P*INT OUT ERROR CONDITIONS 
C 
I * (IE-.£0,-2) GO TO 13 
GO TO 11 
H »RITE (1,12) 
12 F O * M A T ( I >,<NUKHFR OF f-liUATIONS LESS THAN NUMBER OF TIME TERMS•) 
I t IF (IfcS.EIJ.-l) GO TO 13 
• GO TO 14 
13 1*116(6,15) 
l b FORMAT ( 1 '.'RAN* i!F MATRIX A I S ZERO1) 
14 IF(lER.GT.a) GO TO 16 
ROTO 17 
16 «AITE(6>1>0 IER ., ^ 
• I R FORMAT ' ( • ' , I R A \ < OF M A T R I X . A is LESS THAN N,» *,is./,<tHE USELESS 
. 1 COLUMNS ARE' ) 
NKSN-K 
«R.ITF(»,19) (NOATA{J),Jsl,NK) 





00 6« Ia<1,MK _ 
C(I)anSTIi-E(I)-EF (NU'M ( I ) )-EF(NuM2(T)) 
0(I)aDSTI"E(>'*"»I)-EF(N*NUf H I))-£ e(N + NUM2(I)) 
T0TCC = T ( ! T C 0 4 C ( I > 4 \ ) ( I ) 
64 TOT0DaTOTC0»0(l).O(I) 
I F (TO.ICO) <S3,6S,54 
65 *»ITE(6,67) 
67 F0^MAT( 'i •, "UNASLE TU CALCULATE LEAST SUUAiJES VELOCITY") 
V(S)aK>.P 
GO TO 68 
.66 V(S)*10Tr>0/TOTCO 
68 CONTU'UE 
»RIT6 (6,2-T M V(M 
2M FO^MAT(« i . F O . 3 1 
00 79 l a l , \ 
TMTRMJ])«fcF(I)>c"F(i*!)/V(J> 
AMNaVf J)«V(J)»|6'.;> 
IF fA.«.M K<), | JM.1 J!? 
1M H K I T E C I , U'S) ' • 





00 \t^ I s n . M K 
AMNeCOSd.) 
Zla7(MJ«-l(I))/C0«([) 
7?az(M.i^c ( n ) / c r > ( i ) 
COS( I ) a ( 1 >*<( I-i*(Zl-/S)*«?) 
Cf>sej)a«(I5/?'J-TtC'!<(I)) 
OSTI-tfM»4nix(I)«C05(.I) 
tMN|sA(<K«CflS( I ) 
I F (1MN) W5,U4,|.)4 
135 M!TrMlT*l 
134 CONTINUE 
IF ( M T - 1 5 3 ) 1%?.127.191 
121 »itHTF(i,i2?) 
122 FCR"'AT(« i,<«0*fc THAO 2P I TEP* T IONS REOUIPfc'D1) 
1(1 TO 123 
123 CnNTlnuE 
IF (*IT-M ) i e 6 , l / 7 , l f ! 6 
106 60 TO 1 i"t 
137 CCvTINUE . 
123 CONTINUE 
00 74 I s l . N 
ND4TA(I)s<i> 
• 74 lTRES2(n='*.6 
T0TSS2 = i».3 
00 73 I s < t , " < • 
RE S I D ( I ) = C ( I ) " 5 ( T ) / V ( . n 
T0T"S2sTGT&S2**E-Sir>(I)o«2 
•:OATA(^U"l (I))SN3ATA(I.UH1(1))»| .• 
.Nt)A T A ('.U-"? ( 1} J sNi>l ! ' i (i,u»2 f 1 )•) • 1 
TTBFSaCNUtM (I))«TT.-ESg(*UiM (I))*«ESID(11**8 
73 TT4ES2(NUM2(I))3TI4ES2(Nbx?(I))*i'ESI0(I)>*2 
I/O 75 1 = 1,N 
AKNS3.3 
IF ( N D A T * . ( I ) . L £ . I ) G.1 TO 75 
»«N*TT-B!S?(I)/(N!)ATA(I).fNOATI ( I ) - l ) ) 
75 TT<E52tI)sSa»TtAxv) 
. IF (J-5) 76.77.7H 
77 ^NrH.N*R-l 
GO TO 78 
. 76 MN=M»N+* 
78 AMNST0TKS7/MN 
SIGSCL = S!JPT(4MN) 
00 139 1*1, N 
139 AUX(I)=3 , e 
DO H«! I = * 1 . M < 
AUX(NUMU) > = *UX(NUM.l ( I ) ) * C 1 S ( 1 ) 
113 AUXCNU-2(I)) = »UX(!<U>'2(1))*C0S{I) 
00 111 1=1.N 
4HNSAU"tI)/FLOAT(NDATA(I)) 
I F ( j - 5 i 8*."1.8' 
8.1 AMN=(V(5)*«2*SIGSOl.}/SG&T(T0TDD) 
*HITE(6.*2> »»* 
82 FORMAT('3','STANDARD ERROR OF VELOCITY IS '.Fp.a) 
83 CONTINUE 
«"ITE(^»13) V(J),TCTRS2,SIGS0L,NIT 
83 FORMtTPt'.'SOLUTIO"" • 4 VELOCITY OF «, F g . j , /, I SUM OF RESIDUALS 
1 • ,F8.2,/, > STANOARO ERROR OF SOLUTION ', FB ,2,/, I r.uwbER OK ITERATION 
2S 1,15.///. '. STATJON MATRIX E MATRIX F TIMETE.RK DEPTH ST.E 
3RR0R NUM.iJATAi) 1 
00 84 1=1,U 
«RITE(h,Sb) I,EF(t),FF(NH),TMTPM(I),Z(I),TTRES2(I),H0ATA(I) 
85 FORMA T ( 1 «,2X,IS,SF!0.2,I1!<) 
84 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT CONST»II'«T CAROS 
IF (K) 87.S7.86 
86 «RITE(S.38) 
88 FCRMATC'l'.'CONSTS'AI'JT CAhOS ',/.' STATION NUC3ER TIMfTfcWM I ) 
00 8 9 l»l,H 
»R11E(«I»F) 0*1(11.NUMl(I1,0$TlMttI» 
93 KOR«*r(i i.A8,!X.I5.4K.Fe.2J 
89 CONTINUE 
87 CONTINUE 
c OUTPUT ORIGINAL CAPOS 
<1=K»1 
«PITt(6,91) 
91 F 0 3 M * T ( 1 1 1 . 1 f>»TA C«uf!S ',/.' STA1I0N N i l * . STATION NU« TRAvE 
1L TI«*E DISTANCE t4fn 1X C MATRIX 0 *tSIOUAL<) 
00 92 I = K 1 , M < 
»S (TE(«.9J1 OAl !I).MU»l (Il,nA2(I),NU"2(I).DSri«f(I),l5STIME(M + K + I ) , 
l C r l ) , D ( I ) , ' ' h S l b ( l ) 
95 FO(iMAT(i ', ?<*1. IM.3X,?F1?. ?1 
92 CONTINUE 
71 CONTINUE 




r Pftnr.'MM.Mi » " » C A I r.i.i A I I W I K A V U ni«,t*Kt 's i"r'c ' i rc»» i ' » -HAI trr.ov. I N A T C S 
f 
r I K P I I T I S J - <.nt ). t. 
r . rn-i'ATi I ? ) • 
C fi = M / " l l L * I ! ' ?M:iT> k l f.aihrr. STAMCNM U'T'l A VAXI'U!1' n : 
f T i l t h w f A K U S i - i A T C S I »i»,Lr K f r . S L r r . r " 
C l l i M f t l l . 1 ! ! / , ! ; . IX, I U) 
t i t T r « i. A I i iimi- i r r c « i 
C ^ L A T W = L A T ! Ticj. | » | M H ( | 
C n » i f i ' » l i ; t r | i u ; i i ' ( T F I P I n*)' • 
f SIC*C* M A C I T H I T 11»|MJTFS I 
f. ' 
t THFN NEXT CAPCl- . " 
C F f U P t l t l ? ! 
f M» NU^'IFP c.r F K C M M V ; S T A M T ; * ( i ™ « I i .p r r A C A X I V I I K r e o<; 
c T H E N P-r.»p.ns •.- i/.Tr , .SLM"'.-i<:f ,crtSirKC'' 
C F r i > w A H > u x , i ; , i v , r » . 3 ) I 
C I AT[> L A I I I l J t f t ' r E K R T S l 
C SLAT*» LATITCPF (VJNUTEII 
C irNGP' L.lf.r iTljf'E t i J 6 " f r Si' 
C SLCNC-M» LIJM'.IUiDF l»IM|TESI 
c 
c 
C OUTPUT CCHSISTS OF AT- f*K " A T R J X OF CI STANCES ANO "ATICES CF DISTAKES 
C OFVIOEO HV h.O AMI 8.0 
C CISXANCES A l l STRUCT L J^f CI STANCES . 
C 
c 
DDUhlE PRECISION A , F , FAP T, SI ATI 15), Slt>r, 11 * ) , SLAT2 , S? 115 ) 
i,ALAT,ALC>G.*F,CLCNf,CLAT,T'hETA,0!STHci|99l 
OIUFfSUN 1PLM15) • ' 
A*6378.160 
- F - 1 . / 2 S 3 . 2 6 7 
-READI c.t\) N 
1 F C R V A T 1 I 2 1 
F A C T * 3 . 1 « 1 5 9 ? ( > 5 / 1 8 0 . 
• 00 \Z 1 = 1.N 
R F * r t 5 , 7 l LATf.SI AT*,LCNGD.SLCNGP 
7. FCRKATI2IlXtI2«txfFE.3lI 





SIAT?=SLATU ) * 2 . 
SR<II = A * t l . - F * C S I M S L A T ( I ) l * * 2 l 
2 !DU»m = I 
WPITF(6,4) C i r i l M ( I ) , I > l , K ) 
*, FORMATCl." ,'SHCT PISTAN.CFS CALCULATED FROM LATITUCE AHO LQUGITLOE' 
1,/,">EC0R[}IN'GS/,"STATION St-CT MICBF<>S',/.5X 
2 , 1 5 1 7 ) 
REACI5.5) V 
5 FORMAT!12) 
o r 6 1 = 1,P 







R = A * ( 1 ' . - F * C S I N ( A I A T I * * 2 ) 
DC 8 J-l,K 
PLONG=ALCNG-SLCMG(J1 
OLAT«AlAT-SLAT(JI 
THETA=PSIM SLAT(J) )*OSIMALATMCCrS(SliT(J) l*CCCS(Al ATl + CCOKCLCNG 
I I 
OIST<J,I )'«SK ( J I * S i ! (J)+R*R-2.*SB(J)*R»THETA 
8 OISTI J , I l = DSCF T t r i S H J , I ) ) 
WPITF(f,9) I ,(riST< J , I l , . l = l , N ) 
9 PCF.*AT(> ' , I 5 , 1 > ( U . F 6 . 2 ) ) 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITFlJ«,12) ClCiUM I ) , 1=1.M 
1 2 FOfrPATpi f t -'ISTAVCtS/S.C'./,'SFCPRniNC ,/,'STATION 
1 S^HT MJ»»!:P',/,5X.1517) 
DO 1 0 1=1,M 
OC 1 1 J=1,N 
1 1 ( ) I S T ( J . I I = 1 l 5 T < J . [ ) / i . 
WRITFIf-,131 I , ( U « M . I , l l , . l = l ,M 
1 3 F p F V A T ( • • , I 5,1S(1X.F6.?)I 
IC C C K T I N I : F 
WRITFI.fr. I f I «ICl!"l I ) , 1=1,Ml 
I * FC»VATl> 1" ,• SHCT 11 ST A»;C f S/1 .0 •,/, • KFf con INC •,/,1 STAT 1C1N 
I . SUIT M ^ R S / i ^ X i l s m 
PO IS I«l,P 
OP 1 6 J=1,N 
1 6 n i S U J . I ) = r>IST(.l,t)»C.7 = 
WRITE K - , 1 7 I I , I P I *"T ( J , I I , J 2 I ,M 
1 7 FORNATP > , I S h l K i r - 6 , ? ) ! 
1 5 CPhTIMiE 
STCP 
FNO 
SWIKtUlttMS VELOCITY P*PG«**r"«E 
PROGRAMME TO CALCULATE APPARENT VELOCITY A C O S S A N AI,RAY *HEN THE 
SHCT POSITION IS KNOWN (KNU«\ AZJMUTM) FOR A Ci-xVES xAViFROM, 
INPUT I S l -
CAP01 N 
FO-lV.ATfl?) 
• Ne SU!"EES OF EVENTS TO ft CALCULATED 
FOP EACH EVENT . 
EAST.ANOi'TH.NSr'OT.NOATA 
F0RMAT(2F5.2,/,V7<,14,/,4X,12> 
EAST, ANCt'T^s C,«. CCiCttRlNATES OF THE SOURCE • 
NS*OJs WU-rtEM C'JUI\G 0f Th£- EVENT 
NDAfA's NU-S£R OS ONSET TIKES 
THEN NDATA GNSE1 TIME CA»DS 
APIT(I),OMIME 
F0PMATC5Y,A2,nX,Flc,5) • 
A P I T ( I ) s NAME QF P i t 
©•.TIME'S ONSET TIME-
OUTPUTS APPARENT vstoCITY »IITM 95 PER CENT CONFIDENT? LIMIT,•CONSTANT T0, 
STANDARD E-RO-i OF TME SOLUTION, A'iP KfcSIDUALS TO E*Ci PIT, 
ALSO OUTPUTS A S'AC- OF MUALIJY OF FIT OF THE DATA To REFACTOR VELOCITY 
DI-iENSlfiN PlTf2a),Pwt?S),Pt t2B),HIf?rt),F(2H),X(2i)J,Y ( 2(5),AyAP{41,l 
• ''j8!I.9UMV(.jl) fPES0f?5U,API1 ( 2 3 ) ,ER»(?P.) 
OA.U Hl / ? , r i2,«,i>2a,!i,ni6,.?,3,f.,i>22 , e . ,>a6,-p.Bl l,-«,*l3,-ei,013, ' 
l-a,«i3,i»,i!!2i/ 
DATA */t2.7,4.?,J,18.2.79.2.67,2.45.2,17,2.31,2,2»,2.23,2.2,2, 
118.2.I 6,2,1 3, 2.13,2.12.2.11,?.13.2.«S,2,89/ 
DATA SLA>K/" l/»STA*/i*i/,CPOSS/ lt ,/,STROKE/ ,H/,DASH/i-l/ 
DATA E.WR/?.S,!»,r-,T.5i.».P.!».«i,?,?i.«.B,3.?,Si,lf,». ,?,a.:i.fl.a,B.0,O.fl, 
. DATA LEAST fCANRTH/3 Ql , s l 3 ,543,69/ 
OATA C0N,VC0VEK/H.*,3.a/ 
3ATA PIT / 2 n«l . 2 n,2 , 2 i 4 i 3 t 2 H f t A .2HW5.2MS1 , 2nS2, 2 H S 3 , ?HMJ , 2HH?,2HN1 / 
0ATAx/-3,274 , -? , .«4A,-l,H,n.i>,«.i>9? 1-f1,39,i(i.i-32 ,4^,l*9 , . a.l69, 
1-0.169 , - 1 . 2 6 4 / 
OA TA Y / e . 153. H.U7-J, 51,158.^,(1,3, 321,-3.152,-1 .611,-3.956,-0.936, 
1-0.956,6.761/ 
'OO'.WC U = l,?3 
PE(IJ)sCEASTtX(IJ) 
9?8i P N ( I J ) S C A N R T H + Y ( I J ) 
: READ IN INITIAL STATEMENTS 
READ (5,32) N 
32 FORMAT(12) 
00 33 111=1,N 
R'EAD(5,1) EA5T,Avim-<,NSHOT,MI5ATA 
1 F0MMAT ( 2F5 , 2 , / , 1 2 X ,I6,/74X, I ? ) 
OATAsFLQAT(NQATAY 






DO 2 Iel.NOATA 
READ (5.3) A P I T ( I ) , 0 N T I M E 
3 FCRHAT(«k,42,SX,Fl<«.5) 
00 4 J=1,2< 




TOTYsTCT Y t l ( I ) 
T0TX«s10TXX»x(I) 
T0TYY«T0TYY»Y(I)»Y(1) 
111 J aSOSI(X ( I ) ) " . 
Tt)I»3ll'T«*n( n 
2 rnTkv>iurKY»«(i)»Y(i) 
..0»K wi.'I VARIANCE 5 AMI) AS Wft CENT f.O"KIO!:NCt: L I " [ t S 
SX < I 101 X X/ ( l)A 1 A- I , / ) - ( TO.I »* l«'tXJ/(0*T* »(0A f i - 1 





I f ( i K b f t K . K T . g / ) I «OCi«»as> 







DO 7 I = l.M> i T » 
(<ESU( J)sYtI)-CO?.ST-«(I)/VEL 
7 TGTKE$ = T01f!ES«-<tSO<I>»*!:SO(I> 
•SISSOLBT0TWE»/(D*Tl-2.,a) 
SIGSOLaSuFT(SIfrSOL) 
C Ou'PUT CATA 
»»ITE(6,6) NSHOT, VEL,CO»-F.CONST,SIGSOL 
5 FO^HAT(11 I.tfhOT.Mj^Kt* «»16.» »X.'BEST FIT VELOCITY •.FH.3.• • OR 
!• ' , F5, 3, /, ' CONST A JT I,F(>.J,|S1X,'STANDARD ERRH* UF SOLUTION i,Fb.3 
?,/. 'rfESIOUALSM " 
•DO 34 1*1,. NDATA 
*<MTE (6,33) AP1T(I),»E80{I) 
. 35 FOHtfAT(i. <,1*X,A?,4Y,F5.3V 
34 CO'NTIMfJP • > . - • ' . 
C SET UP GRID FOB GRAPt-
DO 23 'i s 1,41 ~ 
00 ?ti J a l , , B | 
29 AMAP(I,JJartLANK 
DO 21 1=1,41 . 
' 0 0 22 K«l,* " 
IF ((I»9 ) - i a*K) 8?,23,22 
22 CONTINUE ' 
SO TO 21 
23 DO 24 J= 1,1 (3! 
'24 A«AP(I,J)sOASH 
21 CONTINUE ' ' . 
00 25 J s l . l C l * 
00 26 n = l , l l 
IF {(J«.»)-liS*K) ?S,27,26 
26 CONTINUE 
. GO TO 25 
27 00 2fl 1*1.41 
IF (A»AP(I,J).E'J.DASM) GO 10.29. 
GO TO J? 
•29 *KAPtI,J)=C»OSS 
SO TO ?S 
33 »MAP(I,J) = 3T»I0KE 
28 CONTINUE , 
25 COU^JE 
C SET U° PLOTTING 
IVELalPIXfvEL) 
DL,ltV{|)=FL0AT(IVEL)-2.«! 
IVEl.alVEL*lsM-205 • • 









TO TUESs-«L iKJ I d (TOTrffFW «•.?-<<.5 
IF (TOTkES.LT.1.^1 TPTKfSri.n 
IF CT0TPtS.&T,4l.t<) TClKfcS»41.e 
I'lFUKTfiTRfcM 
1'B A H P ( I , J ) 3 S T ; p 
C PUNT OUT PLOT 
*KITECS,17) 
|7 PO-»»ATl . ">L«ir lit-' STA'iOAiO eFrfOR AGAINST VELOCITY 1.///, ' STANDAR 
10 ErtRCNI ,/, • LOG S C J l i ' l 
Ol'*«s-i3.2b 
DO 12 I a l , 4 l 
00 M Hat,5 
I F ( ( i + 9 ) - i . i * K ) w,\),ae 
5« CONTINUE 
GO TO 14 
1J DlJ*si>i."i-JI.2i 
•-"ITF ( h . 15) W», (AM>PCl,J),J«j,mt J 
15 FOrtiATl' i . S t . F b . P . l A l A l ) 
GO TC 1? 
|4 - ^ I T E C ^ . l M C i H i U d . J j . J a t . i i i ) 
|6 FO»M»f(i l,l.1X,Klt»l J 
12 CONTINUE 
DO 19 I s i . U • 
OU"»Fi.UAT(I> 
19 «1ITE(^,Ji)f.)U'<w(I),Hl,ll) 




PWU'iMJH»f TO CALCULATE t t ' r ' t n t ' i T V t L l ' C I " AN|i A i l M U l n '-C>'':is *U *«I«»Y FOw 
A CIWED WAVtFrfONf 
: INPUT IS«-
e CARD i H N 
C fOh - < A T ( I ? > 
; . MNB NU*h£H Or EVENTS TO BE CA|.CUL»Tfn 
C . 
£ THE* FO^ EACH tvim 
C E«ST,A'.aTH,I.F WlT.MMT.SPSr 
; FQRHA1(?F*i,/,/,!?>, I»>,/.1». 12. loX.FO.J) 
C EAST.ANrflHs O.S, CT'ORIUNAIKS OP 1«F SOUNCE'-CIF KN0*n ELSE ULAN* 
C HEVEMs NUMfsE* CDDlr.'S OF T>"E EVENT 
C NPITe KMh8f>< OF ONSET TIHF.S 
C SPSTa P-S t l t f Of.LV N£F3 BE GIVEN I F THE O.S. COORDINATES OF THE SOURCE 
c me NOT S P E C I F I E D 
w 
C THEN KP1T ONSET TI"E CA«i5S 
C A P I T . t 
c Fo»i"AT(e»,A2,*,)(,f i:«.j>> 
C APITs NAPE OF PIT 
C Ts ONSET TIME 
C 
c 
C OUTPUTS APPARENT VELOCITY, AZJMUTH AND CROSS OvE" T1".E »ITH 95 PEP CENT 
C CONFIDE^E LIMITS ANO ORIGINAL DATA « I 1 H THE RESIDUALS CALCULATED. ALSO 
C OUTPUTS NUwrtER W ITERATIONS FOw i SOLUTION, Su» C'F RE3IO"ALS SOUAPEO, 
C DISTANCE OF EVENT TC I I E CtfGSS. OVE* POINT, AZIH-TMAL ANOMAL*, AND TKE 
C RcCALCULATFu SHOT POSITION. 
C CALLS IBM OSP SU^OUMNF SI>'V FOR HATRI» INVERSION 
• C 
•.c . • . • • . 
DIMENSI'CN P I T ( 2 ? J , V(2^),AT(?!>),ATT(2?),P£St2«).L(Z(!),HI(?e), 
1TJMEU <2il.3).BC3.2i'). A < M ,S<3),SI<» 
DAT*. */-3.27«,-2.3A"<,-l.)*,3.9.a.8«,-«».J»,?.M2,-a.l&9,-&.169, 
1-3.169,-*,2ft4/ 
• DATA v/o.l53 , ? . . l»79 r?,lf>a,r ' . l» , i».C2l,-3.l5?,-l.Slli-K.956,-0.956, 
l>0'.9S6 ,e .7«! / ' • 
• DATA .nI/i».n,<,2.w74,,1.0oB,B«il,^./>i?,iS..»22,«0.H«?,«i'.e4S,-B.e48, ; 
1-P!,PAS,B.B77/ 
DATA P1T/2HH1, 2>«h3,2H*4.2!-i„5,2H51,2MSj,2hS3,2KH|,2HH2,2WNl/ 
DATA CtAS1-,CAr,xTf/W3.93,!)J3.69/ 
. DATA C0'*.VC0VE3/1,?.?.3.S/ . 
• DATA TIKE/i.9 >3.?.£'.4,S.?.7.n,' l.2tB.5.!fl.g lJl.b >13 .e,l<,l,lb.3 , !( i . ' . 
14, 17. S . i e . S , 15.9, 21.tr, 22..?, 23. I , 2 * . 2.25.3,26,A,27. 5, 28. 6,29.7, 30.8 
2,31.9,33.H.34.1,15.2/ 
I J I i f SalOH TltST{2n) 
. DATA UE5T/12,?,4.3,3.1H.2.7fi.2.57.?.45,2.V,2.3l ,2.2i>,2.23,8.2,2. 
11 *; ?. 1S,2. 15,2.13,2.12,2,11,2. IP., A. 3». 2. *9/ 
REA0(5»1) MN 
1 FOR1ATCI2) 




3 FOR«ATC 11 1.'EVE^f Nl!M,»ER ' , I f i ) 
DO t Ksl,»PlT 
«r:AO(5,b) API.T,T 
5 FQ*MA.T(I>X.A'2,6X,HJ,S) 
00 6 I a i . 2 4 
IF fAPIT-PITCt)) 4.7,6 
•6 CONTINUE 
7 L C O s I 
*TT(K)sT 
-AT f K) *T 
F«.l)s»V(l! 
F ( K , ? ] a - X ( I ) 
4 F ( K , 3 ) * 1 . r 
IK (NPIT-3) 33,34,34 
3 3 WHITEC6.3M 
35 FO?KAT( , ISOL'ITIOV: NEECS AT LEAST THREE ONSET T I K E S ' ) 
GO TO I P 
• 34 CONTINUE 
OISTs{CEAST-£ASTl**9*fCANi?TH-.ANRfH5ir*J 
OISTsSlRT(OIST) 
IF (EAST-A v»% f h) 9,8,9 
9 CALL CIKINO(TI»f SPST,COfc,OIST) 
9' Cf'MTI~UE 
00 I I 1=1.3 
00 11 J = I , 3 
>D<ll(iii,ll 
00 12 Ka|,NP1T 
12 *OR<a.«!Jli« + F ( * , l ) * F ( l < , J ) 
* B ( J * r . J - t ) ) / ? + i 
11 A(K)s»0«K 
CALL SINVtA,3,l..iE-5,IE») 
DO 32 l a l . N U T 
DO 31 J M . J 
e ( J , l ) a ? . P 
00 13 * = 1.3 
I»»{(*-1)»<1/?*J 
I F (4.LT.J) In»(CJ-n»Jl/?*K 
13 M(J,I)seCJ.I)«F(I,<)*A(lK) 
' 31 CONTINUE 




00 14 l a 1,3 
SCIJaA.d 
00 14 Jat,N»IT 
G N J ' 
• i f ' U 4* » 
C i V i i * * 3Amn j o my 13 N I 1SIC11«i •i)i»wic» « 
«lV*iSI'j e 
f J l o o 
MI3»< (C11 J 3 r i ! l - l n..U)/U J1) .•Uli-iSrft.) >USIu«lVIQ f 
3flMlN03 I 
E 01 03 l ( U i n 3 r i U , i T j S J V " 0 . v i * U l j ' I ^ I l - 3 3 , l S r f S ; J l 
huJ»(Il>i»i)H*lS10 
4 w I l V l s l l V 00 
I Ol 0«J K i i - i n i S A l l ' J ' l ' l S r t S J . il 
l l ) ' - i f c t l \0t5'dl<10 
< JSIG ,fc03'lSdS'3HllV>.nJ'.NIdlU 3«JlillC;t<tfnS 
0N3 
HOIS 
9 n m i N o : e t 
C(2*<»1'JI2)2'I 33HJ 
0 0 8 JO 631VM03003 CIK3 SOi'/'E'fld'i A1»*0NT I T H J I W I / I I ' I i ) l<rrt*6j 




B'vslf+7»l«2vl ( J ' f c ' l V Z T l ) j l 
13»i»7»l*Z»l 
. Hl!"sV3-H'if.'VBl>l»0«« 
Bl 01 09 l i f ' K ' l a ' i S l O J J l 
30NI1KU3 88 
( D S I d ' C k M T ' d J l I d (6Z«%)51Iii'« 
l l d N ' I s ^ e l 00 
c i H t n a m a 3 * d i I T A I « * T l t d ' , i'/'t'm'i » 
3 3 s t i s i 0 i ' / • s ' s j ' i A3d»nas s i v n o i s ^ i i to n i s i ' / ' f S ) ' . -so* I ' E ' S J ' E 
I 3 w l l &3A0 SSOfSi '/'E'ad'l -dp* I ' t ' i i ' i H IOWI I» i • / T' ii ' I -4)0+ |2 
'EVd'i AlIDOIaA lN33*3d 86 3?"? S J U P 3jN30IdN03 11» t l 
SN0Il»d3il JO S S B W I N I ' / ' I SJ-71-CS' 1S131 hDSd i'i3i)'l«tlt!0j I ! 
Ii3'3a3'j.«6 5>i» S l l V i l l 33N3Q1JN03 3 






" t'e=nso»i ii!e*ifi*vHO»i) H 
. £-lIdN = VMC.«I 
•*i?i*Z»sZ* ( i ' t ' l l ' i J ) d l 
1 3 » J » U B Z » 
(6't)N»lf/P'si» = 13»d 
Tjiso»*<>i)» = ( i ) i s se 
<J/(t«(MI)ls>iI 
E M s I 62 00 
I>l!!0»/*fOi« = * ><SQl» 
ir'E-lHdN)i»OT j = IXeO" 
3nMlivo3 /£ 
et ci o s 
630' J s t D I S 6E 
6 3 e * ; *> *o>» 
E M s I 6E OG 
CiS*0*!d3 Oa»Ct 
M I S 3 n i n 3 i » 3 o i a i a ^ n N S A I D s s w i i i 3 S * o 33*«I n N O i ' i e i J U w s G J e£ 
. . , (8£'<}>3.iIo* 9£ 
ZE'sf'VE <C-Hd%) d l 
(I)S3r»lI)S3e*>aO^=>i«C *Z 
(£)S-CI)X»(2)S*lI)»«(l)5+Cy)l»sCl)S3K 
, • e*«9>ee«t s i 
3 nnllN03 IV' 
t + i i n » i i h t a ' i ' a ' i ' i i M O * ) J I 




iy*!0».*>iio» i.= i>it!0" 
C«3AO3A»1iAJ/>*i0h*(I) IMast'Ot'. 
(HHO'HaSBsx&O* 81 
HI Ul 09 
<I«3AO3 i " » ' , i s s : - n A i t o o i 3 A i ' i i ) i » w - o a ee 
Ca2'4)3llMN 6« 
8 I **• I *61 OlxO*) d( 
x3A(i3A*»-3*03A-T3A«TaAi)i^g» 
12//I l»fcO*-)i4C« J* liieO* 
C l»dO M) l"PSs I 
. CZT)sl!><(tiA'*U>)G03*CI)<«lj>f;'J<i 
(x t ia") i ! ies*«i '«o<« 
MMDM » I S 10 »a * 8-C 1J A • 111A • U 1» »CI) » u s 10 • 1S10* V M 5 « 
CMJIal 
l l o s ' l x v 00 
i > ' t * l l H ti 
((m'(i)S)2»Vit«Z« 
( T i A i l P ' i f l / t s U A 
' ( f ) i » » i r ' l . ) " * i l ) i f * ' t ! J S n 
c C PR0i5RA«*E *C" cnt</kflttr, vc-|.CCI T Y-III "JTUCt FU'JCT ION I M 1 * VELOCITY DEPTH 
C FUNCTION USl'.u T'»Cf7"II>*!. 1 NT* f J It.. ALSH Cil.CULATfS THE M i l * TE» H 
C TO THE HIGHEST vtLU.lTY L * ' f > AN!) To 0'»F. OTHfU SHCl'lFD REFRACTOR 
C 
C . INPUT JSt- CARD 1- . •«» v( L 
C FO-HiT<I5,Fl*,«M 
C Na\iJ-<PEfc VELOCJT* DISTANCE CAhCS 
• C VELa Si'tCJFIfD RSFrfACTOR VELOCITY fOR C A L C U L A T E S DELAY TED* , ELSE 
C *LANK 
C • 
C THE N CARDS 
C X ( I ) , v ( I ) 
C FOR>'AT(f K.6, WX,F1».*> 
C X ( I ) a DISTANCE 
C v ( I ) s VELOCITY 
c 
c N.a, j<(n f o s T F?E «.K 
c xciv "«U.>T BE i n »SCEN'[.«IM; nt<nn» 
c v m " u s t SE I * ASCENDING OROER 
c 
c 
C OUTPUT I S TH£ ORIGINAL OAT* AND OE"THS WITH DELAY TERMS 
c 
D I H T N S I O N V(99),»(?9)>2(9>»),DT(Oyj 
REAO(5,1) N.VtL 
1 r i i 4 f U T ( I 5 , F 1 8 . 3 ) 
"tADCS*,2) ( X t I ) . V { I ) , I a J , N ) 
2 FORMAT tFl?.?,l«X.F) fl.a) 
IF ( « ( 1 ) ) ' ' 3 , * , 3 ' , 
3 *«ITE(6.5) 
S F O R H A T P I , I X t l ) MUST BE Ji.V IiHOSSlPLE TO INTEGRATE 
STOP — 
i DO 9 1=2.N 
IF { <( I )-X J I " U ) H.9.9. 
1 3 J K M E ( 6 , 1 2 ) 
1 2 FO-»*AT<! L>IST»«iCeS NOT IN ASCENDING CSDEti 1 ) 
STOP 
•9 CONTINUE 
00 .11 1 = 2 , N 
IF. ( V m - V ( T - l ) j I S , 1 1 , 1 1 
1 5 <JRITEM,13> 
1 3 FORMAT(• ',' V E L O C I T I E S f . i i l I N ASCENDING ORDER') • 
STOP 
1 1 CONTINUE 
. 00 6 Is2,N 
J = N - t * 2 
« X ( J ) s X ( J ) - X < J - l ) 
PINVS*,I25/ATAN(|,H) 
- 00 B J J = ? , N . 
JKsJJ-1 
00 7 I s l , J < . • ^o^x.sv'cjjj/vnj 
CALL *CnSh(wDR<) 
J SU"aSli-Hi«'0'<ft»(X(I)<fX(Itt>l 
a z t J j ) s s u f * i > i N V 
Z ( 1 ) = » . P 
00 1 « 1 = 2,N. 
1 5 X(I)s»{l)+X(I«II 
^ K n e c o . i u ( Z ( i ) , v ( t ) , x ( i ) . i * . i . N ) . 
1 4 FO>«MT(> ',' OgPTH VELOCITY RISTAIMCE 1. SSf/, 3 F a . 3 ) ) 
J*N-I 






00 IS I s l . J 
1 8 Su*sSU"*3.b»(0T(I)*»T(I*l I)«f Z ( 1 + 1 W ( I ) ) 
««ITF(6,19) $'J",»(N) 
1 9 FCMM*T(l 'i.iQELAV TERM IS',Ft,.4,I SECONDS TO TrtESFS.4,1 KM/SfcC RE 
lFRACTORl} 
I F ( V t L ) 2 J . 2 1 . 2 1 
2 3 i/(N)*VEL 
VEL*.'..* 




SUBROUTINE AC05H(.«URK) . 
AaaORmm'Uf n - l ,.1 




PROGRAMME FOR CALCULATING THE 6EST FITTING T*0 LA»E*E» *ODEL TO FIT THE 
0»S£SVFn Uf.Pi T l - t S . HAPS OUT THE <EL0C1TY OF T«E TOP OF LATER 2 • 
AGAINST Tnt TriICKNES3 OF LAYfR 2 
CALLS SI'^RJUTINES TNPviT ANO REMD2 
V ( I ) = VELOCITY OF I TH LAYER 
< U ) » i*ATE OF I!*C*EAS? OF VELOCITY (LINEAR) »1THIN THE I TH LAYER 
0 ( I ) = THICKNESS OF THE I Tn LAYE" , . ' ' 
,;NR"UT IS t - C«RD'l«- F0RMAT<12> 
"a NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS TO FOLLOH 
TrtfN H c«t»OS T(JJ),»(JJ),OT(JJ) -
FC»»tTt3F|F.fl) 
T. ( J J ) B fiPSERVEO P-..PG TIHt 
XCJJJa DISTANCE 
liT(J\J)a ESTIMATE OF THE,-SUM OF THE DELAY TE*RMS FOR THE SHOT AND 
RECEI.E- . . . 
PAIUHETE^S FOH.i.AYER 1 AND LAYER 3 ARE oRITTEN IN THE PROGKAHHE AND MAY 
NEEO CHANGING, 
OUTPUT CONSISTS OF AN »LPHANU"ERIC 1A» OF THE FIT OF THE MODEL TO THE 
0»SE-»VED DATA 
REAL*S v(l3),Dfiaj,<Ci;«).J<U»»O«T(|0P),OTU30J 
DIMENSION A l B H A f J H l . A I A P d i S l ) 
•' OATA Ai.a-A/i A ', i i j i , i C.«, '01, i t •, 'F I , >G' , ' H I , 111, i J l , • K •, «L', 'HI, «N< 
\ , I Q I , <»>, '0', I R ' , 'S>, ' T i , I U I , I V , U i ,1X1, * VI , IZ>/ 
DATA B L A N K / I ' / . S H R / t * ! / 
CALL tNPuT(1,T,<,DT) 
0 U ) = 12.* 
V(l)aS.7 
<(2)=«.«2 
*(3)a*»a<!5 ' . 
VfS)sS,« 
•"ITE(6.9) 
9 FDRH;T(11','S«lNPUrfN9 RESIDUAL CONTOUR HAP FOR A TWO LAYERED CRUST 
1 BASED ON f^-HG T I M E S > , / . r THICi"ESS LAYER 2 
...2 VEL'OCI-TY OF LAVER2'-,/,'. • .6..I . . 6.2 6,3 ' 
3 «.« 6,5 5.6 " t , ; 6.8 6.9 7.0* 
4 ) 




' CAuL RESt(>2(2,M.V,*,0,T,X,DT,RFS2) 
RES2a>'tS2/rL0ATC") 
WORKsALOilJ(xtS2) 
IF (r-0**) J, 4, 4 
4 A»»P(J)aST»R 
GO TO 2 
3 IF (*0R»»2,6) 6,6,7 
6 AMAP<Jl3*LAN* 





WRITE(6,?) 0 ( 2 ) , ( A " A » ( J ) , J s l , | B l ) 




PRPr,«4M1E FOR CALCULATING TMF. REST FITTING C.NE LAYF*fcO «OtiEL TO OPStRVtO 
PC-PS T i f f . * 
CALLS MIHKOUT1NES • INPUT AND l»FSirja 
V ( I ) = VELOCITY n* I T- LAYER 
. K ( i ) » RATE OF' I N C £ » S ( OF VELOCITY (USV;A*) * I J H I K THE I I > UAVER 
D ( I ) S TUCKNfcSS OF THE I TM LAYER 
INBUf I S I - CARP ||. f FOM«AT(I2) 
Hs NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS TO FPLLO* 
TMEU n CAH>S K J J ) , « ( J J ) . O T ( J J > 
FO-MATClFli},*) 
T ( J J ) x OeSE»v£o PH.»G Tlnf 
X ( J J ) r DISTANCE 
D T ( J J ) * ESTIMATE OF TIE SU« OF T*E DEL'* TEPMS FGR THE S"OT AND 
RECEIVER 
OUTPUT PRINTS A.GRA"H 0* TH£ F I T OF THE DATA TC T*t lKICKNfSS OF THE LAYER 
PARAMETERS FOR v t u , A..-I < m u s SP E C I F I E D i*. T»E PROGRAMME ANC KAY 
NEE3 CHANGING 
REAL*« V ( l V ) , K ( j j i " j , 9 ( H J t 0 T ( l i } P - ) , X ( i e a j , T ( l B ? j 
DII'SVSION AM«P ( s > . i(t'|) 
. DATA. CLANK/ 1 i/,STAa / ' * i/,CROSS/'+>/.STROKE / i i t / ,nASH/>- ' / . 
00 2? 1=1,31 ~ 
00 2f J s l . l U V 
24 AMAP ( I,J)*BLANK 
00 21 1=1,51 
00 22 L=M, 6 
IF ( ( I + 0 ) - 1 3 * L ) 27,23,2? 
22 CONTINUE 
GO TO 21 
23 00 24 J e l . i a i 
?4 A K A P ( I , J ) = O A S H 
2 1 CONTINUE 1 
00 25 J s l . l B I 
DO 2<) L=1,U v 
IF ( ( J * 9 ) - 1 3 » L ) 26,27,26 
26 CONTINUE 
GC TO if 
27 00 ?X 1=1,51 
IF. (AfAP ( I,J).E0.0ASn} GO TO 2 9 
GO TO 30 
29 AK1AF(1,J)=CROSS 
GO TO 26 




v ( 2 ) = f . & 
'•C-4.LL lNPuT.(M-,T,'X,DT) 
n o l e J = i , i « ) i 




I F (T0THE8.LT.r . i ! ) T0T«ES = 1.,< 




17 FOrt^AT(M 1• 1 S*IN5URNS INTERMEDIATE REFLECTION GRAPMI,/.' 
1 f f A N SaiURE ERROR',/,.' . LGG SCALE 1 1 
OUHal.a 
00 12 1=1,51 
I F (AHAP ( I.l ) . E a .CROSS) GO TO 13 
GO TO 14 
13 DL>"sDJ''-1.9« 
*RITE(6. I M O i J M , ( A w i 3 ( l , J ) , J i i , l f I I 
I - i FORMAT (' '.5X,F3,2.1M»11 
GO TO 12 
14 *RITEt6,1») (Af»P(I,J),J=l,l/1) 
l o FOR-ATC M « i l ' i m 
12 CONTINUE 
« P I T e(6,H>) 
14 SOHKATP ',' *.>3 6 . e 7,.« 6 . 4 9,* 
1 1H,0 11.* 12. * 13. *! 14.« 1 5 . / . I 
2 OFPTh (KM) '1 
STOP 
END 
SUe WfiijT INKS CAI.LE3 fiU t u t • I I I * . INGLE x£f l.KC 1 ( I I N PHln;"AK*!FS 
SUrhJUTI'-t INHJT "ffo* I ' . Mfc TI»tS «V1 i i s u v c t s 
S-J-J^ O'j'lMK. •>•%!•)? C»Lru.»TE5 . T-= SiC OK *i Si ftjALS SUUArfEO 
S'J.ST'JTIVK JtMO CAi.r.'iLATrS Tj.fc" "fcSlOUAL TO Tnf HT OF THE HOOK MTH THE 
0HSf*v£0 T H A V F L TI«" 
fl'hi"-,>J1Ki: CO1*" CnHtCTs Fr,u T«f 0lFrEHEnTI«L DELAY OF tMf LO« VFLOtlW 
f.OVfcn 
SUMOjriNE « e » C»LC'JI »Tt;« JfFmcTEO ABJJJVAL « I T H Tug LEAST T1AVFL Tjuf 
SuJ«OyTI\F w*F. CALCOLA ry3 Ti»K TRAVEL f 1 f f uK 1«.F KtF"AC1fcn KAVfc 
S J J ^ ^ O J T I H F . « ASl^.n SMD A C H * " C A I C U L A T£ INVERSE >m'tl"»OLIi: FUNCTIONS 
Sl'S'-'Ol'TlNE PiaT CAtCJLATtS THf, p PA^iMLU* f)F TMg BEl-LKCTKt) HAVE 
Sli3><0>HIl<E CALCULATES Thfc HtXJMU* OiSTA'<CE »"AT T«E »EFLECTtl> HAVE 
EMSTS 
SU-»or/)TlNE IHPUT{*,T,<,0T1 
»EiL»>! T ( l ) . X C l ) r D T ( 0 
«<EA&((i»l) « 
J FO»*AT(15) 
00 8 J J s i . n 




*E«L*fc V ( I ) . K ( 1 ),b(l).1(t)»X(n.Drn)»»tS!!.TIWe,0IST,Pl,P,RES, 
10ELAT 
*£S2a*.* 
. CALL *«*,<1 ( N , V , K , 0 , < I A X ; P 1 ) 1 
00 t JJsl,« 




IF (OISt'-XiAX) 3,4,4 
4 «ES2alE9 








.SUt**OUTlNF «(ESID(N,V >K >D IP,X,TTHE IMES,BELAY) 
»E»L*0 V I D . K i l ) , 0(n,P»|J2iX,TI»(E»fES,lOi»i<,fcORKl,TMI«l,OEL*V 
RES**.« . . • 
'00'. I I s l ,N. • • . • 
I F c s n n 7,3.9 
3 fcfia«al,lr<-v(r)*V(J)*P*P 
I f {*(>iK .l.T.Jl.f J WO«AB-WO«K 
«t!^ KBOS(.«T(NL'fi<) 
^ESs"t5+'Dm/r"tI)*»0i«i<J • 
GO TO 1 
CALL AC.OSh<*0»K) 








s u - j p u i n i i f c cuRRtneLA/,i>,P2) 
» E 4 L « ( » DtLAr,P,P2,vt>, V|»V2,V3,»0RI<I»"»O*»2II"O1'K3 
t i n t , * 
via*«,« 
l/Pal.P/f? 
V 3 a i , l V f 
WLWM s\M • VI «w^*v? 
»r-i«jansim r { K i ) i m ? ) / v 2 
HU"'" J*V3*V *« V H « V I 
rFLAraiOf LAY.(»o*< J.«rjK*f)/*(IWK j 
n E T y * 
EN'J 
SU3P0UTlNt MKFKIS, ,li,t, T«If-,P?) 
HEAL»C V( ,,,<'( J J.n{ll #X,7wlr 4,-IIMfc,P?.F 
TMINM.PifxJ 
00 1 1«1,JJ 
CALL tiE> t l , v , K , 0 / X , T U ' t , a ) 
IF fTI«E-T^If1 2.2.1 





SUBROUTINE REF(N,V,I> ,0,X.TI*E.P> 
REAL*B V C l ) , * ( 1 ) . 0(1 >,*, TIKE.", DIST.nORK, KOPKJ, »»t>Kn2 
MSN" I 
TpiEsa . e . 
DISTaX 
IF {"•) 15.l-S.l3 
15>s<|j)«<(l]*DI$T*DIST*«.«*V(l)*V(l) 
P = 2.^/*l)SaRT(P) • 
GO TO 9 
| a TIIEsV(N) 
4 Pal.d/TIMF 
DISTaP.B 
DO 1 1 = 1.« 
nORKlsl , « r V ( I ) * V ( l ) » » > » v • • • 
IF (oDRKl.LT.R'.R) «CfcKJa-*ORKl 
IF ( U I > > 2,3,2 
3 0IST*D1ST+D(1)*V(IJ*P/R0R<1 
GO TO 1 
2 4 0 R F 2 a v ( I ) « K ( I ) * o r i ) 
»0*K2sl,l*.»ilUi<2*«OBK2«P«P 
I F («0RK2.LT.a.8) *0R>'2S-^0RR2 
WOR;K2SDSO« T (>0R*2> 
*0RKS1.?/(«(I)*P) 
DtSTsDIST<.«0Ri(*(«nRKj.rCR<2) •' 
1 CONTINUE ' 
DISTsX*2.,«*iIST 
»OHKs(P'.(s)»K(N)*UIST*CIST W4,M(M)*T(») 
*ORK sDSQR T(AORK) 
• *ORif 1S..0RK-TI.1E 
TI"Ea*OK< 
*ORKJsDASSf»0R» 1) 
IF (»0»M-l.•«-!*) 5,5,4 
5 TI«EsP,S 
00 6 l a l . M 
IF ( < ( ! ) ) 7,3.7 
S wORKsl.(t»vti)*V(15*P*P 
• •IE'.(<o«><.i'T,ata) '»O«'.S»WCK"K 
.kPRK:OStiRT(AOR«) 
TIlEsTIhE + u(j)/(v(I)*»ORi») 




C'ALL »COS"(/(0WK J 
CALL AC0$M(*C*<1) 
Tl.1tsTIME + ( * J - I K l - K U R K l / K ( l } 
0 CONTINUE 
9 IF ( K ( N ) ) 12,13,14 










REAL** A , ( 
Asx*x»t.* 
AsOSIRKA) 




S i n i W M M A00i»f»). 
<Jf.AI.»M 4, i 
<«<>«.1.C 
I f <») 1,2,2 
1 M I > I t t ( n , 9 ) 
3 FC-«KAT(' •,' * LESS THAN 1.1) liU "FAL AC'^Mij 
STOP 









• M ' i JUpH 
IF t < C l ) ) *.«,» 
9 *GRKji*OHi<W>f I >/V(I) 
1.0 10 I 
9 *G0K2sVM)*K.(!)*.')(I] . 
»0RK?rHC"i"2/VU) 
1 i v o * k s « o f c < * o ( i ) 
•Q4K23X* f»NOWK»»aRK*a ,« 
' »UR*sX«»j»*l/(N0^i<«055'i(TCl09K2)) 




1" (NC0UNT-1BH) 3,4,4 
3 NC0U\TSNC0UNT*1 
Of 5 l i l . N " .• 
IF-rP.«1.P-<AX) P = Pr««X 
*OR«Bl.r.»v{I)a«il)*P»P 
1F ( K ( I ) ) 5,7,* 
7 A'0*Ksiir)»<t »>ORrt 
F U M c r = F i i M : i * i ) ( i > * v ( i ) * p / K O R K i 
CE*IV=OE*IV*Ci(I)*V(i)/»(lRK. 
up TO 5 
6 *C-»K2BVm+<CI)*0(IO 
' . *G*<3t,.n/'( l<U)*Pj 
*0*I<2=1, .:-40u*Zk »••)•»« 2*P*P 
»O»K2=0.S-3l<Tt«O-<K2) 
Fli<ICTsrl).v>CT**r'Ri<* (wf'-lnl-»0RK2) 






IF C»0*i .Gr.l.i>E-9J 50 TO 2 
4 RETURK 
S'JW.ITINK XMAX1 (N,V,K,0,XfAX,P) 
REAL*?. Vtll,Ktn,Otn,»ORk,*OP<l,iiOHK?,FiJKCT,XMAX,P 
»0-iKav(l) + ».(l)*0(l) 
• IV-»AX*V 
OC 1 1*1,N 
«o«Ki3vti)*<cn»om 
IF (KID.IT.v'.a) W0S»1=V(I) 




• °al .p/imORK -
P*»»3.999 
IF (K(IVHAX)) 3,9,lA 
9 X»AXa| ,»iEC>.» 
SO TO 11 
I & CONTINUE 
FUNCTsH.P 
JO 5 Iat.IVHAX 
.j«OR<al,f-vH)*v(.IJ«P.P 
IF C*OR*.l T.^.C) HOR«a-»<'Ri> 
HP^KIaOS^hTt^CSitj 
IF < K ( I ) ) f.7,ft 
7 Fl.'-'ClaFUNf T + 0cI)*V(I5«K/K0Pm 
Gl ' TO S 
6 »rwK?*vtn+*ti>«r>u> 
• 0«al,p./'»(I)«P-l 
*O^I<?Sl .i'-rillMI' ?»W(JRK7*I'»P 
is (<rHK;.LT,c..iM *r,*«yi-r.iKK? 
*0-t»?aDS>l 
f i.' \ C T a F U N C I • -1" * ( •> 0 » * ' • " 1 1 * * 2 5 
* OfATlNUE 
X««XS?,*»H!NCT 
I I CtMTI'tlE 
E N I ( 2 0 
